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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Rindge, in the County of Cheshire, State
of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Rindge Memorial School Auditorium in
Rindge Center in siad Town of Rindge on Tuesday, the ninth day of March next,
at nine of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
To choose all necessary Town Officers and School District Officers for the
year ensuing.
Polls will remain open until six of the clock in the afternoon.
The business meeting will be called to order at seven of the clock in the
afternoon to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1 . To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
ARTICLE 2 . To hear and act upon the reports of the Selectmen and Town
Treasurer, Town Clerk, Overseer of Public Welfare, and reports of all agents,
Committees and Officers heretofore chosen and act in any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 3 . To see if the Voters will authorize the Selectmen and Town
Treasurer to borrow money in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current
year, and to issue in the name of the Town negotiable notes therefor, said notes to
be repaid during the current year from taxes collected within the current year.
ARTICLE 4 . To see what method the Town will adopt to collect taxes.
ARTICLE 5 . To see what action the Town wishes to take regarding overdrafts
and unexpended balances.
ARTICLE 6 . To see if the Town will vote to accept the following proposal
concerning an agreement between the Town and The First Congregational Church
of Rindge or act in any way relating thereto:
TOWN - CHURCH AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT entered into this day of , 1 96 5, by and between
the TOWN OF RINDGE, a municipal corporation situated in the County of
Cheshire and State of New Hampshire, hereinafter referred to as the Town, and the
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH AND SOCIETY OF RINDGE, in said County
and State, hereinafter referred to as the Church.
WHEREAS the Town has leased to the Church for a period in excess of one
hundred twenty years the Public Meeting House building, so-called, in the Town
of Rindge;
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WHEREAS, the Town and the Church now mutually desire to clearly establish
the rights of the parties to the use of specific areas in the said Meeting House and
to set forth the responsibilites and the duties of both parties in the maintenance of
their individual interests and their combined obligations as a whole;
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual promises herein-
after set forth, the Parties agree as follows:
1 . That all previous leases and agreements heretofore entered into by the
Town and the Church are hereby superseded and amended by the present agreement.
2 . That the Town does hereby lease and let unto the Church, with and upon
the terms, covenants and conditions hereinafter stated, for and during the term of
one hundred ninety-nine (1 99) years, commencing on the day of ,
1965, and ending on the day of ,2164, the following
described premises, to wit:
The entire second floor of the said Public Meeting House buildings,
as well as the attics designated as Attics *1 and ^2 per sketch,
hallways, stairs leading from the first floor of the said building, the
hallways and the Northwest closet on the ground floor at the front
(West side) of the said building, the "vestry " area, so called, the
"kitchen", so called, of said building, all as described in the sketch
attached hereto and made a part hereof.
3 . That the Church agrees at its own cost and expense to maintain and
keep the above-mentioned areas at all times in good, sufficient repair, order and
condition. The Church further agrees that the said kitchen of said building shall be
made available under the supervision and control of the Church, or its agents, to
the inhabitants of the Town or other groups desiring to use the some with the
permission of the Church, subject to reasonable regulations established and posted
from time to time by the Trustees of the Church.
4 . That the Town hereby reserves unto itself the "Selectmen's Room", so-
called, (and the areas of said building known as the Town Hall, so-called) including
the stage, the bell, the clock and tower, the use of said areas to be regulated by
the Town or its duly authorized agents. The Town shall, at its own cost and expense,
maintain and keep the said "Town Hall", "Selectmen's Room", Town Clock, and
Tower in good, sufficient repair, order and condition during the whole of the term
of this agreement;
5 . That the Town also reserves unto itself the right to use the stairs and
hallways in said building to gain access to and from the belfry, so-called, for the
purpose of maintenance and repair of the Town Clock and Tower and any other use
consonant with the maintenance or preservation of the whole structure;
6 . That in the event that the Selectmen shall discontinue the use of the
Selectmen's Room as a Town Office room then this Town Office room shall become
part of the premises defined and described in Paragraph Two as leased to the Church
for the some term and under the same conditions as apply to the areas described in
Paragraph Two; and the Town shall thereafter have no responsibility therefor, except
as is generally provided for the other areas leased herein and described in Paragraph
Two;
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7 . That the Town and the Church shall have the equal right to use the hall-
ways between the said "Selectmen's Room" and the said "vestry", the men's and
women's toilet rooms, so-called, the "furnace room", so-called, the entrance
through the door of the south side of the said building, and the closet at the South
West corner of the first floor. The cost of maintenance and repair of these said
jointly used areas shall be equally shared by the Town and the Church;
8 . That except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, the Town and the
Church shall equally share in the cost and expense of maintaining and repairing of
the entire said Public Meeting House building including roofing and painting of
said building and repairing the heating facilities. The normal cost of heat and
electricity for the building, including flood-lights and the lighting of the "bulletin
board", so-called, shall be shared equally by the Town and the Church, except that
the Church shall bear the cost of electricity for the areas under its control, and the
Town shall bear the cost of electricity for the areas under its control. In the event
that abnormal use of the "Town Hall" by the Town or Church substantially increases
the cost of heat and electricity, the Town or Church (whichever incurs such cost)
shall pay the additional expense over and above the normal cost. In the event of
abnormal use of the Church Sanctuary and/or vestry areas, the excess cost of
heating so incurred will be entirely borne by the Church;
9. The Church agrees to continuously furnish water to the Public Meeting
House building, and to the Fire Station, under the following terms. The Town
agrees to pay annually to the Church, as the Town's proportionate share, an amount
representing 2 5% of the total cost of supplying water to the Parsonage, Meeting
House building, and the Fire Station. In the event that abnormal use of the "Town
Hall", or of the areas controlled by the Church, by either the Town or the Church,
shall substantially increase the cost of supplying water, an adjustment of said charge
shall be made. The entire cost of maintaining and repairing the pipe lines leading
to the said Fire Station shall be borne b/ the Town. The Church agrees to permit
the Town to enter into and upon the said "Parsonage" property for the purpose of
mainiaining and repairing the said pipe line to the said Fire Station;
1 . That it is mutually agreed that if and when, during the term hereof the
Town has no further use of said Public Meeting building in the conduct of town
affairs, the Church shall have the first option to purchase the building and the lot
on which it is affixed described as follows: Bounded on the North by the Cemetery
South wall and a line extending directly from such wall out to the Payson Hill
Road; bounded on the West by the Payson Hill Road; bounded on the South by the
road between the Public Meeting House and the Common; and said lot extending
East as far as the gate in the Cemetery South wall. In arriving at a sales price, the
Church shall receive credit for that area of the building leased to the Church;
1 1 . That the Church shall not, at any time during the sold term, without first
obtaining a license in writing from the Selectmen of the Town, make any internal
or external structural change to the said Public Meeting House; and that the Town
shall not, at any time during the said term, without first obtaining a license in
writing from the Board of Trustees of the Church, make any Internal or external
structural change to the said Public Meeting House;
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1 2 . That both the Town and the Church shall carry sufficient fire insurance
to cover their respective areas of the Public Meeting House with each equally
sharing the cost of the additional fire insurance necessary to cover the jointly
controlled areas of the Public Meeting House. In the event the building is partially
destroyed, the insurance proceeds shall be used to repair the damaged area of the
building. In the event the building is destroyed beyond repair, the insurance
proceeds shall be distributed to the Town and the Church according to the coverage
set forth in their respective policies.
1 3 . That the Church further agrees that no interests created herein, whether
legal or equitable, shall be assigned, alientated, pledged or hypothecated volun-
tarily or by operation of law, nor shall said demised premises be rented in whole or
in part without the written consent of the Town having previously been obtained;
1 4 . That all of the above-mentioned areas of the said Public Meeting house
building referred to in the within compact are as described in the sketch attached
hereto and made a part hereof;
1 5 . That any and all disputes arising out of the use of the premises or the
interpretation of the terms of this agreement, or the rights, duties and liabilities
of either party in relation to the premises and this agreement shall be determined
by a Board of Arbitrators appointed pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 54 2
of the N. H. Revised Statutes Annotated of 1 955, as amended, commonly known
as the N. H. Arbitration Act.
ARTICLE 7 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000 to provide for the retirement and replacement of obsolete and worn out
equipment in the Highway Department or act in any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 8 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 ,0 00 to be accumulated for the replacement of worn and obsolete equipment
for the Fire Department.
ARTICLE 9 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
purchase a new dump truck to replace the 1 954 unit, to raise and appropriate the
sum of $7,000, the sum of $1 ,8 00 to be raised and appropriated this year; that
the Selectmen be authorized to issue in the name of the Town term notes in the sum
of $2,000, one of each said notes to be redeemed each year in the next two
years, and to draw from the Highway Equipment Reserve Fund the amount of
$3,1 6 9.80 for the balance, or take any action relating thereto.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to provide permanent employees
of the Highway Department under age 6 5 a $2,000 Life Insurance and a
Disability Income Insurance guaranteeing the payment of $1 00 per month for a one
year period, or take any other action relating thereto.
ARTICLE 1 1 . To see if the Town will vote to accept an offer fromFranklin
Pierce College to provide annually two full tuition scholarships, one each for a
boy and girl, subject to the following qualifications:
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1 . That the recipients must be children of parents who have enjoyed a
continuous residence in the Town of Rindge for 1 2 years;
2 . That the recipients must meet the accepted admission standards of the
College at the time of enrollment.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to rescind any previous action and
authorize the Selectmen to appoint the Highway Agent or take any other action
relating thereto.
ARTICLE 13. To see what action the Town wishes to take regarding an Increase
in the salaries of the Tax Collector, Town Clerk and Treasurer, and other Town
officials.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to accept the following ordinance:
That parking on all roads of the Town of Rindge between the hours
of 1 1 :00 P.M. and 6:00 A.M. during the period of November 1
to April 1 is prohibited. Any car found on the roads will be towed
to a garage at the owner's expense.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to sell obsolete and worn out Highway Equipment or act in any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 ,200 .00 to build an addition to the Fire Station, or act in any way relating
thereto.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1 ,700.00 to equip the Reo Truck with a 2 ,000 gallon water tank, or act
in any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,000 to widen, grade and improve a 3 00 foot section of Todd Hill Road, so
called, between the Ratte and Baldwin homes, or act in any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to accept two Mobile Radios
(value $ 1,2 0) donated by the Rindge Fire Company to the Town, said radios to be
installed in the Forest Fire Trucks, so called.
ARTICLE 20 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500 for use of the Historical Committee, or act in any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 2 1. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Town "Conservation
Commission" as set forth in R.S.A. 36-A, or act in any way relating thereto.
(By Petition)
ARTICLE 22 . To see if the Town will vote to raise the wages of the permanent
employees of the Highway Department by ten cents (1 Oc;) per hour, or act in any
way relating thereto. (By Petition)
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ARTICLE 23 . To see if the Town will vote to pay half the cost of a Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Group Insurance Program, the other half being paid by the
permanent employees of the Highway Department, or take any other action relating
thereto. (By Petition)
ARTICLE 24 . To see if the Town will vote to accept as a Town road the so-
called Kimball Road, beginning at the Bower Hill Road and extending along the
the west side of Pearly Lake as now established. (By Petition)
ARTICLE 25 . To see if the Town will vote to accept the bequest of $2 ,500
(plus final adjustments to be made) which has been received by the Ingalls Memorial
Library from the Estate of the late Mr. Regnold B. LaRue, to be turned over to the
Trustees of Trust Funds for addition to the present funds now held for the benefit
of the library
.
ARTICLE 26 . To see if the Town will vote to take action relative to the
"Horse Sheds" adjacent to the Meeting House by taking over same by eminent
domain for the purpose of either razing them or restoring and retaining them un-
occupied as a historical landmark.
ARTICLE 27 . To take up any matters that may properly come before this
meeting
.
Given under our hands and seal this fifteenth day of February in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and sixty-five.
A true copy of Warrant — Attest: HAROLD E . SAVAGE
RALPH H. PANGBORN
RALPH L. HOYT, JR.
Selectmen of Rindge




TOWN CLERK AND TREASURER
Roland C. Goddard
SELECTMEN AND ASSESSORS
Harold E. Savage Ralph H. Pangborn
Ralph L. Hoyt, Jr.
TAX COLLECTOR
Florence E. Stebbins
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Florence E. Stebbins
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECK LIST
Carrie S. Gray Amy G. White
Betty Pangborn
AUDITORS
Walter A. Cleveland Peter W. Gordon
FIRE WARDENS
Richard A. Ford Ralph L. Hoyt, Jr.
Walter J. Young
HEALTH OFFICERS
John B. Crosby, Jr.
LIBRARIAN
Carrie S . Gray
HIGHWAY AGENT
John B . Crosby, Jr.
CONSTABLES
Ernest L. Goodall, Chief
John B. Crosby, Jr. Raymond A. Hoyt
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Edwin B. Klein John B. Rice
Betty S . Pangborn
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Leo F. Maclnnis James F. Allen
Russell E. White
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT
James F . Allen
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Overseer of Public Welfare
Library Trusteefor 3 years
Trustee of Trust Funds for 3







Ralph L. Hoyt, Jr.
Ralph H . Pangborn
John B . Crosby, Jr.
Florence E. Stebbins
Florence E. Stebbins
Betty S . Pangborn
Russell E. White
James F. Allen





The following resolution was introduced by Selectman Harold E. Savage and
approved by unanimous vote:
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS,
Mr. James E. Young has been intimately associated with the people of Rindge
for over a half centry as a Civil Engineer, Surveyor and Advisor on things relating
to real estate,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED,
That the inhabitants of Rindge here assembled pay tribute to his memory by
standing in silent prayer,
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
This this resolution be inscribed upon the record of this meeting and a copy of
this resolution be sent to Mrs. James E. Young.
DONALD E. SPECKMAN )
HAROLD E. SAVAGE )




ARTICLE 1 . To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town charges
for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
Article 1 . It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $8 9,93 5.52
for the following purposes:
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Town Officers' Salaries $ 3,500.00
Town Officers' Expenses 2,900.00
Election and Registration Expenses 500.00
Expenses of Town Hail & Other Town Buildings 1 ,3 0.00
Employees' Retirement and Social Security 1 ,300.00
Police Department 2,700.00
Fire Department 4,000.00
Damages and Legal Expenses 2 0.00
Civil Defense
Health Department 50.00




Oil and Solvay 10,000.00
Street Lighting 2,62 5 .00
General Expenses of Highway Department 1 ,2 00.00
Town Road Aid 1 ,1 35.52
Libraries 1 ,500 .00
Public Welfare 1 ,500.00
Memorial Day 3 00.00
Parks & Playgrounds 500.00
Cemeteries 500.00
Regional Associations 250.00
Interest on Temporary Loans 7 00.00
Interest on Long-Term Notes & Bonds 400.00
Payment on Principal of Debt on Long-Term Notes 4,500.00
County Taxes 13,500.00
Christmas Tree Lighting 5 0.00
TOTAL $89,935.52
ARTICLE 2 . To hear and act upon the reports of the Selectmen and Town Treasurer,
Town Clerk, Overseer of Public Welfare, and reports of all agents. Committees and
Officers heretofore chosen and act in any way relating thereto.
Article 2 . At the request of Mr. Robert Hindmarsh, Chairman of the Town-
Church Agreement Committee, a continuance of one year before reporting was
voted
.
Mrs. Clara Seymour reported on the progress of the Historical Committee. Mrs.
Florence Whipple advised that as the Town history was nearly completed, the
manner and cost of publication should be considered. It was voted that the
Moderator appoint three additional members to the Historical Committee. These
new members are: James J. Anderson; Edward C. Brummer; and one vacancy.
It was voted to accept the report of the Town Officers as printed.
ARTICLE 3 . To see if the Voteres will authorize the Selectmen and Town Treasurer
to borrow money In anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current year, and
to issue in the name of the Town negotiable notes therefor, said notes to be repaid
during the current year from taxes collected within the current year.
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Article 3 . It was voted that the Selectmen and Town Treasurer be authorized
to borrow money in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current year
and to Issue in the name of the Town negotiable notes therefor, said notes to
be repaid during the current year from taxes collected within the current year.
ARTICLE 4 . To see what method the Town will adopt to collect taxes.
Article 4 . It was voted that the Town allow a discount of 2 % on property
taxes if paid within ten days of presentation of bill or 1 % if paid within 3
days and that no discount be allowed after December 1 st.
ARTICLE 5 . To see what action the Town wishes to take regarding overdrafts and
unexpended balances.
Article 5 . It was voted that the unexpended balances be used to reduce the
overdrafts and that the following special appropriations be retained for the
purpose that they were established:
Town Map $ 100.00
Historical Appropriation 291 .64
Cleaning Water Holes 2 9.40
Moving Wall-Hillside Cemetery 500 .00
Highway Equipment Fund 4,169.00
Fire Department Equipment Fund 1 ,000 .00
ARTICLE 6 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 to provide for the retirement and replacement of obsolete and worn out
equipment in the Highway Department or act in any way relating thereto.
Article 6 . It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 to provide for the retirement and replacement of obsolete and
worn out equipment in the Highway Department.
ARTICLE 7 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 ,000.00 for the purchase of metal culvert pipes to replace broken and defective
units or act in any way relating thereto.
Article 7 . It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000. 00 for
the purchase of metal culvert pipes to replace broken and defective units.
ARTICLE 8 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 ,000 .00 to be accumulated for the replacement of worn and obsolete equipment
for the Fire Department. (By petition)
Article 8 . It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,000 .00 to be
accumulated for the replacement of worn and obsolete equipment in the Fire
Department.
ARTICLE 9 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to execute in
the name of the Town of Rindge a deed of the Dandlein Property so called to
Daniel J. and Rita G. Hayes as a replacement of the original deed that was lost by
the Grantees.
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Article 9 . It was voted that the Town authorize the Selectmen to execute
in the name of the Town of Rindge a deed of the Dandlein property, so called,
to Daniel J. and Rita G. Hayes as a replacement of the original deed that was
lost by the Grantees.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to draw an
amount not exceeding $2 ,000 .00 from the Highway Equipment Fund for the repair
of the (Todd) International truck and the Hough Loader or take any other action
relating thereto.
Article 10. It was voted that the Town authorize the Selectmen to draw an
amount not exceeding $5,000 .00 from the Highway Equipment Fund for the
repair of the (Todd) International truck and the Hough Loader.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to accept the following ordinance or
act in any way relating thereto:
Be It ordained by the Town of Rindge in legal Town Meeting convened
that the practice of going in and upon private residences In the Town
of Rindge by Solicitors, peddlers, hawkers, itinerant merchants or trans-
ient venders of merchandise without first obtaining a peddler's license
from the Selectmen subject to a fee of $1 .00 for the purpose of soliciting
orders for the sale of goods, wares, merchandise and disposing of and/or
peddling or hawking the same is declared to be a nuisance and punishable
as such as a misdemeanor and subject to a fine not exceeding $10.00.
Article 11. It was voted that the Town accept the following ordinance:
Be it ordained by the Town of Rindge In legal Town Meeting convened
that the practice of going In and upon private residences In the Town
of Rindge by solicitors, peddlers, hawkers, itinerant merchants or trans-
ient venders of merchandise without first obtaining a peddler's license
from the Selectmen, subject to a fee of $1 .00, for the purpose of
soliciting orders for the sale of goods, wares, merchandise and
dispensing of and/or peddling or hawking the same is declared to be a
nuisance and punishable as such as a misdemeanor and subject to a fine
not exceeding $1 0.00.
ARTICLE 12. To see If the Town will vote to accept a trust funds In the amount of
$580.33, plus Interest of $5 .80 , to be known as the Edna Hood and Eliza Smith
Fund, the income of which is to be used for the "Benefit of the WorthyPoor."
Article 12. it was voted to accept a trust fund in the amount of $580 .33
plus Interest of $5 .80 to be known as the Edna Hood and Eliza Smith Fund,
the Income of which is to be used for the "Benefit of the Worthy Poor."
ARTICLE 13. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 ,000 .00 to surface the parking area in back of the Library, repair the front
walk and Install steps from the parking area to the walk at the side of the building
or take any other action relating thereto.
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Article 13. It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 ,000.00 to surface the parking area in the back of the Library, repair
the front walk and install steps from the parking area to the walk at the
side of the building.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$50 0.0 to survey and lay out lots and avenues in the new cemetery area or take
any other action relating thereto.
Article 14. It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$50 .0 to survey and lay out lots and avenues In the new cemetery area.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to reclassify that section of the so-
called North Road from Dana Knight's property to land owned by William H.
Stoddard subject to gates and bars or take any other action relating thereto.
Article 15. It was voted that the Town rescind the action taken at the 1952
Town Meeting on Article 1 5 pertaining to the abandonment of the North
Road, so called, between the intersections of the North Road and the Payson
Hill Road and the Butterfield property, so called, and that the Town re-open,
subject to gates and bars, that section of the North Road between the junction
of Payson Hill Road and the North Road leading to the Butterfield property,
now owned by Walter Troup.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to increase the number of Library
Trustees from three to six members by the election of three additional members, one
for a three year term, one for a two year term and one for a one year term, at the
Annual Town Meeting in March, 1 96 5, or act in any way relating thereto.
Article 16. It was voted to increase the number of Library Trustees from
three to six members, one for a three year term, one for a two year term, and one
for a one year term, at the Annual Town Meeting in March, 1965.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to amend the present Zoning Ordinance
as follows or act in any way relating thereto:
ARTICLE III, Section E: "The following types of signs shall be permitted:
Town, State and Federal Highway directional and regulatory signs;
historic signs; school and church signs. The following types of signs shall
be permitted after a permit has been granted: those relating to the sale or
lease of the premises; the professional or home occupation of the occupant
if he is a resident of Rindge or a business firm of Rindge or a business of a
contiguous town; properly restriction signs; identification signs of
residences; the sale of goods or products sold on the premises; except that
in all such cases no sign or group of signs shall exceed twenty-five square
feet in area, except that on the premises of a business signs may be located
not over 2 00 feet from the business structure and in a size not to exceed
fifity square feet in area."
To odd a new section to ARTICLE V to be numbered "5"; "A business
may be established in the Residential-Agricultural area."
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To add a new section to ARTICLE IV to be lettered "C"; "Tenting and
camping areas may be established adjacent to Divol Pond."
Amend ARTICLE XIII, Section C, by striking out the words "of the
household" and changing "resident to "residence" so that the section
will read: "Home Produce means and includes everything of an agricultural
nature grown, produced, conditioned or otherwise carried on the property
of the resident, also such articles as are manufactured or altered by
members of the bona fide residence of any property."
Article 17. It was voted to postpone indefinitely any action on this article.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to abandon subject to gates and bars
that section of road beyond the John Weidner residence which has a dead-end,
near the Alan Downey property, or take any other action relating thereto.
Article 18. It was voted indefinitely to postpone action on this article.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2 ,500 .00 for the use of the Rindge Civil Defense or take any action relating
thereto, any expenditure of monies raised and appropriated for the use of Civil
Defense of Rindge shall be subject to the approval of the Board of Selectmen or a
majority of them. (By petition)
Article 19. A motion in favor of this article was defeated
.
ARTICLE 20 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2 50 .00 to purchase an additional air pack for the Fire Department or take any
other action relating thereto. (By petition)
Article 2 0. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2 50 . 00 to
purchase an additional air pack for the Fire Department.
ARTICLE 2 1. To see if the Town will vote to hold Town Meeting and voting at the
Rindge Memorial School Auditorium next year because of the lack of space at the
Meeting House Building. (By petition)
Article 2 1 . A motion to postpone indefinitely action on this article was
defeated.
It was voted to hold Town Meeting and voting at the Rindge Memorial
School Auditorium next year because of the lack of space at the Meeting
House Bui Iding.
ARTICLE 22 . To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$30 .00 to rent audi-ampllflcation equipment for Town Meetings. (By petition)
Article 22 . It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3 .0 to rent
audio-amplification equipment for Town Meetings.
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ARTICLE 23 . To take up any matters that may properly come before this meeting.
Article 23 . A motion by Rev. George Chapman for a rising vote of thanks
to the two retiring Selectmen, Donald E. Speckman and Dana L. Knight,
was accepted unanimously.
Selectmen Harold E. Savage pointed out that the cost of plowing snow on
private driveways has exceeded the fees paid and, therefore, all those who
have contracted for snow removal will be assessed an additional sum.
The results of the Town election were made public at 1 0:30 P.M. At
2 :4 5 A.M. on March 1 1 , the results of the National Primary were made
public.
It was voted to adjourn at 2 :50 A.M., March 11, 1964.
Given under our hands and seal this twenty-first day of February in the
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REPORT OF THE RINDGE FIRE DEPARTMENT
For the year ending December 31, 1 964
Record of Fire Calls:
House fire calls 4
Houses lost 1 camp
Chimney fire calls 6
Mutual Aid CaMs (out of Town) 2
Automobile and other equipment calls 4
Dump fire 1 1
Forest and grass calls 2 1
Controlled fires burning grass for owners 1 2
Resusitator calls 3
Mutual Aid help (from other Depts.) 1
Mutual Aid Help (times participating) 2
Man Days at Fire School 6
Man Hours (State Sponsored School) 38 5
Man Hours (Truck and Equipment training) 170 1/2
I would like to thank the members of the fire department for the many hours
of work put in on the station, (at no cost to the town)
The Fire Department this coming year will donate two Mobile-Radios for use




BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF RINDGE, N. H.
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES FOR THE ENSUING
YEAR JANUARY 1 , 1 96 5 to DECEMBER 31 , 196 5
COMPARED WITH
ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUE, APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPEND-
ITURES OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR JANUARY 1,1964 to DECEMBER
31 , 1 964
SOURCES OF REVENUE
Eist. Rev. Actual Rev. Est. Rev.
Prev. Yr. Prev. Yr. Ensuing Yr.
1964 1964 1965
From State:
Interest and Dividends Tax $ 4 ,700.00 $ 6,023.1 1 $ 6,000.00
Railroad Tax 42.54 25.00
Savings Bank Tax 250.00 366.87 350.00
Reimbursement a/c State and
Federal forest lands 45.00 73.63 70.00
For fighting Forest Fires 100.00 1 ,932.13 200.00
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses 450.00 574.00 550.00
Business Licenses, Permits and
Filing Fees 50.00 71 .00 70.00
Interest Received on Taxes and Deposits 600.00 675.13 600.00
Income fromTrust Funds 5 ,863.87 7,236.94 6,500.53
Income of Departments:
Highway, including rental of
equipment 1 ,000.00 6,958.42 1 ,000.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 8 ,000.00 10,973.36 10,000.00
From Local Taxes Other Than
Property Taxes:
Poll Taxes-Regular @ &2 640.00 670.00 670.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 59.00 60.00 60.00
Yield Taxes 100.00 17.70 100.00
Total Revenues from All Sources




Election and Registration Expenses
Municipal Court Expenses
















Employees' Retirement and Social Security
Security $ 1,300.00$ 1,483.64$ 1,400.00
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY
Police Department 2,700.00 *3,676.76 3,000.00
Fire Department 4.000.00 *8,652.07 4,500.00
Moth Exterm. -Blister Rust & Care of Trees 17 5.00
Damages and Legal Expenses 2 00.00 200.00
HEALTH
Health Department, Including Hospitals 50.00
Vital Statistics 2 5.00
Town Dump and Garbage Removal 800.00
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES
(Oil&Solvay) 10,000.00 10,000.00 12,000.00
Town Maintenance-Summer 9,000.00 13,273.13 10,000.00
Town Maintenance-Winter 25,000.00 27,302.34 25,000.00
Street Lighting 2,625.00 2,620.32 2,625.00
General Expenses of Highway Dept. 1,200.00 1,208.55 1,500.00
TovynRoadAid 1,135.52 1,135.52 1,132.65
LIBRARIES 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,200.00
PUBLIC WELFARE
Town Poor 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
Memorial Day and Veterans' Assoc. 300.00 223.90 300.00
RECREATION
Parks and Playground, Inc. Band
Concerts 500.00 443.39 500.00
PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES
Cemeteries
Advertising and Regional Associations
Christmas Tree Lighting
Temporary Loans
Long Term Notes and Bonds
Long Term Notes
500 .00 *558 .07 500 .00
2 50 .00 250 .00 250 .00
50 .00 56 .1 1 50 .00
NTEREST
700 .00 51 .21 700 .00
400 .00 284 .18 200 .00
PAYMENTS
4,500 .00 4,500 .00 4,500 .00
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COUNTY TAXES $ 13,500.00 $ 1 5,47 5 .29 $ 1 6 ,000 .00
Total Expenditures $ 8 9 ,93 5 .52$! 02 ,7 43 . 95 $ 96 ,307 .6
5
*lncludes F .O.A.B. Deductions
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
OF THE TOWN OF RINDGE, 1 964
Description of Property Valuation
Land and Buildings $7,977,197.00
Factory Machinery 2 2,100.00
Electric Plants 522,367.00
House Trailers (1 6) 50,400.00
Stock in Trade of Merchants 1 9,97 5 ,00
Stock in Trade of Manufacturers 3,500.00
Boats and Launches (1 2 9) 16,350.00
Dairy Cows (1 27) 1 2,140.00
Other Cattle (37) 1 ,920.00
Poultry (4,53 0) 1 ,812.00
Gasoline Pumps & Tanks 18,200.00
Road Building & Construction Machinery 20,550.00
Wood, Lumber, Logs, etc. 510.00
Total Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed: $8,667,02 1 .00
Exemptions:
War Service $ 78,000.00
Religious, Educational,
Civil & Municipal 374,300.00
Neatstock 5,7 8 0.00
Poultry 402 .00
Total Exemptions Allowed: 458,482.00
Net Valuation on which Tax Rate is Computed: $8,208, 53 9.00
ELECTRIC AND GAS UTILITY COMPANIES
New England Power Company $ 27 0,7 6 0.00
New Hampshire Electric Company 2 51 ,607 .00
TOTAL $ 522,367.00
Number of inventories distributed in 1 964 98 9
Number of inventories returned in 1 964 6 97
Number of veterans who received property exemptions 7 8
Number of veterans exempted from poll tax 1 08
This is to certify that the information contained In this report was taken from
official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief.
HAROLD E. SAVAGE
RALPH H. PANGBORN
RALPH L. HOYT, JR.
Selectmen of Rindge
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED, 1 964
Appropriations Amount
Town Officers Salaries $ 3,500.00
Town Office Administrative Expenses 2 ,900 .00
Election and Registration Expenses 500 .00
Town Hall and Buildings Maintenance 1 ,300.00
Social Security and Retirement Contributions 1 ,300 .00
Police Department 2,700.00
Fire Department 4,000.00
Damages and Legal Expenses 2 00.00
Health Department 50.00
Vital Statistics 25 .00
Town Dumps 8 00 .00
Town Maintenance (Summer $9 ,000) (Winter $2 5,000)
(Oil &Solvay $10,000) 44,000.0
Street Lighting 2,625.00
General Expenses of Highway Department 1 ,2 00 .00
Town Road Aid 1 ,1 35.52
Library 1,500.00
Public Welfare 1,500.00
Memorial Day 300 .00
Parks and Playgrounds 500 .00
Cemeteries 500 .00
Advertising and Regional Associations 2 50.00
Payment on Debt (Principal $4,500) (Interest $4 0) 4, 900. 00
Interest on Temporary Loans 7 00 .00
Christmas Tree Lighting 50.00
Special Appropriations for:
Air Pak 2 50.00
Library Parking Area 1,000.00
Metal Culvert Pipes 1 ,000 .00
Surveying Lots - New Cemetery 500.0
Renting Audio Equipment 30.00
Obsolete Equipment - Highway Dept. 2,000 .00
Obsolete Equipment - Fire Dept. 1 ,000.00
Total Town Appropriations $82 ,215.52
Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits
I nterest and Dividends Tax $6,073.1 1
Railroad Tax , 4 2 .54
Savings Bank Tax 366.81
Reimbursement a/c State & Federal Lands 4 5.00
Reimbursement a/c Forest Fires 100.00
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 1 8 .00
Interest Received on Taxes and Deposits 6 00 .00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 50.00
Dog Licenses 4 50.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 8,000.00
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Income from Trust Funds $5,863.87
National Bank Stock Taxes 6 0.00
Poll Taxes at $2 .00 (number 47 1) 942.00
Total Revenues and Credits $22,611 .33
Net Town Appropriations $ 59,604.19
Net School Appropriations 1 2 9,864 .2
County Tax Assessment 15,475.29
Total of Town, School and County $204,943.68
Add: Overlay 4,374 .06
Amount to be Raised by Property Taxes $2 9,3 17 .7 4
TAXES TO BE COMMITED TO COLLECTOR
Property Taxes $209,317.74
Poll Taxes 942 .00
National Bank Stock Taxes 60 .00
Total Taxes to be committed $210,319.74
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OF THE TOWN OF RINDGE
IN CHESHIRE COUNTY
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31,1 964
ASSETS
Cosh $ 42,578.19
Highway Dept. Equipment 1,169.80
Fire Department Equipment 2,000.00
Accounts Due to the Town
Bounties 18.50
Trustees of Trust Funds-Elec. Light Income 6,500.53
Unredeemed taxes: (from tax sale on account of)
Levy of 1 963 1 ,293.21
Levy of 1 962 2,328.01
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1 964 27,895.23
State Head Taxes-Levy of 1 964 770.00
Total Assets $ 84,5 53.47
Surplus, December 31, 1963 2 05.7
Surplus, December 31 , 1 964 3,341 .02
Increase $ 3,546.7 2
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Town Map 1 00.00
Survey Lots - New Cemetery 500.00
Rent Audio-amplification Equipment 30.00
Library Parking Area 3 5 9.20
Historical Appropriation 21 1 .44
Due to State:
Uncollected State Head Taxes —1964 770.00
Yield Tax-Bond & Debt Retirement
(Uncollected $.7 8)
(Collected—not remitted to State Treas. $27 .7 5) 2 8 .53
Due to School Districts: Balance of School Tax 71 ,000.00
Rindge Federal Tax Fund 543 .4 8
Capital Reserve Funds ^ 3,169.80
Long-Term Notes Outstanding:
Fire Truck - One note maturing 1 965 1 ,500 .00
Hough Loader - one note maturing 1965 2,000.00
Cemetery Acreage - ;one note maturing 1965 1,000.00
Total Liabilities $ 81,212.45
Excess of assets over liabilities (Surplus) 3 ,34 1 .02




Property Taxes — 1 964 $17 9,195.23
Poll Taxes — 1 964 670.00
National Bank Stock Taxes — 1 964 60 .00
Yield Taxes — 1 964 1 7 .7
State Head Taxes @ $5 ~ 1 964 2,090.00
Total Current Year's Taxes collected and
remitted $ 1 82,032.93
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes-Prev. Years 2 5,980.1 7
Poll Taxes - Previous Years 214.00
State Head Taxes @ $5 - Prev. Years 6 8 5.00
Interest Received on Taxes 675 .1 3
Penalties on State Head Taxes 7 3.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 1,633.50
Refund on Abatement 21.60
From State:
Interest and dividends tax 6,023.11
Railroad Tax 4 2.54
Savings Bank Tax & Bidg. & Loan Assoc, Tax 36 6 .87
Reimbursement a/c State & Federal forest
lands 13 6.00
Fighting forest fires 1,932.13
Reimbursement a/c T.R.A. Advance 1 ,273.30
Reimbursement a/c Head Tax Expense 1 6 .7 5
Bounties 56.50
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses 57 4.00
Business licenses, permits and filing fees 7 1 .00
Rent of town property 9.00
Income from trust funds 7,236.94
I ncome from Departmen ts 7,646.38
Motor vehicle permits 1 ,973 .36
Total Current Revenue Receipts $247,673.21
Receipts Other than Current Revenue:
Temporary loans in anticipation of taxes
during year 70,000.00
Refunds 6 9 5.36
Gifts 2,500.00
Sale of town property 8 5.00
Unclaimed payments 37 .2 4
Total Receipts Other than Current Revenue 7 3 ,3 17.60
$320/99'3V3"r





Town officer's salaries 3,231.43
Town officer's expenses 2,2 81 .4 8
Election and registration expenses 450.82
Expenses town hall and other town bidgs. 1 ,2 08.1 2
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police department 3,582.87
Fire Department, including forest fires 8,647.08
Bounties 43.00
Health:
Vital Statistics $ 1 5.4 2
Cash Advance - Dump account 1 00.00
Town dumps and garbage removal 738.1
Highways and Bridges:
Cash Advance - Highway account 500.00
Town Road Aid 1 ,1 35.52
Town Maintenance - Summer 13,273.13
Town Maintenance - Winter 27,302.34
Oil & Solvay 1 0,000.00
Street lighting 2,620.32




Town Poor 1 ,50 0.00
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day, Veteran's Associations
and Old Home Day 223.90
Recreation:
Parks and playgrounds, including band concerts 44 3 .3 9
Public Service Enterprises:
Cemeteries including hearse hire 542.00
Unclassified:
Internal Revenue Service 270.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 250.00
Taxes bought by town 1 ,91 0.43
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds 3 24.63
Employees' Retirement and Social Security 1,483.64 84,786.17
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Interest:
Paid on temporary loans in
anticipation of taxes $ 510.21
Paid on long term notes 284.1 8 $ 7 94.3 9
Special Appropriations & Misc. Expend.:
Old Cemetery 1 17.00
Hillside Cemetery 992.50
Private Work (Hwy. Dept.) 2,162.54
Fund for Worn Out & Obsolete Equip.
(Hwy. Dept.) 5,000.00
Moving Back Wall - Hillside Cemetery 482 .31
Metal Culverts 999.25
Library Parking Area 640.80
Historical Appropriation 80.20
Cleaning Water Holes 42.50
Christmas Tree Lighting 56.1 1
Air Pak (Fire Dept.) 250.00
Cash Advances 1 ,36 8 .66
Total Outlay Payments 12,191.87
indebtedness:
Payments on temp, loans in
anticipation of taxes 7 0,000.00
Payments on long term notes 4,500.00
Payments to trustees of trust funds (new funds) 3,169.80
Total Indebtedness Payments 7 7,669.80
Payments to Other Government Divisions:
State Head Taxes paid State Treas. 2 ,663 .00
Payment to State a/c Yield Tax
Debt Retirement 43 2.26
Taxes paid to County 15,475.29
State Treasurer — Boat Tax 3 5.69
Payments to School Districts 1 1 2,969.71
Total Payments to Other Government Divisions
Total Payments for all Purposes
Cash on Hand December 31,1 964
GRANDTOTAL $349,596.37







SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
1. Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 25,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 2,000.00
2. Libraries, Lands and Buildings 30,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 15,000.00
3. Police Department, Land and Buildings
Equipment 500.00
Parking Meters
4. Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 12,000.00
Equipment 18,300.00
5. Highway Department, Lands and Bui Idings 3,500.00
Equipment 20,000.00
Materials and Supplies 500.00
6. Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 5,000.00
7 . Water Supply, if owned by Town
8 . Electric Light Plant if owned by Town




We have examined the accounts and records of the Selectmen, Treasurer,
Town Clerk, Overseer of Public Welfare, Collector of Taxes, Highway Agent,
Library Trustees, and Trustees of Trust Funds of the Town of Rindge and have






DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
Town Officer's Salaries
Harold E. Savage, Selectman $468.50
Ralph H. Pangborn, Selectman 3 3 0.00
Ralph L. Hoyt, Jr., Selectman 4 54.00
Dana L. Knight, Selectman 72.00
Donald Speckman, Selectman 1 98 .00
Walter A. Cleveland, Auditor 65.00
Roland C. Goddard, Town Clerk and Treasurer
($270 withholding tax excluded) 977.20
Ralph L. Hoyt, Jr., Auditor 65.00
LeoF. Maclnnis, Trustee 60.00
Florence E. Stebbins, Tax Collector and Overseer of
Public Welfare 633.45
Russell E. White, Trustee 40.00
$3,363.1 5
Town Officer's Expenses
Harold E. Savage, Selectman $ 8 8.10
Ralph H. Pangborn, Selectman 61.18
Ralph L. Hoyt, Jr., Selectman 55.24
Dana L. Knight, Selectman 1 .28
Donald Speckman, Selectman 27.80
Roland C. Goddard, Town Clerk and Treasurer 1 02 .57
Leo F. Maclnnis, Trustee 4 .51
Florence E. Stebbins, Tax Collector and Overseer
of Public Welfare 4 1.11
White, Russell E., Deputy Town Clerk 2 5.00
Adams Printing Corp., annual reports and printed forms 931 .51
Assoc, of N . H. Assessors, dues 5.0
Branham Publishing Co., auto reference books 7 .00
Helen R. Burt, postal supplies 143.3
D. Reed Chaplin, Register 42.80
Chase's, Inc., supplies 37.79
Edith S. Fitzgerald, surety bonds 1 93.00
Letourneau Insurance Agency 101 .2
Monadnock Ledger, notice 4.00
Monadnock National Bank, box rent 5.00
N . H . City and Town Clerks' Assoc. , dues 3.0
N. H. Dept. of Agriculture, inspec. town scales 5.00
N. H . Municipal Association, dues 4 3.49
N. H. Tax Collectors' Assoc, dues 3 .00
Phyllis J. Parker, Commissioner, list .30
Barbara P. Rice, Bookkeeper 238.7 2
Sargent Brothers, printed forms 46.05
Perry B. Thrasher, Sealer of Weights and Measures 13.50
U.S. Government, Superintendent of Documents .75
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Wheeler & Clark, supplies
Winchendon Courier, notices
Election and Registrations
Adams Printing Corp., ballots
James F. Allen, Moderator
Gunnar R. Anderson, Ballot Inspector
Donald W. Cramb, ballot box
Carries. Gray, Supervisor
Ruth Hayden, Ballot Inspector
Phyllis T. Hoyt, Ballot Inspector
Ralph L. Hoyt, Jr., Ballot Inspector
Elwin C. Jewell, Ballot Inspector
Basil B. MacLeod, Jr., Ballot Inspector
Betty S. Pangborn, Supervisor
Ralph H. Pangborn, Ballot Inspector
Oscar P. Thrasher, Ballot Inspector
Amy G. White, Supervisor





















Eli Belletete & Sons, paint $ 19.50
V\arshall S. Danforth, fuel oil and heater insurance 4 87 .62
Poland C. Goddard, Jr., town clock 50.00
.auder Electric Company service and supplies 50.35
Nj. H. Electric Co. 284.04
Konsta Penttila, service 232.50
Rindge Congregational Church, half water tank 94 .34
Police Department
Ernest L. Goodall, Chief $1 ,486 .4 5
John B. Crosby, Jr., Constable 31 .3
Raymond A. Hoyt, Constable 741 ,22
Leslie G. Coffin, Jr., Special Police 563.67
Donald A. Donaway, Special Police 558,61
Wayne W. Faery, service 7 .50
James A. Hoyt, Special Police 102.97
Roy Longever, service ^ 8.2 5
Richard T. Rice, Dog Officer ' 6,90
Chase's, Inc., supplies 4.35
Cobleigh Clothing Co., supplies 25,90
Foursquare Printing Co., forms 7,10
Keene Two-Way Radio Service, repairs 6,00
George H . Kenney, supplies 10.02
Letourneau Insurance Agency 8,80
Alfred Marcott, service 1 0,00
$1 ,218,35
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N . H. Fire & Safety Equip., supplies $ 15.00
Rod's Inc., supplies 4 .50
Sanel, supplies 1 .66
Service Uniform Co., supplies 25.00
G. H. Tilden Co., suppplies 28.91
Winchendon Courier, notice and forms 2 2 .6 5
$3,676.76
Fire Department
David G. Adams, supplies $140.00
D. D. Bean & Sons, supplies 1 2 .96
Elie Belletete & Sons, supplies 35.94
Roland Blouin, paint 49.00
Bramil Pump Co., supplies 2.65
Centre Store, supplies 33 .81
Ernest Champney, service 30.63
Christie & Thomson, supplies 9.3 8
James A. Coffin, supplies 286.57
Cold River Hot Mix Corp., supplies 28.92
Danforth Oil Co., heater ins. 2 8.50
Desmarais Machine Works, repairs 18.50
Donel Supply Co. , supplies 56.09
Richard Dykstra, service and supplies 11.85
Edith S. Fitzgerald, insurance 21 1 .50
FarrarCo., supplies 6.00
N . R. Fogg & Son, supplies and fuel 3 3 8.89
Ruth E. Ford, service 8.00
Freddie's Jenney Service, supplies 35.33
Roland C. Goddard, insurance 96.64
Gould Industrial Supply, supplies 5.4
Harris Oil Co. , supplies 10.26
Hodson Fire Equipment Co. , supplies 152.2
Ralph L. Hoyt, Jr., permits 17.65
Keene Two-Way Radio Service, repairs & supplies 341 .95
Paul A. Leach, service 1 .00
Letourneau Insurance Agency, ins. 308.34
G . L . Merriam Co
.
, ni trogen 7 0.10
Monadnock National Bank, checks 6 .07
Ray Moore Motors, supplies 16.31
N. E. Telephones, Tel. Co. 432.57
N. H. Electric Co. 275.1
N. H. State Treasurer 1 06 .00
Wellington Prescott, supplies 2.40
Rindge Fire Co. , paint and salaries 858.76
S & J Auto Parts, inc., supplies 14.16
Sanel, supplies 8 .58
Harold E. Savage, supplies 3.8 5
Scott Aviation Corp., supplies 68.34
Schwartz Auto Parts, supplies 12.00
Sims Press, printed forms 18.00
Southwestern N. H. Fire Mutual Aid, dues & tel. listing 24 .00
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Symons 1^aper Co. , supplies $ 11 .60
Tropical Paint Co. , paint 1 08 .53
Twin State Electrical Supply Co., supplies 53 .17
Russell E . Wilte, supplies 6 .60
Ellsha Young, service 98 .13
$4,481 .23
Harold E., Savage, Forest Fire Account $4,170.,84
2/6 Training Meeting $ 1 1 .00
3/1 9
II M 61 .74
4/17 Todd Hill Road 27.55
4/2 9 West Rindge Dump 8.76
5/2 West Rindge Dump 22.50
^/5 East Rindge Dump 43.05
5/8-14 Posting Signs 9.18
5/1 2 Between #1 1 9 and FPC 7.50
5/17 Hubbard Hill 8.65
6/2 West Rindge Dump 5.00
6/21 West Rindge Dump 1 5.63
6/2 3 East Rindge Dump 45.53
6/2 8 Lake Monomonock 48.20
7/1 Island Pond 17.90
7/2 8 Crowcroft Island 42.99
8/16 East Rindge #119 6.15
8/2 9 Rear Fire Station 24.30
9/3 E. side Lake Monomonock 28.90
9/5 Middle Winchendon Road 189.84
9/5 E, side Lake Monomonock 265.86
9/18 Rte. 119, East Rindge 9.40
9/1 9 West Rindge Dump 75.78
9/2 2 Lord Brook Road 25.00
9/24 East Rindge 82.08
9/2 6 East Rindge Dump 1 .25
9/27 Franklin Pierce College 1 1 .85
9/27 West Rindge Dump 3.75
10/12-17 Jewell Farm Road 2 ,887.24
1 0/17 Rte. 119 toward FPC 28.00
10/14
& 21 Posting Signs 25.00
10/27 Lake Sunshine Rood 60.70
10/31 Old North Road 13.60
10/31 East Rindge Dump 56.96
4,,170.84 $8,652.07
B.ounties
Ralph L. Hoyt, Jr. $ 21 .00
Dana L. Knight 6 .50
Ralph H. Pangborn 8.00





Roland C. Goddard,ppermits $ 16.00
Care of Dumps




Oil and Solvay 1 0,000.00
T.R.A. Appropriation 1,135.52
General Expenses of Highway Department
Ediths. Fitzgerald, insurance $ 734.74
Letourneau Insurance Agency, ins. 450.81




N . H . Electric Company $ 2,620.32
Library
Ingalls Memorial Library $ 1 ,500.00
Public Welfare
Florence E. Stebbins, Overseer $ 1 ,500.00
Memorial Day
Centre Store, refreshments $ 44.3
Conant High School, band 100.00
Winchendon Flower Shop, plants & wreaths 7 9.60
$ 223.90
Parks and Playgrounds
John B. Crosby, Jr., orders $ 4 4 3.39
Cemeteries
Peter Anderson, suppllies $ 22.28
Stephen Berecz Co., supplies 9.6 5
Centre Store, supplies 9.3
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Cemeteries (Cont'd.)
Bruce Hall, service ^ 2.70
Dwight Haskell, service 7 0.54
Ernest Hill, service 5.00
Reino Kivela, service '^ ^ '^^
Merrimack Farmers Exchange, supplies zo .6
J. B. McGregor, repairs and supplies z4.zo
Russell M. Raymond, service o4.00
Paul Tatro, service 264.00
Myron A. Tenney, service ^ 558.07
Regional Association
Monadnock Region Association $ 2 50.00
Taxes Bought by the Town
Florence E. Stebbins, Tax Collector $ 1,910.43
Abatements and Refunds
Chadbourne Trust Co., abatement of taxes $
Davard's Inc., abatement of taxes
Robert F. Floria, abatement of taxes
Douglas M. Hoyt, auto tax refund
Laurence Kingham, abatement of taxes
The Meeting School, auto tax refund
Mabel C. Musgrave, abatement of taxes
Stanley Pisarczyk, abatement of taxes
Robert E. Rouisse, abatement of taxes
Billie & Dorothy Scarbrough , auto tax refund
Edwin B. Starrett, abatement of taxes
Edgar Vaillette, abatement of taxes
John T. & Mary E. Walsh, abatement of taxes
Woodbound Inn, abatement of taxes
















Rindge Federal Tax Fund
N. H. Sate Div. of Welfare, administrative
cost ' $ 4.2 5
Rindge Federal Tax Fund 1 ,479 .39
Christmas Tree Lighting
N. H. Electric Co. $ 36.61





Interest on Temporary Loans
First National Bank of Boston $ 510.21
Interest on Bonds and Notes
Ashuelot National Bank, Fire Truck $ 7 0.30
Ingal Is Memorial Library 50.00
Monadnock National Bank, Hough Loader 83.88
Richard H. Stearns, cemetery acreage 80 .00
$ 284.18
Temporary Loans in Anticipation of Taxes
First National Bank of Boston $70,000.00
Payments on Principal Debt Bonds
As huelot National Bank, Fire Truck $ 1,500.00
Monadnock National Bonk, Hough Loader 2,000.00
Richard H. Steams, cemetery acreage 1 ,000 .00
State of New Hampshire Head Tax
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire
Levy 1 963 $ 826.00
Levy of 1964 1 ,837.00




N. H. State Treasurer $ 4 3 2.26
County Tax
Cheshire, County Treasufer $15,475.29
School District
Florence E. Stebbins, Treasurer:
Balance 1 96 3-64 Si/d^t $54,105.51
Payment 1 964*6 5 ludgef 58,864.20
$1 I 2,969.7 1
I.R.S. $ 270.00
Privote Work











N . H . State Treasurer
Boat Tax
Historical Committee
Commonwealth Stationers, Inc., filing
cabinet $ 4 9.50
Montuori Brothers, Inc., transportation 7.4 9
Ruby E. Rice, service and supplies 1 7 .56
Winchendon Gift Shop, supplies 5.6 5
Cleaning Water Holes
Davie C. Carpenter, Jr., service
Library Parking Area
John B. Crosby, Jr., orders
Metal Culvert Pipes
John B. Crosby, Jr., orders
Move Back Wall - Hillside Cemetery










Air Pak (Fire Dept.)
James A. Coffin
Fund to Repair Worn Out and Obsolete Equipment
Bergevin's













REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
For Year Ended December 31,1 964
Receipts;
Dog Licenses:
25 Females @ $5.00 $125.00
58 Spayed females® $2 .00 1 16.00
1 01 Males@ $2.00 202.00
5 Kennels of 5 Dogs 6 0.00
1 Kennel of 1 Dogs 2 0.00
1 Kennel of 1 5 Dogs 2 5.00
48 Penalties® 50^ 24 .00
2 Dogs Pro Rata 2 .00
Nomination fees $ 2 8.00
3 Histories of Rindge 1 8.00
Automobile Permits for 1 963 293 .98
Autombile Permits for 1 964 1 0,6 58 .27
Automobile Permits for 1 96 5 21.11
574.00
$1 1 ,01 9.36
$1 1 ,593.36





REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
Property, Poll and Yield Taxes
Levy of 1 964
DR.
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $209,318.20
Poll Taxes 94 2.00






Property Taxes $17 9,1 95.23
Poll Taxes 67 0.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 60.00
Yield Taxes 17.70
Interest Collected 5.12
Property Taxes $ 27 9.23
Poll Taxes 28.00
Uncollected Taxes - As Per Collector's List :
Property Taxes $ 27,640.55










TOTAL CREDITS $2"l o',3 53 .7
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Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes $ 354.56
Poll Taxes 34.00
Property Taxes $ 1 ,5 00.02
Interest and Costs 1 33 .4 8
$26,507.1 3
Levy of 1 96 3
DR.
Uncollected Taxes - As of January 1 , 1 964
Property Taxes $2 6,1 1 0.3 3
Poll Taxes 248.00
Yield Taxes 148.80
Interest Collected During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31,1 964 670.01
Added Taxes - Property 7 5.60
Refunded on 1 96 3 Abatement 21 .60
TOTAL DEBITS $27,274.34
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal
Year Ended December 31,1 964
Property Taxes $2 5,831 .37
Poll Taxes 214.00
Yield Taxes 14 8.80
Interest Collected During Year 67 0.01




Redemptions Collected and Paid




Levy of 1 964
DR.















Uncollected Head Taxes - As Per Collector's List
TOTAL CREDITS
Levy of 1 96 3
DR.
Uncollected Taxes - As of January 1 , 1 964
Penalties Collected During 1 964
TOTAL DEBITS
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During 1 964
Head Taxes
Penalties





















REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
For the Year Ending December 31,1 964








1 96 3 Head Tax Reimbursement
1 96 3 Forest Land Reimbursement













Business and Solicitors Permits $ 23.00
Firearms Permits 20.00






Automobile Permits for 1 96 3
Automobile Permits for 1 964




1 96 3 Property Taxes
1 964 Property Taxes
196 3 Poll Taxes
1 964 Poll Taxes
196 3 Head Taxes
1 96 4 Head Taxes
1 963 Head Tax Penalties
1 964 Head Tax Penalties
1 96 3 Yield Taxes
1 964 Yield Taxes
Interest on Taxes for 1 96 3
Interest on Taxes for 1 964
Refund on Abatement






















$ 1 1 ,593.36
$21 1 ,31 5.33
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Highway Department:
Received for Labor anid Material as per list:
William Somero $ 10.00 Harold E . Savage $ 12.00
Dorothy Stannard 9.00 Stanley R. Raylor 4.20
Franklin Pierce College 300.50 West Rindge Baskets, Inc. 4.20
State of New Hampshire 829.71 Richard H . Stearns 78.30
Frederick J. Tacy 10.00 Floyd Morrison 1 2.00
Euell Sellers 6.00 Emerson Pond Association 50.00
Henry Belletete 15.90 Rindge Congregational Church 10.00
Donald Winship 30.00 George Saarinen 24.00
Marcia E . Cleaves 1 18.28 Arthur Seppala 1 2.00
Charles W. Nichols 343.90 David C. Steward 12.00
Emma 1 . Brodmerkle 12.00 S. & A. Construction Co. 36.00
George Davol 15.00 Roland C. Goddard, Jr. 18.00
Harold Trefry 24.00 Henry A. Snow 12.00
Robert Forrest 12.00 Paul A. Jones 36.00
Cathedral of the Pines Trust 1 10.00 John B. Crosby, Jr. 20.65
Jon G. Reenstierna 70.00 Henry Lanoue 28.00
Everett Danforth 6.00 James J . Anderson 6.00
Taimi Kruse 12.00 Richard Dykstra 4.50
James MacNeil 476.10 Hill's Drive - In 1 18.20
Benjamin D. Ballantine 28.00 Francis Fredette 10.08
C. Gerald O'Connor 78.80 Walter B. Somero 189.50
Arthur P. Chase 12.00 Ella K. Connell 76.20
James Fish 5.00 AlHill 14.00
Wayne B. Nottingham 23.00 Leona P. Letourneau 70.00
Henry Kaipainen 27.30 Henry Impola 6.00
Edith S. Fitzgerald 51 .20 Roger P. Burt 58.00
Herbert Burpee 6.00 Elisha Young 5.30
David H. Buzzed 50.00 Margaret Smith 44.00
John B. Rice 13,00 A. S. Williams 20.00
Rindge Cong'l. Church
Men's Club 36.35 Rindge Ladies Vestry Assoc. 36.35
Maymie Leeman 50.00 Mary H . Hoarty 10.08
General Box Co. 33.75 Robert C. Hudson 10.08
Arnold Seppala 60.00 Paul J. Inferrera 20.00
Elden E. Marks 10.08 Woodbound Inn 9.00
Roland E. Blake 22.08 Ainsworth Knight, Jr. 10.00
Robert M. Haynes 15.00 Hampshire County School 80.00
Samuel P. Melville 137.00 Old Broom Shop 12.00
Eleanor S. Coppers 10.00 Paul V. Largey 24.00
Joel Olson 160.40
Arthur W. Wilkinson 25.00 M. S. Danforth 6.00
Total for Labor and Material $4,473.42
Plowing Driveways 2,180.00
Plowing Driveways Addi tional
Assessment 305.00 $ 6,958.42
First National Bank of Boston:
Temporary Loans $70,000. 00
Trustees of Trust Funds:
Cemetery Work $1 ,373.07
Interest on Electric Light Fund 5,863.87 $ 7,236 .94
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Donations in Lieu of Taxes:
The Meeting School
Franklin Pierce College
Rindge Fire Co. Credit on Forest Fires
William Blair - Fire Bill
Ronald French - Fire Bill
Perry B. Thrasher - Weighing Fees
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co., Refund for
Overpayment
Leona P. Letourneau-Ret. Prem.
Edith S. Fitzgerald-Ret. Prem.
Roland C. Goddard-Ret. Prem.
First Cong' I. Church-Heat & Light
Adjustment
Anonymous-Damage to Cemetery Fence
Arthur Popple - Cemetery Work
Alice H. Converse - Cemetery Work
3 1 /3 Cemetery Lots
John B. Crosby , Jr. Reimb. for
Hgwy. Payroll
John B. Crosby, Jr. Hgwys. a/c 500.00
Closing
John B. Crosby, Jr. Dump a/c 100.00


















TOTAL RECEIPTS & CASH ON HAND $349,596.37
DISBURSEMENTS
Orders Drawn by the Selectmen $307,018.18
Cash in Treasury, December 31,1 964 42 ,578 .1 9
$349,596.37
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT, DECEMBER 31, 1964
Fire Truck Bonds issued May 2 , 1956
Annual Maturities of outstanding Bonds;
$1 ,500.00 due May 1 , 1 965
Rate of Interest 3 1/8%
H-7 Hough Loader Bonds issued April 1 , 1959
Annual Maturities of outstanding bonds
$2,000.00 due April 1 , 1 965
Rate of Interest 2 3/4%
Hillside Cemetery Extension Notes issued Sspt. 14, 1 962
Annual Maturities of outstanding Bonds:
$1 ,000.00 due Sept. 14,1 965





REPORT OF OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
January 1 , 1 964 to December 31,1 964
Town:
Old Age Assistance $1,437.69
Jasper Johnson 53.7
Mildred Bell-for da-Vickie Belt 33.29
$1 ,524.68
Cash on Hand December 31,1 964 11.19
$1 ,535.87
Orders drawn on Selectmen $1,500.00




Overseer of Public Welfare
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REPORT OF HIGHWAY AGENT
WINTER
Labor
John B. Crosby, Jr., foreman $1 ,729.42
Raymond Baird 1,407.20
Donald A. Donaway 417.20
Wayne W. Faery 48.80
Ernest L. Goodall 1 91 .25
Konsta Penttila 486.20
Jon G. Reenstierna 2,030.26
Harold E. Savage 153.00
Walter B. Somero 15.75
Paul Tatro 86.25
John A. Taylor 357.60





Henry J. Belletete 18.48
Barbara C. Burt 693.00
Howard O. Burt, Jr. 1 ,896.00
John B. Crosby, Jr. 637.50
Wayne W. Faery 675.00
Files Equipment 830.00
Wilfred J. Nadeau 654.00
R. W. Payne, Inc. 75.00
Walter B. Somero 67.50
Roger Starkey 410.75
Richard H. Stearns 60.00
Richard H. Wilson




Harris Oil Co. 2,682.44
R. C. Hazel ton Co., Inc 884.38
R. C. Hazelton Co., Inc . (Pd. by Selectmen) 576.36
Laitala's Garage 202.53





Raymond Baird 7 .76
Belletete's Inc. 35.7 1










The Chemical Corporation $4,41 1 .81
Christie & Thomson, Inc. 44.12
Cold River Hot Mix Corp. 33.79
John B. Crosby, Jr. 346.85
J. H. Davenport, inc. 15.00
Donel Supply Company 967.27
Town of Fitzwilliam 250.00
Charles A. Folsom 2.25
Freddie's Jenney Service 24.61
Hackler Motor Sales 6.00
Harris Construction Co. 107.65
Hope Rubber Company 40.61
International Salt Co. 100.50
Town of Jaffrey 53.30
Hjalmar Long 1 1 .00
Monadnock National Bank 5.42
E. Murdock Inc. 52.60
New Hampshire Electric Co. 29.71
New Hampshire Explosives & Machinery Corp. 29.08
Jon G. Reenstierna 11.20
Rod's Auto Electric Corp. 8.40
Rod's Inc. 35.92
S. & J. Auto Parts, Inc. 1 14.49
Meda Wellington 17.70
$7,886.84
Driveway Fees Rec'd. $2,485.00
SUMMER
Labor
John B. Crosby, Jr. $1,590.50
Raymond Baird 144.80
Donald A. Donaway 980.80
Konsta Penttila 4 3 0.95
Jon G. Reenstierna 1 ,376.1 5
Walter B. Somero 1 80.60
John A. Taylor 98.4
Kermit C. Winship 516.00
Elisha H. Young 520.00
$5,838.20
Equipment
Gunnar R. Anderson 344 .00
J. Oren Belletete 90.00
John B. Crosby, Jr. 55.00
Paul A. Jones 36.00
Walter B. Somero 1 ,953.7 5
















Christie & Thomson, Inc.
Cold River Hot Mix Corp.











New Hampshire Electric Co.
Jon G. Reenstierna
Rod's Inc.
S & J Auto Parts, Inc.
U. S. Post Office
Village Card Shop
Western Auto







































John B. Crosby, Jr. $ 140.0
Raymond Baird 3 2.80
Donald A. Donaway 2 3 8.40
Robert E. Knight 17 .2 5
Konsta Penttila 7 5 .4
Jon G. Reenstierna 2 3 9.70
Walter B. Somero 3 0.00
John A. Taylor 32.00
Kermit C. Winship 7 .50




Henry J. Belletete $ 37.60
Cold River Hot Mix Corp. 56.98
Charlotte R. Crosby 50.00
Donel Supply Company 7 .90
Harris Construction Co. 24.4 8
John J. Hudson, Inc. 360.00
E. Murdock, Inc. 1 69.00
Penn Culvert Co. 37 .83
Oscar Seppa 26.10
Walter B. Somero 53 0.00




John B. Crosby, Jr. $ 376.00
Donald A. Donaway 3 80.80
Robert E. Knight 1 23.75
Konsta Penttila 244 .65
Jon G. Reenstierna 36 8.05
Walter B. Somero 51 .6 3
Kermit C. Winship 1 03.50
Elisha H. Young 90.40
$1 ,738.78
Equipment
Henry J. Belletete $ 103.3 5
Roger Starkey 777.90
Porter Washburn 74.90
Walter B. Somero 91 1 .25
$1,866.70
Supplies
Donel Supply Co. $ 150.34
Harris Oil Co. 3 32.15
John J. Hudson, Inc. 5,505.01
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, Inc. 247.02
E. Murdock, Inc. 1 60.00
$6,394.52
PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
Charles L. Baldwin $ 120.00
J. B. McGregor 24.39
Konsta Penttila 1 44.30
Jon G. Reenstierna 27.20





Cold River Hot Mix Corp




Walter B . Somero








John B. Crosby, Jr.
Donald A. Donaway






































































REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT
Common Complaints 415
Breaking and entering (2 2 Cases solved) 44
Larceny 2 6
Public gatherings 149
Investigating suspicious persons 1 8
Assisting other departments 4 2
Serving summons for departments 1 4
Automobile accidents 46
Missing persons 8
Malicious damage 1 7
Stolen cars recovered 2
Assault 1
Vandalism 1 4
Emergency calls 1 2




Enticement of a minor 1
Assault 1
Kidnapping a minor 1
Arrests for Violation of Motor Vehicle Law
Reckless operating 1
Operating so as to endanger 9
Speeding . 2
Red light violation 4
Yellow line violation 2 3
Stop sign violation 9
Operating while under the influence of liquor 3
Taking car without the owners consent 2
Failing to keep on the right 1




Failing to stop for a police officer 1
Unregistered motor vehicles 2
Allowing an improper person to operator a motor vehicle 1
Misuse of registration plates 1
Following too close 1
Failing to dim headlights 2
Operating motor vehicle without eye glasses 1
Passing motor vehicle on the right 1
Operating motor vehicle making unnecessary noise 1
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REPORT OF THE HISTORICAL COMMITTEE
for the year ended December 31, 1964
The Historical Committee has met regularly during the past year. We hove
endeavored to secure the geneological records of everyone in town since 1 87 4
not covered by the Ezra Stearns history which covers much of the time to 1914.
These records are being transcribed and arranged for printing. We want to be
sure to include everyone so please send in your family records at once if you have
not already done so.
The Ecclesiastical history has been completed and the military records as
far as we have them. Members of the committee are working on the history of
industries, resorts, homes, schools and organizations, and hope to have them
completed soon. If anyone has information in regard to any of these subjects,
it will be gratefully received by the committee.
We have contacted several publishing companies regarding price of
publication.
Respectfully submitted,











REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS OF l(€&NE , NEW HAMPSHIRE
^ December 31 , 1 964
Prin. Added Bal. Inc. Exp- Bal.
Dec. Prin. Inc. During ended Inc.
1 963 1 964 1963 1 964 1964 1964
CHURCHYARD CEMETERY
Rodney Wallace $ 800.00 $ $ 396.52 $ 52.33 $ 30.79 $ 418.06
Julia Rand 1 00.00 44.70 6.33 3.50 47.53
Eliza Rugg 150.00 51 .76 8.82 4.16 56.42
Joseph Geddes 50.00 15.28 2.85 1 .24 16.89
Conrad Converse 50.00 13.63 2.78 1 .13 15.28
William A. Hale 100.00 26.42 5.53 2.1 9 29.76
Ada N . Bancroft 100.00 20.13 5.25 1 .73 23.65
E. K. Burnham 100.00 24.26 5.43 2.04 27.65
Joseph Wetherbee 50.00 19.13 3.02 1 .52 20.63
David P. Clark 100.00 43.16 6.26 3.39 46.03
Addison Kimball 100.00 45.35 6.36 3.55 48.16
Ann Cutter White 100.00 56.3 8 6.84 4.34 58.88
Ed P. Hunt 50.00 10.15 2.63 .88 1 1 .90
Addie S. Robbins 100.00 30.34 5.7 2.47 33.57
Anna M. Wood 100.00 32.31 5.79 2.61 35.49
Danforth & Walton 50.00 7.32 2.51 .67 9.16
Stephen Emery 100.00 32.09 5.78 2.60 35.27
Julius A. Steams 75.00 25.75 4.41 2.07 28.09
Jasper Rand 250.00 86.87 14.73 6.97 94.63
Jeremiah Norcross 50.00 5.67 2.43 .56 7.54
Tarbell & Frost 50.00 8.05 2.54 .73 9.86
Mary A. Williams 100.00 37.83 6.03 3.01 40.85
James Robbins 150.00 47.28 8.63 3.84 52.07
Charles F. Platts 100.00 31 .81 5.76 2.58 34.99
Samuel Stearns 100.00 35.14 5.91 2.82 38.23
C. J. Kimball 50.00 6.20 2.46 .59 8.07
Leonard Mansfield 50.00 18.87 3.01 1 .50 20.38
J. P. Symonds 150.00 66.94 9.49 5.24 71 .19
A. A. Bradford 50.00 17.43 2.95 1 .40 18.98
Nancy J. Bigelow 150.00 69.1 1 9.58 5.40 73.29
Joseph Brooks 50.00 14.69 2.83 1.20 16.32
E. P. Stratton 100.00 30.67 5.71 2.50 33.88
Albert Adams 100.00 24.99 5.47 2.08 28.38
John Gibson 100.00 30.56 5.71 2.48 33.79
George W. Stearns 100.00 27.83 5.58 2.29 31 .12
Mabel & Curtis Wood 100.00 2.33 4.48 .46 6.35
Jonas Wood 100.00 2.34 4.48 .47 6.35
Lucius Converse 100.00 .67 .67
Total Churchyard
Cemetery $4,1 7 5.00 $100.00 $1 ,459.29 $247.07 $1 1 7 .00 $1 ,589.36
Charles E. Stickney 150.00
Thomas Buswel I 100.00
Charles Hale 100.00
Alfred Converse 1 00.00
Harriet M. Chadwick 1 00 .00
Joel Wellington 1 50.00



































George A. Whitney 100 00
E. P. Baldwin 50 00
Danforth & Tarbell 100 00
Geo & Emma
Danforth 200 00
Edwin H. Sargent 100 00
A. E. Taggart 100 00
John Hardison 100 00
S. W. Kimball 1 00 00
Arna Wetherbee 150 00
Henry Wetherbee 150 00
Emma Burnap 50 00
Emory & Stearns 100 00
W. E. Stearns 100 .00
Abbie J. Hughgill 50 .00
Hale & Balou 100 .00
H . L. Emerson 50 .00
Joshua Norcross 50 .00
Hamlin & Roby 50 .00
Frank T. Wetherbee 150 .00
Thomas Wetherbee 1 50 .00
Herbert E. Wetherbee 1 5 .00
Alfred E. Jewett 200 .00
Victor H. Rice lb .00
Harriet A. Todd 200 .00
Nels Johnson 100 .00
E.I. Woodward 150 .00
W. C. Brigham 50 .00
M. W. Armstrong 150 .00
S.Hale & R.D.
Converse 1 00 .00
A. H . Thomas 1 00 .00
Jones & Sawtell 50 .00
C. H. Davis 125 .00
E. Laura McEvoy 1 00 .00
Joseph Popple 100 .00
Martin L. Goddard 100 .00
C. E . Goddard 1 00 .00
E. 1. Wellington 1 50 .00
Caleb S. French 200 .00
Frank R. Tuttle 150 .00
Carl R. Converse 1 00 .00
George L. Jowders 250 .00
John N . Wyman 1 00 .00
C. H. Miller 200 .00
Mary V. Holmes 175 .00
Robert Fletcher,
Memorial 1 00 .00
Farrar Fund 200 .00
Charles McClenathan 2 00 .00
Jason S. Wing 200 .00
Cullen S . Thrasher 1 50 .00
George H. Newton 100 .00
Leroy S. Converse 1 50 .00
Sarah S. Kimball 1 50 .00
Henry W. Fletcher 1 00 .00
Emory & Thomas 200 .00
Harvey P. Hale 100 .00
Julius A. Hale 1 00 .00
W. H. Smith(Moffat) 1 50.00
109.05 9.14 25.34 92.85
17.69 2.96 4.43 16.22
58.10 6.91 13.94 51 .07
70.94 1 1 .85 17.75 65.04
57 .23 6.88 1 3.75 50.36
30.82 5.7 2 7.83 28.71
69.31 7.40 16.45 60.26
76.56 7.72 18.07 66.21
62.87 9.31 1 5.48 56.70
62.87 9.31 15.48 56.70
8.27 2.55 2.32 8.50
18.13 5.17 5.00 1 8.30
30.17 5.69 7.69 28.17
10.80 2.66 2.89 10.57
36.59 5.97 9.12 33.44
7.58 2.52 2.17 7.93
7.79 2.53 2.21 8.1 1
7.79 2.53 2.21 8.1 1
61 .12 9.23 1 5.08 55.27
61 .12 9.23 1 5.08 55.27
61 .12 9.23 1 5.08 55.27
284.51 21 .19 65.54 240.16
18.81 4.10 4.91 1 8.00
94.52 12.88 23.03 84.37
56.30 6.84 13.54 49.60
92.64 10.61 22.13 81 .12
9.1 1 2.59 2.51 9.19
44.67 8.51 1 1 .40 41 .78
39.47 6.10 9.77 35.80
38.63 6.06 9.58 35.1 1
5.60 2.47 1 .73 6.34
47.83 7.55 1 1 .87 43.51
35.49 5.91 8.89 32.51
36.55 5.96 9.1 2 33.39
34.78 5.89 8.73 31 .94
34.78 5.89 8.73 31 .94
66.22 9.46 16.23 59.45
79.75 12.23 19.73 72.25
70.74 9.65 17.25 63.1 4
32.88 5.81 8.31 30.38
131 .27 16.67 31 .72 1 16.22
33.58 5.84 8.45 30.97
92.12 12.78 22.49 82.41
61 .40 1 0.34 1 5.38 56 .36
36.93 5.99 9.20 33.72
89.84 12.68 21 .98 80.54
85.23 1 2.47 20.95 76.75
85.05 12.47 20.91 76.61
57.21 9.06 1 4.21 52.06
30.60 5.71 7.78 28.53
52.98 8.87 1 3.26 48.59
183.30 1 4 .58 42.43 1 55.45
42.64 6.25 1 0.48 38.41
101.12 13.17 24 .50 89.79
31 .85 bJl 8.07 29.55
37.08 5.99 9.23 33.84
62.46 9.29 1 5.38 56.37
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F. D. Converse 2 00.00
W. T. Leighton 1 00.00
Grace R. Storer 1 00.00
Ulric A. Converse 1 00.00
Norcross & Gibson 1 5 0.00
Alfred A. Hale 1 00.00
M.F . Stearns &
L. F. Hale 1 25.00
Clark Mc Gil ton 100.00
W. E. Kimball 1 00.00
James & Amanda
Carr 150.00
F. L. Barrett 1 00.00
H. H. Rice 200.00
Osborn Whitney 1 0.00
Moses W. Hale 1 00.00
James B. Perry 200.00
Wyman & Knotts 2 0.00
John E. Rathburn 1 00.00
James S. Hamlin 200.00
Irvin S. Hood 1 00.00
Charles H. Rice 1 00.00
Charles B. Cramb 1 5 0.00
Jewett & Ramsdell 1 0.00
Joseph Taylor 10 0.00
Robert E. & Bertha
Hardy 200.00
Mary Cudworth 150.00
Mary Anna Hubbard 15 0.00
Warren Sawtelle 15 0.00
Alice & Walter Hart 1 50.00
Henry C. Smith 1 50.00
Lloyd & Little 100.00
William Leemon 1 00.00
Ernest Miller 100.00
Seth H. Cleaves 1 2 5.00
Clarence Crosby 10 0.00






99.53 13.10 24.15 88.48
34.84 5.90 8.73 32.01
48.06 6.48 1 1 .69 42.85
41 .94 6.21 1 0.32 37.83
38.78 8.26 1 0.09 36.95
36.53 5.97 9.1 1 33.39
64.44 8.28 1 5.59 57.13
40.78 6.16 1 0.06 36.88
32.65 5.80 8.24 30.21
77.29 9.94 1 8.70 68.53
26.25 5.52 6.81 24.96
45.06 10.72 1 1 .96 43.82
1 5.16 5.04 4.33 15.87
33.94 5.86 8.53 31 .27
69.31 1 1 .78 17.39 63.70
64.04 1 1 .55 16.21 39.38
24.65 5.45 6.45 23.65
31 .58 10.12 8.94 32.76
26.01 5.50 6.76 24.75
22.53 5.37 5.98 21 .92
37.57 8.20 9.81 35.96
21 .46 5.31 5.74 21 .03
21 .08 5.30 5.66 20.72
51 .05 10.98 13.30 48.73
34.93 8.09 9.22 33.80
26.51 7.72 7.34 26.89
26.51 7.72 7.34 26.89
22.72 7 .55 6.49 23.78
24.08 7.61 6.7 9 24 .90
9.73 4.80 3.12 1 1 .41
7.41 4.70 2.60 9.51
6.20 4.64 2.32 8.52
7.05 5.77 2.75 10.07
4.01 4.55 1 .84 6.72
1 .00 6.60 1 .63 5.97
.33 .33
1 .33 1 .33
Total Hillside
Cem.
$^2, 625. 00 $200.00 $4,947.38 $770 . 1 5 $1 2 ,225 .57 $4 ,491 .96
PRIVATE CEMETERY
H. S. Robbins 500.00 117.13 27.00 30.50 113.63
Grand Total




Savings Bank 4,7 00.00
Amoskeag






















17,300.00 300.00 6,523.80 1,044.22 1,373.07 6,194.95
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SUMAAARY OF TRUST FUNDS
DISBURSEMENTS 1 964
Cemeteries
Re-imburse town for perpetual care
Hillside Cemetery $1,225.57
Churchyard Cemetery 1 17.00
Robbins Cemetery 3 0.50
$1 ,373.07
Library
Paid Library Trustees $1,12 5.40
Memorial Funds
Paid from Buswell - Hardy Emergency Fund $ 1 00.00
Electric Light Fund




Trustees of Trust Funds
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N GALLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
BOOK STOCK:





On shelves, January 1 , 1 96 5
MAGAZINES































The year 1 964 was marked by a greatly increased interest on the part of the
townspeople.
A Friends of the Library group was organized. With efficient committees and
assistance from all its members, a financially successful food sale was held in June,
and later a hobby show. The latter was a very pleasing affair for all who attended.
We are grateful to the many friends who so generously contributed their exhibits.
Thoughtful and worthwhile gifts have been received throughout the year. We
now have a very fine shell collection which with a cabinet to hold its was
presented by Mrs. Douglas Sloane.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Inferrera gave a punch bowl and cups, and a very useful
cabinet for the lavatory.
The Sherwin fund established by the family of the late Harry E. Sherwin makes
it possible to buy fine reference books each year, as well as children's books for
the Sherwin Room.
From time to time paintings and handicraft have been loaned and art work by
the children has been shown. All of these make the library a more interesting place,
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A fine map of New Hampshire has been purchased. This was a gift from the
estate of the late Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crowe 11
.
In addition money, books and magazines have been received from Prof.
Douglas Adams, Mrs. Athur Allen, Mr. Frank Allen, Rev. and Mrs. William Blair,
Mrs. Edward Brummer, Mrs. John Crosby, Mrs. George Coppers, Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Elsbree, Mrs. Raymond Ford, Mrs. Ray Haskell, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Inferrere,
Mrs. H. W. Kenyon Jr., Mr. Arnold Lindquist, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Nicholson,
Mrs. Rjiph Pangborn, Mrs. Mary Prebble, Mrs. Harold Rice, Mr. John Sherwin,
Mr. Philip Simoulis, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Sloane, Mr. Stacey Sears, Mrs. Richard
Stearns, Mrs. Walter Troup, Mr. and Mrs. Perry Thrasher, Mrs. Everard UpJohn,
Mrs. Ralph Ward.
The very popular story hour for the children of the lower grades is again being
conducted through the kindness of Mrs. Russell Bacon.
Mrs. James MacNeil and Mrs. Henry Snow have given their time and skill to
the covering of many new books.
I wish to extend my thanks to them, to the trustees, to Mrs. Marshall Danforth,
Mrs. George Semonite, Mrs. Arthur Chase, Miss Carol Stewart, and to Mr. Walter
Lovell. My deepest appreciation goes to them for their cooperation in making our









The Trustees are glad to report that your library continues to be in a sound
!
condition.
On the physical side not only were a number of maintenance jobs done, but
the parking lot was made more useable by filling and grading the area. The hard-
top could not be applied due to the drought conditions all summer long, but this
work is expected to be completed this year. In addition, the sidewalks and a walk
to the parking lot were completely rebuilt. For these improvements we greatly
appreciate the cooperation of the Selectmen and Mr. John Crosby, Road Agent, and :
his workers.
In the fall a "Friends of the Library" group was organized with over thirty
people signifying their interest. As Co-Chairmen, Mr. and Mrs. George Semonite
were elected at the first meeting. Some of the activities begun or projected
include: Mrs. George Semonite, who is a trained librarian, continually devotes
much time to assisting Mrs. Gray; Mrs. Shirley Adamovich, who also is an
experienced librarian, helped in organizing and recording; Miss Carol Stewart has
assisted too in aiding Mrs. Gray; Mrs. Russell Bacon continues her wonderful story
hours for the young and giving a weekly session to this much appreciated activity;
Mr. and Mrs, Allen W. Elsbree will act as curators of our museum; Mrs. Barbara
Rice has contributed a great deal by keeping the accounts; in preparing the room to
be used by the Senior Girl Scouts, Mr, George Abbey devoted time and equipment
to this task. A donation by Mr. Walter Lovell provided for the restoration and
electrification of four old brass lamps which were a part of the original equipment
(1 8 94) of our building. At his request these have been placed in the Sherwin and
Symonds rooms as a memorial to the late Mr. Herbert C. Crowell. Mr, Willard
Gray, as always, gave of his time and work, helping in many ways in matters of
buildings upkeep and improvements.
Other folks aided by assisting in the July food sale and the September Hobby
and Art Exhibition, To all of these friends go our grateful thanks.
The Trustees are happy to have the Senior Girl Scout Patrol utilize a room in
the basement which had been used during World War II as a first aid and supply
room. After cleaning and decorating, the patrol will have a convenient and
pleasant meeting place. Mrs. George Abbey, the adviser of this group, cooperates
in everyway.
To Mrs. Gray, our librarian, go our deep appreciation for her excellent work
\
in making the functioning of our library so successful. We thank Mrs, June Danforth,!
the assistant librarian, and Mrs, Arthur Chase for their aid in helping Mrs, Gray, ^
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We believe that we have a library that rates very well by the standards set
forth in the State Library report and is one in which all can take pride. In this
connection a group of officials of the neighboring town of Richmond met with us
in order to study our set-up with a view toward improving their facilities. At the
request of the Trustees, Mr. James F. Allen acted as chairman of this meeting.
It might be noted that the Trustees are asking for a lower appropriation from
the Town for the coming year. This is possible because of some accumulation of
funds in the Trust account and a sizable bequest from the Estate of the late Mr.
Regnold B. LaRue. This bequest will be turned over to the Trustees of the Trust
Funds when the Town takes action on its official acceptance.
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FINANCIAL REPORT ~ INGALLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
For the Year Ended December 31,1 964
Receipts
Cash in Bank, January 1 , 1 964
Town Appropriation (including Town note)
M. L. Ware Fund
Wallace Fund
Morton Converse Fund
H . M. Buswell Fund
Gifts and Refunds
Sale of Old Books
Lost Books and Fines
Franklin Pierce College share of expenses
Sale of Stock Rights
Hobby Show and Food Sales
Expenditures
Librarian
Assistant Librarian and Building Custodian
Fuel
Electricity
Services and Repairs (including painting)





Rindge Federal Tax Fund
Cash in Bank, December 31,1 964 :
General Fund $695.1 9
Memorial Funds 1 32 .4 1
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Feb. 28 New Ipswich,
N. H.
Mar. 15 Rindge





May 4 Keene, N.H.
May 15 Rindge
May 16 Jaffrey, N.H.
June 20 Rindge
June 20 Rindge
June 20 Alstead, N.H.





























































































N . Dighton, Mass.
Dighton, Mass.
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July 18 New Ipswich,




































Sept. 26 Rindge Lawrence G. Sweeney
Dorothy 1 . Leeman
W. Rindge, N.H.
W. Rindge, N. H.




Oct. 10 Rindge Richard C. Stratton
Kermita H . Winship
Jaffrey, N.H.
Rindge, N.H.












Nov. 14 Jeffrey, N.H. John E . Munroe
Ann F . Corey
Ashburnhom, Mass.
Rindge, N.H.












Concord, N.H. Raymond Stannard
Leominster,
Mass. Albert T. Magee
Georgetown,
Mass. Charles S. Traynor
Palm Beach,







Mar. 23 Peterborough, N. H.
Apr. 5 Rindge, N. H.
Apr. 13 Leominster, Mass.
May 31 Jaffrey, N. H.
June 14 Fitch burg, Mass.
July 1 Fitchburg, Mass.
July 24 Fitchburg, Mass.
Sept. 17 Groton, Mass.
Sept. 25 Groton, Mass.
Oct. 2 Winchendon, Mass.
Oct. 12 Chesterfield, N. H.
Nov. 1 1 Gardner, Mass.
Dec. 20 Peterborough, N. H
.
Herbert H. Eaton 81
Edward J. Lambert 5 9
Eva M. (Butterfield) Kent 86
Charles H. Buzzell 61
Gary K. Cheeseman 1 5
Mary Alice Elaine Aho 2
Elson H. Wilder 6 3
Arthur L. Popple 7 4
Mable J. Popple 7 3
Brent Paul Rice 1
Blanid Carroll 6 6
Lyydia Lahtinen 8 2
Katherine M. McCaddon 67
Days
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REPORT OF THE FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND YOUR DISTRICT CHIEF
The 1 964 forest fire season surpassed the record year of 1 96 3 in both length
and severity. For the second successive year, we experienced a rainfall deficiency
of more than ten inches and the compounding of such drought conditions, together with
the many days of strong, dry winds, characterized 1 964 as one of the most
hazardous years in the past half centry. Although our fire season was three weeks
longer than that of 1 96 3, the number of fires showed only a slight increase and
more remarkable was the fact that the area burned dropped from 2,2 80 acres in
1 963 to 900 acres in 1964. Early detection and rapid response kept many
potential fire disasters from becoming reality. We all owe a debt of gratitude to
the men in this community who responded and fought our fires so efficiently. Our
state is now 86% wooded and its economy - both industrial and recreational - is
greatly dependent on this forest resource. The responsibility for adequate fire
protection of this great area - 4,350,000 acres - is everyone's responsibility and
prevention is one of our most effective tools.
Prevention is good common sense.
1 . Take your rubbish to the town dump. If you must burn, obtain a permit
and watch your fire until it is dead out.
2 . Instruct your children in fire safety. Keep matches from young children.
Explain to them the dangers of lighting matches and making outdoor fires.
3 . Be sure discarded smoking material and matches are out.
A major portion of our preventable fires this year are chargeable to three causes:
(1) permit fires allowed to escape; (2) children playing with matches; and (3)
smokers. Let's be mindful of the fact that all such fires endanger property and lives.
We wish to thank you for your very fine cooperation during the past fire season
and with your continued cooperation we are confident that we can improve our fire
record in 1965.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
For the year ending December 31,1 964
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PART I . ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION






Basil B. MacLeod, Jr., Chairman Term expires 1 96 5
Lewis D. Gilmore Term expires 1 96 6












Doris G. Shea, R.N.
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
Franklin W. Sterling, M.D.
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B. RINDGE NO—SCHOOL SIGNAL
In case of emergency when it seems Inadvisable to have schools in session on
any day, one No-School announcement will be given over radio stations WBZ,
WKNE, WKBK, and WFGM (Fitchburg) at the same time approximately.
Parents and pupils are urged to depend upon T.V. or radio for no-school









Schools close — Spring Vacation
Schools reopen
Schools closed—Memorial Day
Schools close (unless time lost)—Summer Vacation
Sept. 8 Schools open
Oct. 1 5 Schools closed—Teachers' Convention
Nov. 25&26 Schools closed—Thanksgiving Recess
Dec. 2 2 Schools close—Christmas Vacation
1 966
Jan. 3 Schools reopen
Feb. 18 Schools close—Winter Vacation
Feb. 2 8 Schools reopen
D. REPORT OF DISTRICT CLERK
Minutes of the School District Meeting, Mar. 6 , 1 964
The meeting was called to order by the moderator, Walter A. Cleveland, of
7:30 P.M.
Chairman of the School Board, Newell V. Whitaker, read the warrant. Prayer
was offered by Rev. George Chapman. Salute to the flag was led by Newell V.
Whitaker.
ARTICLE 1 . Moved and seconded that the articles be taken up in the following
order: ^] , 2, 3, 8 and 9. The motion prevailed.
Voted that the salaries of the district officers be: Chairman of School Board,
$1 1 0.00; each other member, $60.00; Treasurer, $60.00; Clerk, $1 0.00;
Ballot Clerks, $1 .00 per hour each; Auditors, $15.00 each.
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ARTICLE 2 . Voted to accept the reports as printed. John Weidner gave a
report of the Building Committee.
ARTICLE 3 . Voted to continue the School Study Committee; amended to
"Building and Study Committee."
ARTICLE 8 . Voted that the School District construct and equip on addition
equivalent to four rooms to the Rindge Memorial School.
ARTICLE 9 . Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4 5,000 .00 for the
construction and equipment of an addition to the Rindge Memorial School, and to
authorize the issuance of bonds or notes of the School District, and to authorize the
School Board to execute any contracts or agreements necessary and proper to carry
out the action taken under Article 8 of this warrant.
ARTICLE 4 . Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 29,725.69 for
school charges for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 5 . Voted to accept the article as printed,
ARTICLE 6 . Voted that $1 ,2 58.00 of the unexpended balance from
Article 7 of the 1 963 warrant be applied to the deficiency fund.
Voted that the unexpended balance of $1 ,6 564 voted under Article 8 in
the 1 96 3 warrant to be retained to complete the drainage system.
ARTICLE 7 . Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,550.00 as a
deficiency appropriation.
ARTICLE 1 , Voted to place funds voted under Article 4 in the Capital
Reserve Fund for replacement of a school bus.
ARTICLE 1 1 . Voted to postpone indefinitely.





To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Rindge qualified to vote in
district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Rindge Memorial School in said district
on the 5th day of March, 1 96 5, at 7:3 o'clock in the afternoon to act upon the
following subjects:
1 . To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and fix the comp-
ensation of any other officers or agents of the district.
2 . To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen,
and pass any vote relating thereto.
3 . To choose Agents, Auditors, and Committees in relation to any subjects
embraced in this warrant.
4 . To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for school district
officials and agents and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the
District.
5. To see if the district will authorize the school board to make application
for and to accept, on behalf of the district, any or all grants forthcoming
under Titles III, V, or VIM, or any combination thereof, of the National
Defense Education Act, Public Law 85-864 or any or all grants of other
funds which may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States
Government or from the State of New Hampshire under the provisions of
the National Defense Education Act,
6 . To see what sum of money the district will vote to raise and appropriate,
in addition to the original appropriation for 1 964-6 5, to be made avail-
able to the school district prior to July 1 , 1 96 5, in order to meet district
expenses for the current year,
7 . To see if the district will vote to place the funds previously voted under
Article 4 in the Capital Reserve Fund for replacement of a school bus.
8 . To see if the district will authorize the purchase of a new school bus,
authorizing transfer and appropriation of all funds from the Capital Reserve
Fund as may be necessary, using the older of the two district-owned busses
as part payment.
9 . To see what sum of money the district will vote to raise and appropriate to
lower the ceiling in the main corridor.
1 0. To see what sum of money the district will vote to raise and appropriate for
the establishment of a kindergarten, or take any action relating thereto.
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Given under our hands at said Rindge this 1 8th day of February, 1 96 5 .
BASIL B. MACLEOD, JR.
LEWIS D. GILMORE
NEWELL V. WHITAKER
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the town of Rindge qualified to vote in
district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Rindge Memorial School in said Town of
Rindge on Tuesday, the ninth day of March next at nine of the lock in the forenoon, 11
(Polls close at 6:00 P.M., unless otherwise voted) to act upon the following subject;!
1 . To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2 . To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3 . To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4 . To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing three years.
Given under our hands at said Rindge this 2 2 nd day of February, 1 96 5 .




A. Instructional Staff as of Dec. 31, 1 964
Teachers Position Degree & Training Exp. Salary
Murphy, Donald E. Principal B.A. '59,St. 5 $5,650.00
Gr. 1 -6 & Gr. 6 Anselm's
Johnson, Mary B. Grade 5 B.E. '62 , K.S.C. 2 4,600.00
Sends, Evelyn S. Grade 4 B.A. '33 , Pern- 7 5,350.00
broke College
Simpson, Martha B. Grade 3 B.S. '62 , Tufts 2 4,600.00
Hale, Martha R. Grade 2 2 yr. '26 , K.T.C. 1 4 5,050.00




Mr. Donald Murphy replaced Mr. George Wattendorf as principal of grades 1 -6 and
teacher of grade 6 . Due to the addition of two new rooms the following teachers
were added to the staff: Mary Johnson, Grade 5, and Martha Simpson, Grade 3 .
B. SCHOOL PROGRAM
School opened in September with the addition of three new staff members. They
were: Mrs. Simpson, teaching grade three, Mrs. Johnson, teaching grade five, and
Mr. Murphy, principal and teacher in grade six.
Prior to the opening of school, two series of Union-wide meetings were held for
teachers, Rindge, with others in the Union, met for a period of six days concerning
themselves with the fourth grade arithmetic program and orientation of new teachers.
As a follow-up to this, a continued series of Union-wide staff meetings on the
fourth grade arithmetic program are being held during the current school year.
The new school addition was ready for occupancy at the opening of school in
September. This added space has allowed for single classes at all grade levels
plus a room for activities, music, and audio-visual use. More than 1 00 people
toured the new addition during the open house in the fall and comments were
favorable.
During the Christmas season the entire school presented a program of plays,
skits, and songs with the help of the music supervisor. Miss Carter.
Grades five and six have been working on a planned physical education
programbbased on the President's fitness program whenever possible.
Our enrollment figures have continued to increase since the opening of school,
the high for this current year having been 1 34 pupils.
We would like to conclude this report with a word of thanks to those many people
who have contributed to the success of the school during the current year.
DONALD E. MURPHY, Principal
EARL D. BARNES, Teacher Consultant
WILLIAM E. KELLY, Superintendent of Schools
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PART ML SCHOOL PLANT
A. Repairs
The School Custodian, Mr. Quimby, carried out the regular summer program
of cleaning and general maintenance. The sixth grade room was painted and the
gym floor was refinished.
B. Insurance
Fire Insurance & Extended Coverage on
Rindge Memorial School and Contents ($90,000.00)
School busses
Owners' and Tenants' Libaility, including Teachers
Workmen's Compensation & Employers' Liability




A. Report of School District Treasurer
for the
Fiscal Year July 1 , 1 963 to June 30, 1 964
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1 , 1 963 (Treasurer's bank balance) $ 1 ,008 .36
Received from Selectmen
Current Appropriation $97,2 94.06
Special Appropriation (including deficit
appropriation) 6,550.00
Balance of Previous Appropriations 2,963 .4 9
Received from State Treasurer
State Funds 1 ,320.33
Federal Funds 91 .34
Received from Sale of Notes and Bonds
(Principal only) 45,000.00
Received from all Other Sources 91 2 .06
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 1 54,950.28
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year (Balance & Receipts) 1 55,958 .64
Less School Board Orders Paid 10 9,456.14
Balance on Hand June 3 0, 1964 (Treasurer's Bank Balance) 46,502.50
August/, 1964 S/FLORENCE E. STEBBINS
District Treasurer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements
and other financial records of the treasurer of the school district of Rindge
of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, I 96 4
and find them correct in all respects.
S/WALTERA. CLEVELAND
September 1 , 1 964 S/PETER U. GORDON
Auditors
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B. School Board's Financial Report and Budget
ADMINISTRATION
110.1 Sol. of Dist Officers
1 3 5.0 Audit & Census




220.0 Library & Vis. Aids
230.0 Teaching Supplies
23 5.0 Contracted Services
2 90.0 Other Inst. Expenses
Revised
Expenses Budget Budget Budget
1 963-64 1 964-65 1964-65 1 965-66
& 300.00 $ 300.00 $ 310.00 $ 310.00
95.00 1 29.00 105.00 1 05.00
68.25 75.00 75.00 75.00
21 ,674.02 32,432.00 33,530.00 36,900.00
170.75 679.00 679.00 810.00
216.59 51 0.00 200.00 707.00
1 ,600.36 1 ,525.00 1 ,650.00 1 ,525.00
468.50 900.00 514.00 894.00
139.83 210.00 300.00 21 0.00
ATTENDANCE SERVICE
310.0 Truant Officer 15.00 1 5 .00 1 5,.00 1 5,.00
AUXILIARY SERVICES
400.0 Health 667.53 735 .00 650,.00 700 .00
500.0 Transportation 5 ,938.94 6 ,012,.00 7 ,150,.00 7,333,.00
PLANT OPERATION
610.0 Salaries 2 ,106.00 3 ,125 .00 2 ,780,.00 2,362,.00
63 0.0 Operation Sup. & Exp. 1 ,216.42 1 ,920 .00 1 ,520,.00 1 ,920,.00
6 3 5.0 Contracted Services 150.00 200 .00 155,.00 300,.00
640.0 Heat 1 ,740.00 2 ,435 .00 2 ,435,.00 2,435,.00
64 5.2 Electricity 1 ,207.09 1 ,834 .00 1 ,834,.00 1 ,834,.00
645.3 Gas 201 .50 226 .00 226,.00 226,.00
64 5.4 Telephone 178.35 200 .00 200,.00 200,.00
MAINTENANCE
710.0 Salaries 661 .67 1 ,025 .00 1^^,.00 1 ,155,.00
7 2 5.0 Replacement of Equip. 840,.00 600,.00 11^..00
7 2 6.0 Repairs to Equipment 76.70 200 .00 b^,.00 200,.00
766.0 Repairs to Building 701 .64 500 .00 755,.00 1 ,050,.00
7 90.0 Other Maintenance Exp, 392.66 40,.00
FIXED CHARGES
850.0 Ret.&OASI 1 ,966.91 2 ,171 .00 2 ,111
.
.00 3,342,.00
8 55.0 Insurance 872.50 1 ,508 .00 800,.00 1 ,462,.00
GENERAL SUPPORT ITEMS
97 5.0 School Lunch 1 ,970.16 900 .00 1 ,250,.00 1 ,150,.00
1090.0 Other Activities 125 .00 50,.00 125,.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
126 5.0 Site Improvement 44 3.60
1266.0 Improvement to Bidgs. 2,485.75
1267.0 New Equipment 327.92
1 ,657.00
100.00 *7,003.00
3,516.00 2,000.00 1 ,420.00
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DEBT SERVICE
1370.0 Principal $ 4,000.00 $ 8,000.00 $ 8,500.00 $ 8,500.00
1371.0 Interest 420.00 1,710.00 1,888.00 1,685.00
1390.0 Debt Service Exp. 10.00 10.00 15.00 10.00
TRANSFER ACCOUNTS
1477.1 Tuition 50,896.69 48,755.00 54,568.00 62,055.00
1477.3 SupervisoiyUnion Exp. 2,853.75 3,297.69 3,798.82 6,481,95
1477.4 Per Capita Tax 442.00
1477.5 Capital Reserve 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
CONTINGENCY ITEM _ 1 ,000.00 1,'500.00
Net Expenditures $108,676.08 129,725.69 142,839.82 1 51 ^771 .95
Plus Refunds 780.06
Gross Expenditures $109,456.14




1 963-64 1 964-65 1 964-65 1 965-66
Cash on Hand, July 1 1 ,008.36
1 964 Sweepstakes Excess 1 ^446.74
Revenue from State Sources:
Sweepstakes 3,763.97 3,763.97 6,900.00
School Building Aid 1,200.00 2,357.52 2,370.83 2,550.00
Intellectually Retarded 120.33 125.00 240.00 225.00
Revenue from Federal Sources:
NDEA—Title III 165.01 140.00 140.00 140.00
School Lunch & Special Milk Prog. 74 5.33
Local Revenue Except Taxes:
Rent 132.00 45.00 50.00
Other Revenue from Local Sources 2 5.00
Notes 45,000.00
Total Revenue & Credits $4 8,37 1 .03 $ 6,41 1 .49 $ 8,006.54 $ 9,865.00
District Assessment:
Current 96,2 94.06 1 23,31 4.20 1 22,31 4.20 141, 906. 95
Advance on 1 964-6 5 1,000.00
Due on previous Appropriation 2,96 3.4 9
Deficiency Appropriation 6,550.00 1 2,51 9.08
Total Appropriations $1 55,178.58 1 29,7 25.69 142,839.82 1 51 ,77 1 .95
Plus Refunds 780.06
Gross Receipts $1 55,958.64
*lncludes $2,36 5.84 Building Deficit Shown Below
CAPITAL OUTLAY SUMMARY (BUILDING)
RECEIPTS EXPENDITURES
General Contract S 4 4,119.88
Architect's Fees
& Expenses 3,245.96
Cosh on Hand July 1 , 1 964 $ 45,000.00 $ 47,365.84
Total Receipts $ 45,000.00 Total Expenditures S 47 ,365 .84
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TEACHER CONSULTANT'S TOTAL SALARY 1 96 3 - 64
Peterborough $ 2,3 81 .46
Jaffrey 1,82 0.01
Dublin 497.04





This covers music instruction for one day per week and art for one day every
other week. Art and music personnel are contracted for by the Supervisory
Union and assigned to schools in accordance with their backgrounds and the







C. STATE TAX COMMISSION
Concord, New Hampshire
Your report of appropriations voted and property taxes to be raised for the
1 964-6 5 school year has been approved on the following basis:
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $136,275.69
Revenues and Credits
School Building Aid 2,357 .52
Intellectually Retarded 125.00
Sweepstakes Revenue 3,7 63.97
NDEA-Title III, Science, Math & Lang. 140.00
Other Revenue from Local Sources 2 5.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $ 6,411.49
AMOUNTS TO BE RAISED BY 1 964 PROPERTY TAXES 129,864.20
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $139,275.69
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Lawton B. Chandler, Commissioner
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D. DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
For Year Ending June 3 0,1 964
ADMINISTRATION
110.1 Salaries of District Officers
Newell V. Whitaker, School Board
Lewis D. Gilmore, School Board
Basil B. MacLeod, Jr., School Board
Walter A. Cleveland, Moderator
Ralph H. Pangborn, Clerk
Florence E. Stebbins, Treasurer










190.1 Supplies and Expenses
American School Board Journal
Monadnock Ledger, Inc.
New Hampshire School Boards Assn.
Adams Printing Co.



































Scott, Foresman and Company
Silver Burdett Company
American Book Company
Rindge Memorial School Petty Cash Acct,








2 2 0.0 Library and Visual Aids
Bobbs-Merrill Company




E. M. Hale and Company
New England Mobile Book Fair
WENH - TV






















Bureau of Publications, Columbia Univ. $ 1 5.00
Cardigan Sport Store, Inc. 114.85
Houghton Mifflin Company 13.99
Charles E. Merrill Books 34 .04
Scott, Foresman and Company 21 1 .81
Si Iver Burdett Company 12.17
Ellis Smith 19.81
American Book Company 6.4 2
Encyclopaedia Britannica Press 222.20
J. L. Hammett Company 71 .96
The Harmar Company 2 5.90
Milton Bradley Company 636 .00
Pioneer Office Appliance Company 101 .7
Science Service 5.00
American Education Publications 61 .00
Supervisory Union 47 2 9.89
Peterborough Hardware Company 7.50
Rindge Memorial School Petty Cash Acct. 11.12 $ 1 ,600.36
2 3 5.0 Contracted Services
Boston University Sargerf Camp $ 4 14.00
WENH -TV 54 .50 $ 468.50
2 90.0 Other Instructional Expenses
Mrs. Howard Burt, Postmaster
Ellis Smith
Steele's Bookstore
Rindge Memorial School Petty Cash Acct.
Supervisory Union 4 7
New England Music Educators' Assn.
Evelyn S . Sands
Teachers, Convention purchases
Peterborough School District
Jaffrey School District $ 139.83
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ATTENDANCE SERVICES
31 0.0 Truant Officer
Ernest Goodall $ 1 5.00
AUXILIARY SERVICES
4 00.0 Health Services
Ruth S. Langille, RN, nurse
Franklin W. Sterling, MD, physician
physical, school lunch worker
Rindge Memorial School Petty Cash Acct,
John N. Thibert, DDS, dental clinic















Mis-posted to acct, 61


















George F . Wattendorf
Extra duty, reimbursed after June 30
Mis-posted from acct. 5 00
630 .0 Supplies
Abom Chemical Industries
American Standard Wholesale Corp,























George T. Johnson Company
John R. Lyman Company
Masury-Young Company
Mr. Kilburn Paper
J, I. Ho I comb Mfg. Co.
B. A. Larson Company
Milton Bradley Company





N. H. Fire & Safety Equipment Co.













27.00 $ 1 ,216.42
Clarence P. French
640.0 Heat
$ 150.00 $ 150.00
N . R. Fogg & Son
645.0 Utilities
$1 ,740.00 $ 1 ,740.00
New Hampshire Electric Company
New England Te J . & Tel . Co.








726.0 Repairs to Equipment
Theodore H . Von Kamecke
Howard N . Chase
Derby's Inc.
7 66 .0 Repairs to Buildings
George R. Kimball
J.J. Moreau & Son Company
Peterborough Builders' Supplies





J. I. Holcomb Mfg. Co.





















7 9 0.0 Other Maintenance Expenses
Town of Rindge, Highway Department
Percy L. Quimby
FIXED CHARGES
850.0 Retirement and Social Security
Treasurer, State of N. H., Social Security
N. H. Teachers Retirement System
N. H. Employees Retirement System
N. H. Division of Welfare, administering
Social Security





















97 5.0 School Lunch
Federal Reimbursements paid to School Lunch
Program $ 74 5.33
District Appropriation 4 00.00
District Subsidy, additional 7 2 5.00
Central Paper Products Company 4 9.90
Restaurant Suppliers 4.99





















Monadnock National Bank, building bonds $2,000.00
Concord National Bank, building bonds 2,000 .00 $ 4,000.00
1 371 .0 Interest
Monadnock National Bank, building bonds $ 2 80.00
Concord National Bank, building bonds 1 40.00 $ 4 2 0.00
1 3 90.0 Debt Service
Concord National Bank $ 10.00 $ 10.00
TRANSFER ACCOUNTS
1477.1 Tuition
Jaffrey School Distri ct $38,929.27
Town of Winchendon, Mass. 1962-63 balance 1,400.16
1963-64 8,327.38
Crotched Mountain Center 574 .00
Peterborough School District 4 8 5.88
Monadnock Regional School District 1 ,1 80.00 $50,896.69
147 7.3 Supervisor Union Budget (Rindge Share, 9.4 0%)
Supervisory Union No. 47 $
Superintendent's Salary 846.00
Teacher Consultant's Salary 53 5.80
Office Salaries 791 .52
Office Expenses 680.43 $ 2,853.75
1 477 .4 Tax for State-Wide Supervision
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire
Per Capita Tax $ 442.00 $ 442.00
1477.5 Capital Reserve
Trustees of Trust Funds, Town of Rindge $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $1 08,676.08
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E. SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
Financial Statement
July 1 , 1 963 to June 3 0, 1 964
BEGINNING BALANCE - July 1 , 1 963_ $ .20
RECEIPTS
Lunch Sales - Children $2,916.42
Lunch Sales - Adults 1 8 9.35
Reimbursement 74 5.33




Food $3,31 1 .81
Labor 1,655.94
All Other Expenditures .50
Equipment 7.11
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $4,975.36
BALANCE - JUNE 30, 1 964 .94
BALANCE SHEET
Fiscal Year Ended June 3 0,1 964
ASSETS
Cash on Hand June 3 0,1 964 $ .94
Accounts Due
Reimbursement 10.74
Total Assets $ 1 1 .68
Excess of Liabilities over Assets 16.70
Grand Total $ 28.38
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed $ 2 8.38
Total Liabilities $ 28.38
Excess of Assets over Liabilities
Grand Total ' $ 2 8.38
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F. BALANCE SHEET—JUNE 30, 1 964
ASSETS
Cash on Hand June 3 0,1 964
General Fund $ 1 ,502.50
Building Fund 45,000.00





State of N . H . ( Gas Tax) 50.04
NDEA Title III 1 12.21
Capital Reserves: (Held by Trustees) 2,053.08
TOTAL ASSETS $ 48,910 .51
Net Debt (Excess of Liabilities
Over Assets) 62,882 .72
GRAND TOTAL
LIABILITIES
$1 1 1 ,793 .23
Amounts Reserved for Special Purposes
Cash on Hand June 3 0,1 964
Building Fund $45,000.00
Accounts Owed by District
Concord Natl. Bank 5.00
Rodney Cochran 7 8.75
Drainage System 1,656.40
Capital Reserves: (Offsets Similar
Asset Account) 2,053.08
Notes and Bonds Outstanding 63,000.00
TOTAL LIABILITIES $1 1 1 ,793 .23
Surplus (Excess of Assets Over
Liabilities)
GRAND TOTAL $1 1 1 ,7 93.23
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STATUS OF SCHOOL NOTES AND BONDS
Name of Building or Project for Which







Outstanding at Beginning of Year 2 2,000.00
Issued During Year
Total (2 plus 3)
Payments of Principal of Debt
Notes of Bonds Outstanding at










This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from
official records and is complete and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
The accounts are kept in accordance with Section 24 of Chapter 7 1 of the Revised
Statutes Annotated, and upon forms prescribed by the State Tax Commission.
S/Lewis F. Foote
Superintendent
July 28, 1 964





The Rindge School District is responsible for tuition for 1 elementary, 44
junior high, and 66 secondary school pupils currently enrolled in schools as
follows:
JAFFREY GRADE SCHOOL, Jaffrey, N. H.
Grade 1 : Douglas P. Johnson
CONANT HIGH SCHOOL, Jaffrey, N. H.
Grade 7: Margaret Bliss, Larry Eleftheriou, Daniel Gilmore, Laura Lee
Haskell, Duane Hood, Lydia Johnson, Barbara Kendall, Dorothy
Knight, Scott Knight, Arnold Lafreniere, Sherrie Marrotte, Richard
Royce, Suzette Schestlin, Gail Sellars, Donald Seppala, Michael
Seppala, Leslie Welch, and Diane Winship.
Grade 8: Deborah Anderson, Martha Brummer, Charlotte Burns, Timothy Burt,
Linda Coron, Shannon Davis, Thomas Dumaine, Susan Dykstra, Dan
Ford, Jean Goddard, Frances Gregory, Elizabeth Hindmarsh,
Laura Kendall, Steven Knight, Wayne Koski, Pamela Pasquale,
James Powley, Dusty Roush, Dorothy Todd, Stephen Webster and
Valerie Witty.
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Grade 9: Elizabeth Abbey, Jonathan Allen, Sandra Betourney, William
Burns, Peter Chamberlain, James French, Ray Haskell, David
Hayden, Darryl Korpi, Ronald Lagasse, Judith MacNeil, Edith
Mattson, Sandra Quimbly, Eva Royce, Nancy Sellars, and Donna
Welch.
Grade 1 0: Kennth Blair, Linda Brodmerkle, Virginia Burns, Tanis Champney,
Glenn Davis, Judith Davis, Albert Goddard, Fred Hale, Grant
Hood, Sheila Pike, Linda Roush, Carol Stewart, Bruce Todd, Karen
Welch, and Carly Witty.
Grade 1 1 : Nancy Betourney, David Brodmerkle, Jeanne Burns, Elizabeth
Champney, Diane Davis, Jeffrey Garland, Anne Gilmore , Dwight
Haskell, Craig Hoyt, David Jones, Margaret MacNeil, Terry
O'Connor, Diane Prescott, Ramon Tatar, and Robert Tatar.
Grade 1 2: Eileen Abbey, Elizabeth Allen, Peter Anderson, Barbara Blair,
William Davis, Rosemary Ford, William French, Jeanne Harris,
Elizabeth Inferrara, Anita Lafond, David Quimby, and Linda
Seppala.
GEORGE EMERSON SCHOOL, Fitzwilliam, N. H.
Grade 1 : Joseph Canavan, Christine Scarborough, Warren Wheeler
Grade 2 : Evelyn Wheeler
Grade 5: Herbert Wheeler
Graded: Frank Wheeler
WINCHENDON SCHOOLS, Winchendon, Mass.
Grade 6 : Jayne Floria
Grade 7 : Robert F. Floria
Grade 8: Neil Dykens, Sara- Jeanne Dykens, Steven Johnson, Florence Wheeler
Grade 9: Charles Shaw
Grade 1 0: Marjorie Floria, Tanya Johnson
Grade 1 1 : Edward McNeil
Grade 1 2; Duane Carpenter, Margaret Dykens, and Carol Floria
PETERBOROUGH CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL, Peterborough, N. H.
Alan Chamberlain and John Garland
Grade 1 1 : Christopher Kendall
B. Statistics for the Year Ending June 30, 1964
Number of pupils registered during year 1 1 8
Number of days actually in session 1 8 1
Percent of attendance 93.5
Average attendance 1 00 .6
Average membership 1 07 .6
Aggregate attendance 18210.0
Average number of days each pupil was in school 1 69 .2
Non-resident pupils (Tuition)





C. School Census as of September 1 , 1 964
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PART VI . AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES AND SPECIAL REPORTS
A. Health
The general health of Rindge pupils has been usually good. Colds and digestive
upsets were the most prevalent sicknesses.
All the children in the odd-numbered grades were examined by our school
physician. Dr. Franklin Sterling as well as special cases referred to him throughout
the year. A vision and hearing test was given to all the children in all the grades
by the nurse, and whenever necessary, a notice sent home to parents regarding the
need for corrections. If help was requested, it was given through the generosity
of various organizations. For example, an eye examination was paid for by the
Jeffrey Lions Club. Parents have been most cooperative in the follow-up of special
cases.
The dental clinic was continued and ten pupils were given dental care, who
otherwise could not afford it. All these were transported to the dentist's office by
t he school nurse.
In May pre-school registrations and examinations were held. Visual, dental
and hearing defects were found and corrected during the summer. On this day,
parents and pupils have the opportunity to become acquainted with school personnel
and school regulations.
To end the school year all Health Records were brought up to date and filed.
DORIS SHEA, R.N.
RESIDENT VALUATION REAL AND PERSONAL - 1 964
Description and Value of
c
o




Abbe// George F and Homestead 18000 2 2.25 8000 459.00
Eileen B 1 male dog 2
Adamovich, Shirley Sol
Aho, Bernard T and Unf Homestead 5000 2 5000 127.50
Rose M 2
Aho, David and Unf Homestead 7000 7000 178.50
Aho, Hjalmar
Aho, Walter R Sol
Allen, Hazel B Homestead 12500 2 30 12500 318.75
Allen, William T Sol Cottage #81 lots 1 ~8





Allen, E Beryl 2









Anderson, Evelyn G 2
Anderson, Rachel L Homestead
1 male dog
17500 2 6.5 7500 446.25
Anderson, James J 1 /3 Metcalf Dam site 135 2 1
1 /3 Page Meadow & lots 410 122
1 /3 Bowers (Adams) Iand 70 20
1 /3 Bowers (Stearns) la id 1 15 34
1/3 Bear land 335 100
1 /3 Taggert lot 1 10 33
1 /3 2 tracts Neadow Icmd 15 8 1 190 30.35
Bacon, Russell Sol and Maxwell land and 4500 70




Lots #280&281 Wood- 100 0100 257.55
mere
(Exempt $1 000)
Baldwin, Charles L and Homestead 7800 2 3/4 7800 198.90
Laura C 2
Ballantine, Benjamin D Sol Homestead 15000
and Inez S 1 boat
(Exempt $1 000)
100 41 00 359.55
Ballum, Ann F 3 cottages Perley Lake 12500 2
4 boats 300 2800 326.40







Stock in trade 1500 445C 368 .48
Barrett, Edith F L 2
Bartlett, Norman E Sol and Homestead 2500 150C 38.25
LedaG (Exempt $1 000)
2 male dogs
2
Batcheldor, Miriam Hunt Homestead 8500 10
C A Todd Land 300 20 880C 224.40
Beach, Foster M and Homestead 1 3500 2
Edith M Cottage & lot(Hanks)#4 7500 2
Carpenter Cottage 15000 3600C 918.00
Description and Value of
c
.o










Betoumey, Maurice A Sol Homestead 1 lOOC lOOOC 255.00
and Luclenne L (Exempt $1 000) 2
Blair, Everett C Sr Gordon Land 5( 2 2
Homestead 150C 4 155C 39.53
Blair, Ruth E 1 male dog 2
Blair, Everett C Jr 2
Blair, Robert 2
Blair, William C 2
Blair, Catherine P 2
Bliss, George 1 1 male dog 2
Bliss, Helen L 2
Blouin, Roland E 2
Blouin, Margaret A 2
Booth, Anna 2
Boudreau, Alfred R Sr Sol one 1 Homestead 1400C 3





1 boat 75 4400 367.20
Beaudreau, Joyce 1 male dog 2
Braman, Mildred F and Cottage Lot 9 800C 2 8000 204.00
Braman, Albert Pearly Lake
Brodmerkle, Emma 1 2
Brummer, Edward C Sherwin Hill lot 40C 2 17 400 10.20
Brummer, Margaret S 1 male dog 2
Brunei 1 , Henry P 2
Brunei 1, Gail 2
Burgess, Leona M 2
Burgoyne, Leonard G and Homestead 450C 2 4500 1 14.75
Priscilla M 2 male dogs 2
Burns, William A Sol and Homestead 150C 500 12.75
Leona D (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2
Burt, Howard O Sr 1 /2 Broom Shop
Stock in trade





Lot 2 BIk L 20 5550 141 .53
Burt, Helen R 1 /2 Broom Shop 5000 2
Stock in trade 500 5500 140.25
Burt, Howard O Jr Sol Homestead & Garage
1 /2 Farrar land




Machinery 1000 9310 237.41
(Exempt $1 000)
3 male dogs
Burt, Shirley R 2
Burt, Roger P Sol and Homestead 8500
Barbara E Popple Place
(Exempt $1 000)
5500 2 3000 331 .50
Buzzel 1 , Eva M 2
Campbell, Dorothy E 1 /2 Cottage W R S 3750 2
1 /2 James land 50 3800 96.90
Carbonneau, Henry N Sol Homestead lots 31 -2 -3 -
17,18,19,20 BIkW
4 2800 2800 71 .40
Description end Value of
c
g
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Carney, Ruth M Sol Homestead 9000 5/16
33x37 water & acquedu ct 25 9025 230.14
Caron, Robert J L Sol Homestead
(Exempt $1 000)
9000 2 8000 204.00
Caron, Elizabeth P 2
Carpenter/ David C Jr Sol Machinery 750 750 19.13
Casse// Alfred M Sol Homestead 9000
Newton Land 50 8050 205.28
(Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
Cassey, Graziella O 2
Cathedral of the Pines Homestead Sunny Acres
and Allen Land







N A Hale Land 100( 2 ?290C 583.95
(Exempt $5 0000)
Champney, Elizabeth A 2
Champney, Ernest C Homestead
1 male dog
520( 2 6 520C 132.60













Chapman, George D 1 female dog 2
Chapman, Shirley A 2
Charlonne, Kenneth W 2
Chase, Arthur P and Homestead 780C 2 3 780C 198.90
Elsie M 1 male dog 2
Cheesman, John K 2
Cheesman, Dorothy 2
Cleaves, Marcia E Homestead







Hastings land 150C 30 ?070C 527.85
Cleaves, Walter E and Homestead 1 150C 2 4 1 150C 293.25
Madeline M 1 male dog 2
Cleveland, Richard A Sol Homestead 900C 3
and Marion B Peter Jones lot
(Exempt $1 000)
30C 2 90 830C 211 .65
1 male dog
Cleveland, Walter A Homestead 950C 2
Bixby lot 5C 10 955C 243 .53
Cleveland, Mary B 2
Coates, Wallace B Jr Homestead 2100C 155
Nathan Hole land 15C 1 ?1 1 5C 539.33
Coffin, Leslie G Jr Sol and Homestead 500C 400C 1 02 .00
Lucille M (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2
Description and Value of
c
o












Converse land 3000 150 I350C 344.25
Coolidge, Thomas J Cottage #1 35 & BIdg
E Lake M
14500 2 I450C 369.75
Coppers, Eleanor S "Buttonhook" & Garage









3 boats 250 Ii3950 1375.73
1 male dog
Cormier, Raymond A and Homestead and 10500 2
Phyllis E Smith land 2
Trailer 4000 1450C 369.75
Costello, Harry J and Homestead 18000 2 1800C 459.00
Cuba J 1 male dog 2
Courtemanche, Nelson A Sol Camp 1500
and Leone Unf Camp
(Exempt $1 000)
500 2 lOOC 25.50
Cowles, Ethel C and Homestead "Open Door' 7500 750C 191 .25
Whitney, Natalie C
Cramb, Dora L Homestead 9000 900C 229.50
Cramb, Donald W and Homestead 8200 2 820C 209.10
Judith L 1 male dog 2
Crandall, Fred E and Homestead 1 1000 2 1 lOOC 280.50
Mary E 2






Bean & Symonds Meadow 25 3 705C 179.78
Crosby, Charlotte R 2
Dahlgren, John L Homestead
2 male dogs
8500 37 850C 216.75
Damon, Evelyn M 2
Danforth, Everett Homestead
Wilder lot












22 cows 2200 1085f 276.80
(Exempt $1 000)










Davis, Richard D Sol Homestead 9000 1 900C 229.50
Davis, Rosea 1 ma 2
Davis, Sandra 2
Davis, William H and Homestead 8000 2 4 800C 204.00
Hope D 2
Day, Minor Homestead 2400 240C 61 .20
Decoteau, Earl J Sr Sol Trailer 1800
(cont'd)
Description and Value of
c
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Decoteau, Earl J Sr Sol (Exempt $1 000) 1800 80C 20.40
(cont'd)
Decoteau, Irene R 2
Delaney, M Caroline 2
Donaway, Donald A 2
Donaway, Joyce 2
Donaway, William 2
Doran, Genevieve and Homestead 12000 18 12000 306.00
Susan F
Dumaine, F C 3rd Sol
Dumaine, Millicent L 2
Dunchus, Richard J 2
Dunchus, Eleanor A 2
Dwyer, Joseph R 1 /2 Unf Homestead 2000 2 9
1 cow 100 2000 51 .00
(Exempt $1 00)
2 male dogs
Dwyer, Edna M 1 /2 Unf Homestead 2000 2 9 2000 51 .00
Dwyer, Joseph R Jr Sol
Dwyer, Barbara 2
Dyer, Orrin L Sr and Eleazer Blake House 19000 35 18000 459.00
Alice G (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2




Dykstra, Richard E Jr Sol one Homestead & Shop & 15000 3
Shirley A Smith land 2
Green Pasture 600 59 4600 372.30
(Exempt $1 000)
2 female dogs
Eaton, Herbert H Est and Cottage #3 3 & 6 lots 4800 4800 122.40
Esther A and
Roberta E Hildreth
Elsbree, Allen W Sol and Homestead 1 1000 1 .25 0000 255.00
Ruth L (Exempt $1 000) 2




2 1 3500 89.25
Faulkner, Thomas B Sol and Homestead & Garage 18000 7000 433.50
Martha B & H C Smith land
(Exempt $1 000)
Fillback, Armas W Homestead & Garage 12500 2 2500 31 8 .75
Fillback, Annie L 2
Fish, George C and Homestead 6000 2 6000 153 .00
Minnie E 2
Fitzgerald, John B Homestead
1 male dog
16000 6 6000 408.00
Fitzgerald, Sidney B Est 1 /2 Homestead 8000 72
Gregg Pasture 900 90 8900 226.95
Fitzgerald, Edith S 1 /2 Homestead 8000 72
Hale land 500 2 18
E W Hale Land 1000 36 9500 242.25
Fitzgerald, Ruth W 2
Fitzgerald, Nancy 2
Description and Value of
c
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Flogg, Sidney R and Homestead 5000 2 500C 127.50
Dorothy A 1 male dog 2
Floria, Robert F Sol and Homestead & Barn 4000 24 300( 76.50
Juliette D (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2
Fogg, Newell R and Apt & Service Station 16000 2











Unf House 4000 5200C 1326.00
Fogg, Willis C Stock in trade
1 female dog
2500 2 250C 63.75
Fogg, Evelyn R 2
Ford, Ruth E Homestead 24000 2 9 2400C 612.00
Ford, Richard A Homestead
2 male dogs
5700 2 2 570C 145.35
Ford, Cynthia W 2
Fournier, George 2
Foumier, Marguerite J 2
Franklin Pierce College Manor
Lodge








Fraser, Clara F 1 /2 Cottage W R S 3750 2
1 /2 James land 50 380C 96.90




Frazier, Alice F 2
French, Clarence P Homestead 3500 2 25 350C 89.25
French, Harriet E 2
French, Hattie E 1 /3 Homestead 3000 90
1 /3 Part of Bemis land 100 45 343^ 87.57
1 /3 of 1 /4 Tenny-
Cutler land with camp 334
French, Howard L and Homestead 12000 2 135






7 cows 420 1497C 381 .74
1 female dog
1 male dog
French, Howard L Jr 2
French, Ronald S 2
French, David C 2
French, William C Est Leah Martin lot 150 35 15C 3.83
Frisk, Esther O Homestead 3500 2 1 .75
D A Robbins lot 200 20 370C 94.35
1 male dog
Fuller, Eugene A Est and Homestead 20000 16 2000C 510.00
Enger L
Description and Value of
c
.2








Gagnon, Maurice R Sol and Homestead & Kennel 6500 3.5 450C 1 14.75
Barbara R Sol Exempt ($2 000)
Garland, George W Sol and Homestead 6500 1-1/:
Helen R Cutter Mill land
Otis Norcross land







Poor Farm lot 1630 163 793C 202.22
(Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
Gil more/ Lewis D Jr Sol Homestead 1 1500 17




Gilmore/ Mary G 2
Goddard/ Roland C Homestead 8500 2 40
1 /2 Morgan lot- Lake M 900 940( 239.70
Goddard/ Anna M 2
Goddard, Roland C Jr Sol Unf Homestead
(Exempt $1000)
12000 1 lOOC 280.50
Godden, Edwin J Sol and Homestead 8000 4 800( 204.00
Annetta L 2
Goodall, Ernest L and Homestead 11500 2 3/4 1 150( 293.25
Olivia J 2
Gordon, Donald B and Homestead 18000 2 1800( 459.00
Patricia J 2
Gordon, Peter U and Homestead 9000 2 3/4 900C 229.50
Janet B 2
Graton, Ethel M 2
Gray, Howard A and Homestead 9000 2 40 900C 229.50
Grace W 1 male dog 2
Gray, Willard E Sol and Homestead 9000 25 800C 204.00
Carrie S (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
Groening, Carl J 2
Gruener, William Walter 2
Hale, Donald A Est and Homestead 8000 800C 204.00
Martha R 2
Hale, Frank 2
Haarala, Walter A Homestead & lots 1 &2
and 1 R&2R Beauvais
Point
1 1000 2 1 lOOC 280.50
Haarala, Henrietta M 2
Hamlin, Ernest J Camp 100 IOC 2.55
Hammond, Raymond E Sol Homestead 9000
and Alice E 1/2 2 sqrd Allen
Meadow
(Exempt $1 000)
25 2 802f 204 .64
Harper, Exzelia L Homestead & Garage 9500 2 2
Feldman lot 120 6 962C 1 245.31
Harrington, Elmer A Sol and Homestead & Lyon lot 12500 124
Mary B J B Robbins Place 750 50
Lowell & Thomas Meadow 4 00 40
(cont'd) W R Tucker lot 50 1
10
Description and Value of
c
.2




Harringfon, Elmer A Sol and (Exempt $1 000) 2700 323.85
Mary B (cont'd)
Haskell, Roy F Sol Homestead 7000 3 7000 178.50
Haskell, Yvonne N 2
Hawkins, George F Sol and Homestead 7500 7500 191 .25
Eleanor M 1 male dog 2
Hayden, Hazel P 2
Hayden, Joel B Jr Sol
Hayden, Ruth 2
Hayden, Minnie F 2
Helle, Helen H 2
Herron, Bruce and Homestead 12500 2 2500 318.75
Constance H 2 female dogs
1 male dog
2
Hetherman, Lillian Colman Homestead
1 female dog
3500 2 1 .5 3500 89.25
Hewitt, Merrill W and Homestead 8000 2 10 8000 204.00
Virginia 2
Hildreth, Donald M and Trailer 4000 2 4000 102.00
Roberta E 2
Hill, Eunice R 4800 2 4800 122.40
Hill, George S Lot Todd Hill 400 2 400 10.20
Hill, Ira A Homestead 1 1000 1000 280.50
Hill, Louis Restaurant 21000 2
Stock in trade 200 11200 540.60
Hiltunen, Elias B Sol Homestead 12000 2000 306.00
Hiltunen, Roberta F 2
Hindmarsh, Robert G Sol Meade lot 270 27 270 6.89
Hindmarsh, Thera F 2
Holdsworth, Robert G Sol Homestead 7000 6000 153.00
and Ann E (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2
Hood, Detroit G Sol and Homestead 4500 6 3500 89.25
Anna M (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2
Hood, Walter D Sol and Homestead 6500 5500 140.25
Carole S (Exempt $1 000) 2
Howard, Fred B and Homestead 8000 8000 204.00
Gladys 1 male dog
Hoyt, Douglas M and Homestead 12000 2 2000 306.00
Sandra E 1 male dog 2
Hoyt, James A Homestead 4000 2 4000 102.00
Hoyt, Mary L 2
Hoyt, Ralph L Jr Sol and Homestead 12000 1 lOOC 280.50
Phyllis T (Exempt $1 000) 2
Hoyt, Raymond A and Homestead 9000 2
Helen L Damon land
1 male dog
500 2 1 .5 950( 242.25









1 cow 60 1460( 372.30
(Exempt $6 0)
Hughgill, Dolly C 2
1
1
Description and Value of
c
o
NAME Real and Persona _ in "5 X
Estate o < 2:^ ^
Hughgill, Marilyn J 2




Hughgill, Raymond E 2
Hughgill, Gloria M 2
Hurme, Arnold E and Homestead 1 5000 2
Lempi E 1 boot 400 2 1540C 392.70
HutchinS/ Francis G Sol Homestead
(Exempt $1 000)
2000 lOOC 25.50
Impola, Henry Homestead 2500 250( 63.75
Inferrera, Paul J Homestead
1 mole dog
8500 2 1 850C 216.75
Inferrera, Clara E 2
Inferrera, Nancy C 2
James, Frank A Homestead 8000 800( 204.00
Jamso, Fred Homestead
2 male dogs
6500 6 650C 165.75
Jamsa, Lyyii B 2
Jewell, Elwin C Bean & Symonds land












Foster lot 200 13 9300 237.15






Schoolhouse- Popple 5200 30 2770C 706.35
Johnson, Lillian R 2
Johnson, Daniel M Sol Liberty Jewell place 12000 15 12000 306.00
Johnson, Jacqueline F 2
Johnson, Jasper T Sol and Homestead 7200 28 6200 158.10
Alfredo A (Exempt $1000)
1 male dog
2














4 cattle 200 36900 940.95
(Exempt $1 000)
Jones, Myrtle P 2
Kaipainen, Henry
Kalliainen, Calvin R Homestead 10500 2 10500 267.75
Kalliainen, Edna 1 male dog 2
Kansanen, Jyry Wood lawn Lake Land 6000 2
7 camps 2 B H 6500 12500 31 8 .75
Kendall, Winters M Sol and Homestead 1 1000 1 3 1 1000 280.50
Alice J 2
Kennedy, Perley M and Homestead 5000




200 5800 147 .90
Keohane, Agatha S 2
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Kimball, Minnie E and Homestead 8800
George R Metcalf Farm 4000 52
1 /2 White & Deeth land 400 3200 336.60
Kimball , George R Charlie Hale Mowing




Machinery 4000 4600 1 17.30
1 female dog
King, Fay O and Homestead 4200 6
Josephine N Clark land 200 2 14 4400 1 12.20
Kingsbury, Edward C and Trailer on Lot "^27 4800 2 4800 122.40
Alice E Emerson Pond
1 male dog
2
Klein, Edwin B Sol and Homestead and 15000 2 4000 357.00









Blake land 800 13 1400 290.70
Knight, Ainsworth Jr 2
Knight, Delia W Sol Trailer Homestead 7500 45
1 cow 60 6500 165.75
(Exempt $1 060)
1 male dog
Knight, Arthur L 1 /4 Knight Homestead 1 100 150 1 100 28.05









Hazel Geddes land 500 63 9700 247.35
Knight, Julia 2
Knight, Dana L and Homestead 13000 2 64





Stock in trade 2000 19600 754.80
1 male dog
Knotts, Edward J Sr and Homestead 14800 2 6
Margaret E Lord Land 150 2 1495C 381.23
Knotts, Edward J Jr 2
Koski, John L Aube Place

















Government land 30 3 993C 253.22
LaFond, Felix A and Homestead 6000 2 600C 153.00
EdnaC 1 male dog 2
LaFond, Felix E and Homestead 3500 2 350C 89.25
Doris L 1 male dog 2
Lafreniere, Archie L Sol and Homestead & Garage 6000 500( 127.50
Katherine M (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2
Lafreniere, Walter F 2 female dogs 2
Lafreniere, Lillian B Homestead 3800 2 1
(cont'd) Kemp land 125 2
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c
q




Lafreniere, Lillian B Cottage 350 10 427f 109.01
(cont'd)
Lafrenierc/ Joseph A 2
Lagassie, William J Sol
Lambert/ Francis T and Homestead 6000 2 4.5 600( 153.00
Ruth E 1 female dog 2
Lanoue, Henry E Sol and Cottage on Lot *4 4500 2 350( 89.25
Olivia M Emerson Pond
(Exempt $1 000)
2
Larochelle, Ardis A Camp *2 Perley Lake 3800 2 380( 96.90
Lauder/ Charles A and Homestead 10000 2
Ethel Marie Perry land 500 2 23
Stock in trade 300 1080( 275.40
1 male dog
Lawn, Robert A and Homestead 8000 2 800( 204.00
Deanna J 1 male dog 2
Leeman/ William B Est Sol Homestead 1 1500 1/4 1 150( 293.25
and Maymie L Sol 1 male dog
Leon/ Florence 1 /2 Camp-Damon Pond 550 2 55( 14.03





Letourneau/ Archie W Jr Sol Homestead 9500 9500 242.25
and Lorna J 1 male dog 2
Letourneau/ Alfred H and 1 /2 Letourneau farm land 2 000 60 2000 51 .00
Ida C and
Whitney/ Gloria M and
C Edward
Letourneau / Charles Est and 1 /2 Letourneau farm land 2 000 60 2000 51 .00
Leona, Oliver & Sade
Letourneau/ Charles H Est Homestead 13500 1 .5
Sol and Leona P Fletcher pasture 2000 2 100










Long, Hjalmar B 2
Long, Marion M Homestead 7500 2 10 7500 191 .25
Lundgren/ Robert V Sol Homestead
1 male dog
9000 3 9000 229.50
Lundgren/ Stella S 2
Lussier, Jean M 2
Maclnnis/ Leo F and Homestead 13000 2 4
Marie L Rand Cottage 4500 2 1/2
Jones & Hale land 500 20 8000 459.00
MacLeod/ Basil B and Homestead 6000 2 6000 153.00
Alice L 2
MacLeod, Edward P 2
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MacLeod, Basil B Jr Sol and Homestead 8200 7200 183.60
Kay P (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2
Marcott, Alfred E and Homestead 8000 2
Hazel E Stock in trade
1 female dog
1 male dog
1000 2 9000 229.50
Marrotte, Arthur W and Homestead & Garage 8000 2 8000 204.00
Jeannette M 2
Marsh, Mina Ruth 2
Martin, Clinton E Sol and Homestead 9000 9000 229.50
Mildred C 2
Martin, Elizabeth J Homestead
1 male dog
5700 5700 145.35
Martin, Ulysses S Sol and Homestead 8800 7800 198.90
Bertha B (Exempt $1 000) 2
Mathewson, David A Jr Sol Homestead 7000 7000 178.50
and Esther 1 2
Mattson, Alvina E Homestead 8800 2 8800 224.40
Maxwell, Harry C Porter Hill land 80 8
Smith land 200 20 280 7.14
McKenney, James A and Homestead 1 1000 2
Laura C Lot "^20 Monomonoc
Terrace
800 2 1800 300.90
Meeting School Associates Bliss House 20000 200























Melville, Samuel P and Homestead 18000 19 1800C 459.00
Alice A
Merchant, Alfred O and Homestead 3800 2 380C 96.90
Elizabeth M 2 male dogs 2
Michaud, Jeffrey Sol and Homestead 1000
Estelle M (Exempt $1 000) 2
Michaud, Paul A and Homestead 8000 2 800C 204.00
Joyce C 2
Miller, Edith K 1 /4 Knight Homestead 1 100 1 IOC 28.05
Morris, George L Homestead 19000 2 14
4400 Fowl 1760 2041( 520.46
(Exempt $350)
1 male dog
Morris, Ruth E 2
Morton, Harry B and Homestead 7000 2
Mabel C Mill & Water rights
1 male dog
1000 2 800C 204.00
15
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Murphy, Gerald E and Homestead 7500 2 7600 193.80
Mary E 2 boats 100 2
Murphy, Hazel C 2
Musgrave, Mabel C Homestead 20000 2 , >0000 510.00
Nadeau, Wilfred J Sol and Homestead 1 1500
Irene M Store 9500 2
Stock in trade 2000 : 13000 586.50
1 male dog
Needham, David A and 2
Linda J 2
Nichols, Charles W Sol and Homestead & lot 33 16500




4200 2 9700 502.35
Nicholson, Aubrey K and Homestead 32000 2 5
Ruth B Stratton Pasture
Garage and Pond
1500 2 10
Gibson land 1200 3470C 884.85
1 male dog
Niemela, Alvah W and Homestead *45 and 7300 2 730C 186.15
Barbara J 12 lots Woodmere
1 female dog
2
Niemi, Rose Cottage on Damon land 2000 2 200C 51 .00
North Riding, Inc Timbertop and storage & 45 000
flowage rights
House trailer 800
1 cows 800 lOOOC 255.00
(Exempt $36600)
O'Brien, Robert J 2





Ohman, Carl O and Cottage & land 7000 2 14 700( ' 178.50
Ragnhild O 2
Olson, Michael C and Homestead 12000 2 2500 318.75
Elaine 1 /2 Hoyt land 500 2
Page , Leroy Z 2 nd 2
Page, Diana W 2
Pangborn, John F Sol Homestead & Land 15000 12
Fowie Hill and 1500 45 5500 395.25
L F Hale land
(Exempt $1000)
Pangborn, Dorothy K 2
Pangborn, Ralph H 2
Pangborn, Betty S 2
Pasquale, Rocco R Sol and Homestead & land 1 1500 0500 267 .75
Joan B (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2
Patey, Henry C 2
Patey, Adelaide W 2
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Peabody, Lawrence Sol and Homestead 1 1000
Berto T Cutter Orchard & Shop 2500 2 5
Garland land 400 2900 328.95
(Exempt $1 000)
Pentilla, Konsta Homestead 10500 1 0500 267.75
Penttilo, Emma 2
Phillips, John M and Cottage #152 E Lake Ml 7000 2
Christine W Sharp -lake frontage
E Lake M
500 7500 446.25
Phillips, Christine W Cottage #151 E Lake Ml 5000 2
Cove Cottage 4000
Townsend land 1000 15
Wellington land 450 10450 521 .48
2 male dogs
1 female dog




Pike, Simone E 2
Pilling, Robert W and Homestead 10000 2 2
Frances E No Mowing
1 male dog
300 2 1030C 262.65
Pinault, Leo A Cottage & Garage




1 boat 100 1430C 364.65
2 male dogs
Poikonen, Alan 1 and Homestead 1 1500 2 1 150C 293.25
Sally J 2
Popple, Frank Spooner Lot & camp 400 14
Blair lot 150 30 55C 14.03
Popple, William N 2
Popple, Ora M Homestead 7000 2 700C 178.50
Powley, Robert J and Homestead 16000 2 13
Doris M 2 cows 160 2
1 8 cattle 900 1606C 409.53
(Exempt $1 000)
2 male dogs
Preble, Donald A Homestead
1 male dog
16000 2 41 1600C 408.00
Prescott, Wellington C Sol 2
Pyhala, Henry W Homestead 7500 2 750C 191 .25
Pytko, Genevieve 2 cottages Lots 1 -6
inci Pool Pond
10000 2
5 boats 100 lOlOC 257.55
1 male dog
Pytko, Edwin 2
Pytko, J Daniel 2
Quimby, Percy L Sol Cottage- Perley Lake 4900
1 boat 100 400( 102.00
(Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
Quimby, Eleanor M 2
Ratte, Theodore F and Homestead & Trailer 7800 2 780( 198.90
Gertrude V 2
17
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Ravndal, Christian M 2
Ravndal, Janeal 2
Raymond/ Marshall R and Homestead 12000 2 2
Geraldine A Store- West Rindge 6000 2
Stock in trade 2000 >0000 510.00
Raymond/ Russell M Sol and Homestead 6200 5200 132.60
Dorothy L (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2
Raymond/ William J Sr and Homestead 6000 2 3
Mildred L Kemp Sprout land 200 2 15 6200 158.10
Raymond/ William J Jr Sol Unf Homestead 7800 6800 173.40
and Amy M (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2
Reenstierno/ Jon G and Unf Homestead 500 2 500 12.75
Virginia M 2
Rice/ Charles H Jr Sol and Homestead "Topside" 12000 10
Ruby E Wetmore land 600 2 20
Hill land & garage 900 6 2500 318.75
(Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog






Farrar land 1000 80 :15100 640.05
Rice/ John B Sol 1/2 Homestead
Rugg lot






John F Hale land









Hale & Wood land
Stearns & Teogue
Temple land




L F Hale farm
FowIe Hill land
2 lots Emerson Pond


























































(cont'd; White & Deeth (Stannar d) 450 30
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Rice, John B (cont'd) Government land
Withington land
Hall & Stratton land
Howe & Jewell land
Cook land













Stearns land 280 14 4455f 1 136.15
(Exempt $1 000)
Rice, Barbara P Sol 1 /2 Homestead 8500 3/4
1 /2 Post Office BIdg 7500 1500C 382.50
(Exempt $1 000)








Ransdell & Converse 3000 18 1295C 330.23
1 male dogs
Rice, Evelyn 2
Richmond, Perley F Sol and Homestead 7500 650C 165.75
Mary W (Exempt $1 000)
Ries, Kernel 1 G Jr Sol
Ries, Harriet D 2
Rivard, Henry E Sol and Homestead 8500 850C 216.75
Virginia W
Roy, Homer S Homestead
1 male dog
4000 2 400C 102.00
Roy, Janet E 2
Royce, Ada E 1/2 Homestead 1650 165C 42.08
Royce, Charles B Sol 1 /2 Homestead 1650




Rozes, Harry M Cottage ^^5 9 & lot
Woodmere
5500 550( 140.25
Ryan, Joseph Z 2
Ryan, Helen O 2
St Pierre, Arthur 1/2 Homestead
1 male dog
2600 2 260( 66.30
St Pierre, Blanche E 2
St Pierre, Francois X Jr Sol Homestead 4500 450( 1 14.75
and Clara V 2






Fuller land 600 1 160( 40.80
Savage, Harold E Homestead 18500 2 1 8500 471 .75
Savage, Nellie L 2
Savage, Philip H Sol
Savage, Edna M 2
Savage, Harold E & Ashley Place 5000 30 5000 127.50
Nellie L and
Savage, Philip H &
Edna M
Scott, Alice C Sol Homestead 7500 4.75
(cont'd) Cottage- Lake M 4500
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Sears, Stacy O Homestead
1 male dog
20000 2 >0000 510.00
Seliars, Euell O Sol and Homestead 8500 1 .5 7500 191 .25
Eileen E 2 male dogs
(Exempt $1 000)
2
Semonite, George E and Homestead 13000 2 3000 331 .50
Mildred T 1 male dog 2
Seppalo/ Arnold and Unf Homestead 7500 2 7500 191 .25
Eileen 2
Seppala, Arthur R and Homestead 9000 2 1
Silvia M B O Hale place 1000 2 40
1 /2 Hoyt land 500 0500 267.75
Seppala, Edwin B Sol and Homestead 9000 1 8000 204.00
Mary A (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2
Seppala, Wallace G Homestead 9500 2 9500 242.25
Seppala, El no 2
Seppala, Gus, Est Homestead 7000 30 7000 178.50
Sesia, Phillip J and 2
Phyllis 1 2
Seymour, Francis E and Estabrook land 250 2 250 6.38
Clara C
Seymour, Clara C Homestead 6000 2
1 /3 Cottage- Pool Pond 2500 8500 216.75
Shaw, Charles N and Homestead and 6500 2 6500 165.75
Laina H Conneley lot
1 male dog
2






Lot on Lake M 500 11000 535.50
1 male dog
Sloane, Douglas 2
Sloane, Sibyl S Podunk Patch & Island 6000 2 6000 153.00






Diamond Match lot 1100 1 10 19800 504.90
1 male dog
Smith, Margaret B Homestead 12500 2 2500 318.75
Snow, Henry A and Cottage & Part of 1 1500 2
Helen E lot C E- Lake M 2
. 3 boats 500 2000 306.00
1 male dog
Snow, Sally Drayton Homestead 10000
Stock in trade 500 0500 267.75
Spaulding, Frances B 2




8 cattle 400 31200 795.60
(Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
Speckman, Mabel L 2
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Spooner, John L Sol and Homestead 17500 2
Patricia E Lot at E Lake M
1 male dog
1000 2 8500 A7\ .75
Stannard, Raymond C Est 1 /2 Newton Farm







C C Converse land 100 8 6400 163.20
Stannard, Dorothy C Sol 1 /2 Newton Farm 6000 2 5000 127.50
Widow (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
Starzmann, George F 1 boat 150 2 150 3.83
Starzmann, Katherine S 2
Stearns, Alice G Sol Widow Homestead 9500 2 9500 242.25
Stearns, Jennie P Homestead 1000 2 1000 25.50




















Machinery 750 n380 800.19
(Exempt $5 2)
Stebbins, Frederick C and Homestead 8200 2 8200 209.10
Marion L 2
Stebbins, Levi Louis and Homestead 14000 4000 357.00
Florence E
Stevens, Edward G and Homestead 15000 2 34
Marjorie B Old Country Auction
Hall
5000 2
Stock in trade 825 >0825 531 .04
Stewart, David C Sol and Homestead 20000 9000 484.50
Kathryn H (Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
2
Stoddard, William H and Homestead 5800 2
Margaret E Pratt land 150 2 595( 151 .73
Stone, Valeda M 1 /2 Camp- Damon Pone 550 55C 14.03
Stratton, Fred Est Homestead 5500 550( 140.25
Sullivan, James A Est and Homestead 32000 3200( 816.00
Asta F 2
Sullivan, Leo F 2
Sullivan, Laura C 1 female dog
1 male dog
2
Swift, Carlton D 2
Swift, Mary E 2
Swift, Don 2
Tacy, Frederick J Homestead 4800 2 480( 122.40
Tacy, M Dorothy 2
Taggett, Carrie E Est Homestead 4000 30
Phillips land 200 10 420C 107.10
Tatro, Paul 2
Taylor, Abby Trailer Homestead &
Garage
4800 2 3 480C 122.40
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Taylor/ Oliver J Homestead 12500 2
Bradford Pasture 150 18 2650 322.58
Taylor, Carlene S 2




Teague, Everett B and Homestead 1 1500 2
Nellie L Lot 7 -Emersonian Park 300 2 1 180C 300.90
Tenney, Myron A and Homestead 10000 2 42 lOOOC 255.00
Aune E 2
Tenney, Rodney Reservoir Lot 50 2 5C 1 .28
Tetreault, Paul J 2
Thrasher, Oscar P 2
Thrasher, May F Homestead 8000 2 1 800C 204.00
Thrasher, Perry B 1 /2 Homestead 4750 25 475C 121 .13





25 475C 121 .13
Thrasher, Leslie G 1 cow 80 2
1 (Exempt $80)
1 male dog
Tibbetts, Hubert M and Homestead & Ware land 48000 2 4800C 1224.00
Kirsten G 2
Todd, Alfred B Homestead
Stratton land






Pumps and tanks 400 1730C 441 .15
Todd, Bertha E 2
Todd, Cecil H 1 /3 Etta Todd place 2500 2 250( 63.75
Todd, Florence E 2






























Bennet land 160 16 285C 72.68
Torvela, Henry H Homestead 8500 850C 216.75
Torvela, Hanna
Towie, Philip A and Homestead 7000 2 700C 178.50
Virginia R 2
Towne, Clarence E Est Smith lot





Moore Lot 60 3 44C 1 1 .22
Trefry, Harold L Sol and Homestead on Lot *2 2500 150C 38.25




Tremblay, John R 2
Tremblay, Betty W 2
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Troup, Walter & Ruby R Homestead 12500 7
J O Butterfield Place 300 3 1280( 326.40
Troup, Ruby R J & N A Hale land 1000 2 80
Fitzgerald land 1250 25 225C 57.38




Smith Meadow & Taft Ic
Metcalf Meadow
Sam Jones Meadow







Walsh, John F Sol Homestead & Candy
Shop
27000
Stock in trade 1000 2800C 714.00
Walsh, Corrine 2
Walsh, John David 2




Ward, Gertrude E 1/2 Homestead 9000 2 900( 229.50
Work, Robert F Land & camper 600 1 60C 15.30
Watson, Louis 2
Wattendorf , George F 2
Wattendorf, Nancy J 2
Webster, Floyd N Jr and Unf Camp 1000 2 1 lOOC 25.50
Theresa 1 female dog 2
Weidner, John L , Homestead 13000 2
Miriam W 4 lots- Perley Lake 4800 2
end Williams, Doris W Kimball land 9000 100
7 cottages 44000 7080( 1805.40
2 male dogs





Welch, Wendell M 2
Welch, Rosalie 2









Mill site 100 3 3477f 886.76
Wellington, Meda A Cottage 4000 1 400( 102.00






Stock in trade 2000 1865( 475.58
Weston, Forest E and Homestead 5500 2 550( 140.25
Joan P 1 male dog 2
Wheeler, Roland R and Homestead 1500 2 150( 38.25
Barbara 1 male dog 2
Whipple, Florence G Homestead 12000 121 1200( 306.00
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Whitaker, Newell V Sol Homestead
(Exempt $1 000)
6000 5000 127.50
Whitaker, Patricia A 2
White, Herbert L Sol and Homestead 5400
Mary A Lot 60x1 20 200 2
Flagg land 50 4650 1 18.58
(Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
White, Ralph V and Homestead 12500 2 250-0 318.75
Virginia F 1 male dog 2










Marianna lot 200 ^0400 1795.20
White, Floribel E Ramsdel 1 -Converse land 1000 2 20 1000 25.50
White, Peregrine Sol North pasture 600
Stock in trade 2000 2600 66.30
White, Redvers Homestead
1 /2 Farrar land





Machinery 3800 7610 449.06
White, Maureen E 2
White, Vera E 2





1 /2 Morgan lot- Lake
M
900 1 100 283.05
White, Amy G 2
Whitehead, Melvin F Sol one Homestead 8800 7800 198.90
Pauline L (Exempt $1000) 2
Whitney, Carl C Homestead 6000 2 6000 153.00
Whitney, Marion B 2
Whitney, Harry S Sr Homestead 6500 6 6500 165.75
Whitney, Maude E 2
Whitney, Herbert J Jr Sol "Old Forge" Restaurant 14000
and Frances T Cleaves land 200
Stock in trade 800 5000 382.50
Whitney, Kenneth A 2
Whitney, Richard N Sol and 1 /2 Homestead 3000 2000 51 .00
Sarah J (Exempt $1 000) 2
Whitney, Robert F Homestead 1 1000 2
1 /3 Undivided land 100 1 100 283.05
1 male dog
Whitney, Natalie 2
Wiggin, Maxine L 2






Stock in trade 200 5700 400.35
1 male dog
Wilbur, Erma M 2
Wilder, William H 2
Wilder, Mary 1 Homestead 5000 2
(cont'd) Cathedral Rd Restaurant 1 8000
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Wilder, Mary 1 (cont'd) Stock in trade 100 ?3100 589.05
Wilder, William H Jr Sol Homestead
(Exempt $1 000)
2800 1800 45.90
Wilder, Sherman L 2
Wilder, Cynthia M 2
Wilkens, Kenneth R Sol and Homestead & Garage 8000 2
Patsy Coffin Mill privilege
(Exempt $1 000)
1 male dog
400 7 7400 188.70
Winship, Donald E Homestead 8500 2 2/3
1/2 of 2 sq rds 25 8525 217.39
Allen Meadow
Winship, Kermit C Sol Homestead
(Exempt $1000)
5800 3/4 4800 122.40
Winship, Blanche E 2













3 boats 300 1 )4000 2652.00
Young, Elisha A Sol and Unf Homestead 6000 1 5000 127.50




Young, Franz W Est Homestead 12000 2000 306.00
Young, Dr Leo A Sol Homestead
(Exempt $1000)
12500 7 1500 293.25
Young, Walter J and Homestead 5000 2
Isabel le E 1 /2 Young land 100 2 5100 130.05
\MON - RESIDENT VALUATION - 196^\






Abbott, Allan H Cottage & Land 7700 77O0 196.35
6 School Square E Lake M
Winchendon, Mass
Abel, Mrs Robert Crotto Place 1 1800 7
6 W Cedar St Dickenson Land 1000 5
Boston, Mass Jewett Land 700 35
Streeter Lot 500 80 1400( 1 357.00
Aborn, David R & Harriet E Cottage #5 & Lot 4 WLC 1 1000 14000 357.00
Milford, N H Cottagers 6 , Shed, Lot WLC 3000
Adams, Joseph Cottage E Lake M 1 1000
2 6 St Andrews St 1 boat 50 1 1050 281 .78
Fitchburg, Mass
Adams, Joseph Jr & Claire Cottage E Lake M 6000
101 Fitch Hill Ave 1 boat 50 6050 154.28
Fitchburg, Mass
Adams, Mrs Marion S Bancroft Place 10000 10 10000 255.00
6 Bellevue Ave
Cambridge, Mass
Adams, Thomas A Camp, Pine Eden 1600 160C 40.80
4 Columbus Ave
Baldwinville, Mass
Alaska Freezer Co Wood & Timber 510 51C 13.01
Winchendon, Mass
Aldrich, Frank H John White Land 500 30
Box 587 B F Danforth Land 600 35 1 IOC 28.05
Allendale, So Carolina
Allen, Frank D Camp, BIk L W Lake C 200 20C 5.10
9 Wheel ock St
Keene, N H
Ames, Bliss C & Phyllis H Blue Echoes Cottage 16500 1650C 420.75
30 Hawthorne Ave and Hunt Land
Auburndale, Mass




Anderson, George R & Alma Cottage on lot ^3 4500
69 Exeter St Kimball Div
Fitchburg, Mass 1 boat 50 4550 116. 03
Anderson, Lawrence W & Camp (Wilen) 3700 3700 94.35
Dorothy M Emersonian Park
Groton School
Groton, Mass
Annala, Ernest W & Helen E Kimball lot *30 800 800 20.40
Nelson St
Troy, N H
Annala, Fred E & Helvi L Kimball lot '29 800 800 20.40
1 8 Scott Rd
W Townsend, Mass
Annett Box Company Storage & Flowage Rights 4000 4000 102.00
Jeffrey, N H
26





Appleby, Frank L Hoyt Place 400 400 10.20
Winchendon, Mass




Armstrong, Willis M & Cottage #5 3 lot 70 4000 400(1 102.00
Herbert E W Lake C
Lake Avenue
E Tempi eton. Mass
Aspen, Dr Richard W & Camp on lots 20 & 21 6500 650C ' 165.75
Dorothy B LaChance Div
South St
Barre, Mass
Athy, Patrick J Cottage W Lake C 6500 6500 165.75
25 Bridges Ave
Newtonville 60, Mass
Aucoin, Elmer & Tina John Rathbum Place 2500 3 2500 63.75
34 Stratton Rd
Jeffrey, N H
Avedisian, Mrs Alice Lot #5 800 800 20,40
1 37 Maplewood St Kimball Div
Watertown, Mass
Avedisian, Harry & Lalia Cottage on lot #5 7000 7000 178.50
1 39 Maplewood St Kimball Div
Watertown, Mass
Bagley, Mrs Marion J 2 cottages & 5 lots 18000
33 Pine St W Woodmere
Peterborough, N H Woodland 3000 50 ;nooo 535.50
Bailey, C W G & Catherine Cottage #1 37 & Garage 9000 9000 229.50
1 97 Mountain Way E Lake M
Rutherford, N J
Baker, George P & Ruth B Cottage & lots #2 0,21 ,22,
Deans House 23 13500
Harvard Business School Rindge Manor L S
Cambridge, Mass 3 boats 300 3800 351 .90
Barbera, Concetto Camp #46 lots 11-12 3000 3000 76.50
86 Division St Bek 1 W Lake C
Chelsea, Mass
Barbera, John 3 lots 30-1 -2 250 250 6.38
2 1 Shipman Ave Bek L W Lake C
No Babylon, L 1, N Y
Barbera, Joseph Camp #38 lots 12-13-14 2800 2800 71 .40
1 5 4 Gore St Bek D W Lake C
Cambridge, Mass
Barbera, Natal e Est 2 lots 13-14 160 160 4.08
%Mrs Grace Palermo BIkl WLakeC
5 2 Watts St
Chelsea, Mass
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Barry, Agnes Peny-Bryn Cottage
2 4 Parker Sf & 1 3 lots 7200 7200 183.60
Chelsea, Mass
& Armstrong, James F
507 Putnam Ave
Cambridge, Mass
Barthel, Mrs. Dolores C Cottage on 1 .5 lots 4500 4500 114,75
103 Central St Woodmere
Winchendon, Mass
Bartlett, Mrs. Alice A Camp on lot *2 8500
Woodbury Road LaChance Div
Winchendon, Mass 1 boat 100 8600 219.30
Bartlett, George E & Cottage #72 7000 7000 178.50
Christine H W Lake C
66 Montclair Ave
Waltham, Mass
Bastarache, Evangeline M Camp-Pool Pone 8800 8800 224„40
132 Baker St
Gardner, Mass
Bastarache, Ulysse & Anna Off #1 1 9 Jewett Land 500 500 12.75
179 West St Trailer
Leominster, Mass




Begun, Robert- 1 boat 400 400 10.20
Benjamin Rd
Shirley, Mass
Beksha, Michael W & Anne 1 Camp on 1 /2 Lot #7 3200 320C 81 .60
3 Prospect St Emerson Pond
Medway. Mass
Bel anger, Leopole L & Eva L Cottage *7 10500 I050C 267,75
41 Lincoln Ave Beauvais Point
Winchendon, Mass
Bel flore, Vinera Camp #39 lots 1 0-1 2500
50 Watts St BIkBW LakeC
Chelsea, Mass Lots 6 -7 -8 -9 -10 BIkL 400 2900 73.95
Bell, William 1 & Evelyn M Cottage #69 lot #6 8200 8200 209.10
35 Elm St
Thompsonville, Conn
Belliveau, Raymond M & Camp & lots 4-5-6-7 4500 4500 1 14.75
Irene G W Lake C
2 87 Blossom St
Fitchburg, Mass
Benard, Frank F & Rose E Cottage & lots 1 51 -15 2 5500 5500 140.25
76 Forest St E Lake C
Melrose, Mass
Benjamin, Mrs Wilhelmina F Camp on lot #1 9 7000 7000 178.50
219 Silver St Emerson Pond
Greenfield, Mass
Bergeron, Joseph G & Lots 15-17-24 2500 2500 63.75
Marguerite L Monomonac Terrace











Bergman, Oscar A Cottage & Patari Land 1800 180C 45.90
2 3 Linden Ave
Auburn, Mass
Bergquist, Harold W Camp & Lots 1 70-1 75 inci 1200 120C 30.60
& Miriam G BIkF W LakeC
4 Sheridan St
Woburn, Moss
Berry, Marion Joyce Metcalf Land E Lake M 200 20C 5.10
3563 79th St
Jackson Heights
L 1, N Y
Bibeau, Mrs Brooke C Cottage #15 9 & lots 10500
Keene, N H Log Cabin on Rt 1 1 9
& Winchester Land 6000 1650C 420.75
Bigelow, Oliver J & Cellar Hole on Lot #15 1200 120C 30.60
Goldy F Kimball Div
1 42 3 Silver Lane
E Hartford, Conn
Billings, Maurice P Sr & Camp on 1/2 lot #7 3000 300( 76.50
Anna A Emerson Pond
1 1 Turnpike Rd
Townsend, Mass




Bixby, Charles D & Cottage #5 0-Woodmere 6500
Myra E 1 boot 50 6550 167.03
Pepperell Road
West Groton, Mass




Blake, Roland E Cottage W Lake M 10500
26 Berkeley St 2 boats 150 0650 271 .58
Fitchburg, Mass
Blanchette, John M & Lots #2 8-29 2000 2000 51 .00
Margaret J Emerson Pond
67 Marlboro Rd R R2
Sudbury, Mass




Block, Dr Herman L & Cottage & land Lake M 12800
Nora T Wellington Sub Div
9 3 Fitch Hill Ave 4 boats 400 3200 336.60
Fitchburg, Mass
Blouin, Dr Alfred R & Sylvia Camp on lot #13-14
3 Lawrence St LaChance Div 15000
Gardner, Mass 1 boot 100 5100 385.05
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Bock, Carl W Cottage W Lake M 10000
Prospect St 1 boat 200 1020(J 260.10
Lunenburg, Mass
Bolles, Edith B & Kelley land (Squantum) 100 100 2.55
Stickle, Helen C
RFD Jaffrey, N H
Boston & Maine Railroad Land between Danforth's & 400 400 10.20
1 5 Causeway St Knight's Crossing
Boston 1 4 , Mass
Boucher, Ernest & Rose Cottage & lots #7-8-9 5000 5000 127.50
2 1 Washington St Pool Pond
Gardner, Mass
Bourgeois, Gerald J & Camp & Lots #3 -4 10500
Louise E Beauvais Point
104 Ash St 1 boat 200 0700 272.85
Gardner, Mass
Bowere, Arthur W & Cottage & Land 2500 2500 63.75
Helen A E Rindge
68 North Main St
Troy, N H
Boyce, Charles F & Anne M Cottage #84 W Lake C 4000
11 Fall Park 1 boat 25 4025 102.64
Maiden, Mass
Brett, Chesley C Cottage on lot #15 13000
56 Irving St Wellington Sub Div
Somerville, Mass 1 boat 300 3300 339.15
Brett, R Bertrand & Cottage W Lake M 10000
Isabel le S Wellington Sub Div
5 Nickerson St 1 boat 300 0300 262.65
Cazenovia,N Y
Brett, Willis J & Fannie Cottage W Lake M 6000 6000 153.00
19 Oliver St Wellington Sub Div
Watertown, Mass
Brickey, Raymond H & Camp on lot #17 4500 4500 1 14.75
Ramona O Kimball Div
RFD Hubbardston, Mass
Briggs, Raymond M & Whitehead Cottage W L C 7500
Louise P Farrin Cottage W L C 4000
New Ipswich, N H 1 boat 50 I 155C 294.53
Brigham Estate Brigham Land 1200 120C 30.60
% Miss Nellie Gleason
10 Bliss Rd
Newport, R 1
Broadhead, Burt G & Cottage on Lot #2 7000
Michel ine D Kimball Div
20 Reservoir Dr 1 boat 25 7025 179.14
Danvers, Mass
Brock, Mrs Patrick Camp-Pine Eden 1000 1 ooc 25 .50
1 4 Church St Rt 3
Westboro, Mass








Brown, Marion J 1 /3 Tucker Lot 140
1 2 Adorns Ave Buzzell land 900 60 104C 26.52
Winchendon, Moss
Brown Package Company E W Towne & Sam Jones Lane1 2700 224
Winchendon, Mass Underwood Lot 300 20 300C 76.50
Brunelli, Neisi & Anita Cottage #87 W Lake C 3500 350C 89.25
67 Alpine Place
Franklin, Moss
Bryant, Paul R Cottage & Lot 9000
1 8 Westford St W Lake M
Gardner, Mass 1 boat 50 905C 230.78
Buccheri, Mary Cottage & lots 4000 400C 102.00
25 Mi not St #2 5-6-7-8-9&30
Dorchester, Mass BIk J W LakeC
Buccheri, Alfredo B 3 lots #35-6-7 375 375 9.56
48 Bow St BIk J W Lake C
Stoneham, Moss
Buffinton, Lester W & Jean E Lot #22&2 3 LaChance 7500 750C 191 .25
5 Cross St
Shrewsbury, Mass
Bullock, Richard K & Cora S Camp on lot K 4000 400C 102.00
6 1 4 Price Rd Lapham Div
Hendersonville, N C
Bunce, Robert F & Cottage *90 & garage 10000
Margaret L W Lake C
49 8 Main St Kimball Land 1500 1/2
Jeffrey, N H Hunt & Davis Land 700 1 .5 1220C 31 1 .10
Burgoyne, Ruth 1 /4 Tenny & Cutter land 1000 lOOC 25.50
Jaffrey, N H with camp
Cottage #25 &Burke, John W & Helen F 10500 I050C 267.75
1 5 8 Nahanton Ave Lots 110-115 inci
Milton, Mass Woodmere
Burpee, Herbert H & Yvette Camp on lot #1 1600 160C 40.80
2 1 6 Merriam Ave Emerson Pond
Leominster, Mass
Buzzell, George A & Maud E Frink land 1200 20
32 2 North St Rugg meadow 450 30
Whalom2 8 Danforth Meadow 40 2
Fitchburg, Mass Fletcher lot 300 10
Stearns Meadow 60 3 205C 52.28
Cody, Patrick J & Elaine Cottage & Lots 20-21 9500 950C 242.25
1 2 04 Racine Ave Emerson Pond
Orange City, Florida
Cairnes, Charlotte Aseph Hale Place 4500 450C 1 14.75
5 Arlington St -Apt 31
Cambridge, Mass
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Cambridge Boy Scout Camp, Camp Quinapoxit 35000 125
Inc Allen House & Lot 3000 1-2/:
5 3 Church St Wahn Place 6000 36
Cambridge/ Mass Ford land
(Exempt 24000)
500 10 2050( ' 522.75
Campbell/ Major Jean Lot #4 1200 120( 30.60
% Betty Cambel 1 Kimball Div
1 34 Englewood Ave
Brookline/ Mass
Cantonc/ Victor J & Camp on lot *1 1 6000
Me Iota, Robert C Kimball Div
8 Englewood Rd McDermott land 2500 12
Peabody/ Mass 1 boat 50 855( 1 218.03





Carey/ Paul 1 & Alice Camp & lots 21-22-23 3000 300( 1 76.50
55 Emerald St W Lake C
Medford/ Mass
Carlson/ S William & Bruce C Stratton Pasture 1700 40
1780 Ne\AH^ield Ave Shed & Trailer 800 250( 1 63.75
Stamford/ Conn
Carroll/ Woodbury J & Cottage on lot *1 8 12500
Meriam 1 LaChance Div
1 Lexington Ave 1 boat 500 1300( 1 331 .50
Somerville/ Mass
Carter/ Earl W Camp-Woodlawn Lake 2000 200( 1 51.00
29 Linden St
Allston/ Mass
Cerasuolo/ Ralph Cottage #44 Lots 22-2 3-24 1 200 1200 30.60
30 Adams Ave BIkLWLakeC
Everett/ Mass
Chadbourne Trust Co Towne Land 2500 2500 63.75
%Mr M Morse
Gil more Pond Rd
Jaffrey/ N H
Champney/ Mrs Leofied M Feldman land 600 600 15.30
RFD#1
Gossville/ N H
Chartier/ Alphonse W Camp & Lots 296-302 inci 10000 0000 255.00
Petersham Rd
Phillipston, Mass
Chase/ Mrs Alice F 1 /4 Tenny & Cutter land 1000 1000 25.50
Royal ston/ Mass with camp
Chase/ Henrietta M Est Lots 1 & 2 and 1 7 & 1 8 500 500 12.75
%Mrs J E Goodrich BIkL W LakeC
247 Main St
Somerset/ Mass
Cheater/ Earl S & Ethyl F Camp & Lot * 1 1 Lake M 8000 8000 204.00
25 East St Wellington Sub Div
Winchendon, Mass
NAME







Christ Church, Parish of
%Rev A V Bennett
5 69 Main St
Fitchburg, Mass
Cicolani, Luigi & Mary
8 95 Gay St
Westwood, Mass
Clarke, Dudley & Margaret F
4313 Martha Ave
New York 7 , N Y
Cleverdon, David W &
Gertrude K
2 1 North Drive
Dobbs Ferry, N Y
Cloud, Mrs Ruth N
Box 8 7
Jaffrey, N H





Cochran, Rodney C Jr










35 8 School St
.Winchendon, Mass
C(3han, Charles F & Elvi S
825 Walton Ave
Bronx 5 1 , N Y
Lot #36
LaChance Div




Camp on lot *1 8
Kimball Div





















Cottage #9 & lots 354,355 12000
360,361 ,388-91 incI &
394-397 inci
1 boat
Cottages # 6 &7 & Garage




1 02 Lots Woodmere
Cottage #1 1 & lots 32 7,
334-37 incI, 288-9-95,
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Collins, Mrs Catherine M Cottage #67 Lots 5&6 10500 1050C 267 .75
State Hospital and 5 R & 6 R
E Gardner, Mass Beauvais Point




Comeau, Dora Unf Camp on Lot B 2500 250C 63.75
146 Oxford St Kimball Div
Auburn, Mass




Connors, Lillian G Cottage #76 W Lake C 7000 700C 178.50
1 85 Perkins Row
Topsfield, Mass




Cook, James E Smith lot 150 15C 3.83
9 South St, Box 298
, Nuttings Lake
Bill erica. Mass
Corley, Mrs Eva Royce 1/2 Popple Land 100 4.5 IOC 2.55
41 River St
Winchendon, Mass
Cornell, Mrs Mary H Cottage & Lapham 6500 650C 165.75
72 Prospect Hill Rd Lot 3 E Lake M
Lexington 73, Mass
Coscia, Edna K Cottage #72 A & Lot 1 1 6500
4 1 5 Proctor Ave Lots #19&2 BIkF 250 675C 172.13
Revere, Mass W Lake C
Coughlin, M Isobel Log Cabin #3 3000 300C 76.50
5 68 Pine St W Lake M
Lowell, Mass
Cournoyer, John P Lot P-6 Paradise Island 3600 360C 91 .80
7 8 Sunset Terrace
Wapping, Conn
Craig, Ray A Land & camp 1000 lOOC 25.50
9 Dexter Court Kelley Farm
Pawtucket, R 1
Critch, Richard S Cottage #6 2
4 1 9 Proctor Ave Lots 1 &2 W Lake C 4800 480C 1 22 .40
Revere, Mass
Cullinan, Joseph Shaker Pasture 800 32 800 20.40
394 Beacon St
Lowell , Mass
Cunningham, Mrs Margaret K Cottage #1 48 & Garage 1 1000
22 Hills Point Rd 1 /3 Smith Land E Lake M 500
Westport, Conn 1 boat 50 1550 294.53
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Currier, Albert W & June M Mayo Land Route 1 1 9 1500 9 150C 38.25
New Ipswich, N H
Cutler, Judson J Est
%Mrs Dorothy M Cutler Mariana Lot 200 20 20C 5.10
1030 E Lee St #7
Tucson, Arizona
Dohlgren, Victor R Unf House -Perry Rd 5000 500C 127.50
28 A Hancock Ave
Medford, Mass
Damon, Jonas Estate 2 Houses 1 1000
State Line Storage-Flowage rights 10000
New Hampshire Factory bidgs & land 18000
Woodland 7500 500
Sargent Land 6000
Stock in trade 300 5280C 1346.40
Davidson, Harold & Martin Land 1000 7
Catherine V Webber Shore Lot E Lake M 500 150C 38.25
1 8 1 Bonad Rd
Brookline, 67, Mass
Davini, Joseph P & Grace M L M Island 13500
66 Belmont Ave 1 boat 100 1360C 346.80
Winchendon, Mass
Davol, George, Amy & Hilltop Cottage 28000 28
Stephen & Ware Land and house 5000 8
Upjohn, Florence Shoreland-Pool Pond 17000 12 5000( 1275.0
2 Park St
Boston 7 , Mass
Day, Pauline M Camp and lots 10-11 7500 750C 191 .25
Box 74 Beauvais Point
Baldwinville, Mass




DeGaetano, John J Cottage & lots 33,34,39 10500 1050( 267.75
3 1 2 Worcester Rd &40, 36B-37-38
Princeton, Mass Beauvais Point
Dejonge, Louis Hobby Hill 5000 28 500( 127.50
1 3 Prospect St
Fitchburg, Mass
DeLisle, Antonio D Cottage #44 & lots 13500
1 82 Clarendon St 225-27 Woodmere
Fitchburg, Mass 1 boat 150 1365( 348.08




Dempsey, Paul W & Ann Cottage -Lloyd Camp 8200
82 Lincoln St Lake M
Fitchburg, Mass 1 boot 50 8250 210.38
Deschenes, Bernice W Cottage #96 & Garage 3800
Old Peterborough Rd W Lake C
Jaffrey, N H Davis land & Island 1000 4800 122.40
W 1 nkp r 1
i
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Deschenes, Amedee M Est Michigan land 3000
77 River St Cottage #5 2 Browns Pt 6800
Jeffrey, N H Cottage #9 -Red Cabin
Cottage #5 7 & Garage
Journeys End




Eunice Cottage #1 W L C 8000 3830C 976.65
Deschenes, Mrs Eva C Hague land 1200
77 River St Lot #1 2 1000
Jaffrey, N H Gentsch land 1500 370C 94.35
Desmarais, Emile J & Camp & lots 24-27 3800 380C 96.90
Georgette R BIk 1 WLakeC
Greenville, N H
Desmarais, Emile & Cottage & lots 8-9 8500
Jeannette M 1 boat 500 900C 1 229.50
73 Webster St
Winchendon, Mass
Desmarais, Joseph & Ethel L Cottage & lots 28-29 10000 1000( 1 255.00
1 9 Hyde Park' Beauvais Point
Winchendon, Mass
Devlin, Edward J & Ann B Barrett land 300 6 30( 1 7.65
34 3 Prospect Hill Rd
Waltham, Mass
Devlin, Horace E & Barbara Sherwin land 800 10 800 20.40
21 Tyler Road
Weston, Mass
Diamantopoulos, Michael P Cottage on lot 17 7200 7200 183.60
& Shirley E Beauvais Point
272 Main St Bl
West Acton, Mass
Diefenderfer, Alpha A & Cottage #6 6 Lots 3 &4 5000 5000 127.50
E Olive BIk C W Lake C
725 W Broad St
Bethlehem, Penna
Diehl, Mary L Cottage #48 Woodmere 8800 8800 224.40
Old Center
Winchendon, Mass
DiPietro, Frank S & Mary M Camp on lot 24 and 10000 0000 255.00
120 Charles St back lot-LaChance Div
Fitchburg, Mass
Doble, Oscar E & Ellen Cottage on lot #8 8500
W Hartford Ave Monomonoc Terrace
Uxbridge, Mass 1 boot 200 8700 221 .85
Donahue, Robert F & Trailer on lot #26 4200 4200 107.10
Virginia M Emerson Pond
99 Westboro St
No Grafton, Mass
Donaldson, Mrs Pauline W Cottage #142&143 13000 3000 331 .50
48 Hawthorne St & Garage E Lake M
Cambridge, Mass
Donlan, Mrs W J Est Lot #2 3 BIkG 125 125 3.19









Dove, Matti & Lempi Cottage & land 2500
235 E Eagle St Rantenan land 900 340( 86.70
E Boston 2 8 , Mass
Downey, Alan M & Louise D Cottage & Garage 5800 5800 147.90
91 Richmond Rd Perley Lake
Belmont, Mass
Drago, Paul J & Camp #5 5 W Lake C 5500 5500 140.25
Drago, Mr Mary C
3 1 Linden Place
Brookline 46 , Mass
Drolshagen, Roger S & Claire Lot #27-Rindge 1000 1000 25.50
25 Briand Drive Manor L S
Nohsua, N H
Ducharme, Frank E Cottage #6 8 4000 4000 102.00
45 9 Park St W Lake C
Gardner, Mass
Dumaine, F C Jr Arthur Hale Place 12500 47 2500 318.75
2 94 Washington St
Room 112
Boston 8 , Mass
Dunleavy, Mary A Camp on lot 1 3&1 4 8000 8000 204.00
41 Gallivan Blvd Monomonoc Terrace
Dorchester 24 , Mass
Durante, John P & Angela M Bouley cottage Lot 1 1 2500 2500 63.75
5 Essex St Michigan
Chelsea 50, Mass
Durgin, Chester W Cottage & land 3600 3600 91 .80
69 Sagamore St W Lake C
Dorchester, Mass
Dwire, Jesse Jr Cottage 15 & 8 lots 6000 6000 153.00
2 87 Wanoosnoc Rd Woodmere
Fitchburg, Mass
Dwire, Jesse Estate Cottage #2 & lots 6200 6200 158.10
2 87 Wanoosnoc Rd 197-200 inci
Fitchburg, Mass Woodmere
Dyer, Samuel Jr 1 /3 Metcalf Dam Site 135 1
5 Hill crest Rd 1 /3 Page Meadow Lots 410 122
Framingham, Mass 1 /3 Bower Adams 70 20
1 /3 Bower Stearns 1 15 34
1 /3 Bear Land 335 100
1 /3 Taggert Land 1 10 33
1 /3 2 Tracts Meadow 15 8 1 190 30.35
Dyke, Mrs Marie S Camp-Pine Eden 1500 1500 38.25
1 John St
Worcester, Mass
Ebert, Richard & Anna M Cottage & lots 10-1 4 inci 3700
39 Louis St BIkG WLakeC 500 4200 107.10
Chelsea, Mass Lots 30-35 incI BIk G
Eckhart, John R Camp and lots 1 1 & 1 3 13500 1 3500 344.25
58 Fuller Rd Paradise Island
Trumbull , Conn
Eglinton, Douglas & Margorel Camp on lot P-7 9000
RFD Paradise Island
W Acton, Mass 1 nt P-9 Pnrnri\<if> kinnd 2500 1 isnr ?93 ?5
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Eleftherion, William & Pine Point Stand 6500
Harriet Stock in trade 200 670( 170.85
PO Box 346
Fitchburg, Mass
Erikson, Mrs Alice Unf Camp on lot ^1 1
440 Park Street Pine Eden 1500 150C 38.25
Gardner, Mass
Fairburn, Charles S & Log Cabin #3 W Lake M 3500 350C 89.25
Elizabeth L
1 5 Dunshire Dr
North Chelmsford, Mass
Fancy, Arthur Cottage-Pine Eden 3200 320C 81 .60
Oakdale, Mass
Fanning, Richard J & Lots #288,289,294&295 500 50C 12.75
Beverly L Woodmere
1 8 Warren Lane
Weston 9 3 , Mass
Feldman, Samuel Lots #8 &9 400 40C 10.20
28 Burrill Ave W Lake C
Lynn, Mass
Femino, John Cottage 7 3 W Lake C 8000 800C 204.00
1 Frankfurt St
Fitchburg, Mass
Fenerty, Rufus S 3rd & Town Line Farm 2500
Norma N Bobilee Land 200
6 1 E Main R Bobille land 500 320C 81 .60
Jaffrey, N H
Ferguson, Mrs Grace B Homestead 7500 6 750C 191 .25
194 Oakland St
Wellesley Hills 80, Mass
Findlay, Wallace Cottage *1 32 16500
711 Pleasant St E Lake M
Athol, Mass 1 boat 75 16575 422 .66
Fisher, Raymond H & Clare B Camp *5 Pine Eden 1500 150G 38.25
Red Stone Hill Rd
Sterling, Mass
Fisher, William H & Louise Camp on lot ^3 7800 780C 198.90
40 Longwood Ave LaChance Div
Fitchburg, Mass
Fitzgerald, Ansil L & Cottage *6 3 W Lake C 5000 5000 127.50
Bernice M
1 5 Lyman St
Beverly, Mass
Fleming, Frederick J Cottage on lot *1 6 5500 5500 140.25
1 5 Carpenter St Kimball Div.
Orange, Mass
NAME
Fletcher, Sidney N Est
25 Walnut St
Winchendon, Mass
Fletcher, Sidney N Jr &
Jeanne C


















Foster, Harry W & Nada L
66 Highland St
Winchendon, Mass
Foster, Robert T & Phyllis O
5 Brooks St
Woburn, Mass
Fournier, Mrs Yvonne J
21 Sibley St
Fitchburg, Mass
Fraas, William H B
30 Crescent Heights
Fitchburg, Mass
Frederick, Mrs Martha M
447 Princeton Blvd
Lowell , Mass
Fredette, E Francis & Sarah S
4 1 Summit Ave
Gardner, Mass
Fredey, Emile & Gwendolyn
2 3 Mountain Ave
Dorchester 2 4 , Mass
French, Arthur H & Marion R
65 Highland Drive
Wapping, Conn
French, Charles W & Jean B




Sherwin land 1 000
Lord land 35 00
Cottage '''3 & lots 488- 9500
491 inci Woodmere
Cottage #3 Perley Lake 1 800
Brushwood cottage & 11000
Garage E Lake C
Cottage #5 3 E Lake C 2400
1 boat 25
Camp & lots #9&1 4000
Emerson Pond
Cottage on lot #4 1 8000
Paradise Island
1 boat 500
Maxwell Dwelling & lot 3000
Lot 2 00x3 50 (Maxwell) 1000
Lot 3 Sandy Shores













Cottage on lot 23 and lot 1 05 00
"^22 Monomonoc Ter
Lot *1 2 Monomonoc Terrace 1000
1 /3 French property 3100
1/3-1/4 Tenny property 334




































1 6 Addison Si-
Chelsea, Mass
Gaffney, Richard E
1 8 Addison St
Chelsea, Mass
Gagnon, Arthur & Adele
Pleasant Valley,
P O Box 2 3
Barkhamsted, Conn
Gallant, Joseph A & Lino M





Garcia, Frank P & Rose M
2 1 9 Manning St
Hudson, Mass
Garcia, Joseph P & Irene A
74 High St
Hudson, Mass
Garcia, Raymond J &
Lorraine N
1 1 1 Broad St
Hudson, Mass
Gaseau, Harvey J & Ann K
Box 55 6 -S Main St
Marlboro, N H






Genest, Mrs Lillian M
8 Congress Place
Fitchburg, Mass




Giddings, Leroy M & Alice H
3 E Broadway
Gardner, Mass
Giffin, Harry F Jr
RF D Route 2
Charlemont, Mass
Gilbert, John E & Barbara B




Cottage & I and-Woodmere 8000
Cottage ^60-Woodmere 65 00




Lot 9 Emersonian Park 300
Camp on lot #2 3 and 9000
lot #24- Kimball Div
Cottage on lot #26 6000
Kimball Div
Lot P-4 & Cottage 9000
Paradise Island
Cottage #3 9 -Woodmere 3000
Lots 109-1 16





Cottage on lot #2 6 &2 6 R 10800
LaChance Div
Camp & Lots 38-39 7000
Pool Pond
Camp-Perley Lake 4000





































Gill, Harry W & Eleanor K Cottage #1 39 E Lake M 9000
1 7 1 Cedar Lane 2 boats 50 905() 230.78
Wesfwood, Mass
Gil more. Miss Laura B Cottage *1 5 4000 400() 102.00
& Gil more, Harold E Lake Contoocook
66 2 Park Ave
Cranston, R 1
Gingras, Edmond G & Cottage & Lots 2 &3 6500 650() 165.75
Vadney, Albert N & BIkA W LakeC
Viola M
2 1 3 Regan St
Gardner, Mass
Girvin, Effie T Cottage #5 4 Bancroft Hall, 7500
1 36 Main St Lot & Keating lot W L C 500 800( 204.00
Gardner, Mass Shore Lot #4 W Lake C
Goddard, Arthur E Goddard land 400 20 40( 10.20
95 38 Bundy Lane
Houston 24, Texas
Goldmann, Austin G & Cottage '^S -W L C 7500 750( 191.25
Ann V
8 Seiden Drive
E Northport, N Y
Goudreau, Francis J Lot *6 Monomonoc Terrace 1200 120( 1 30.60
72 Exeter St
Fitchburg, Mass
Gould, Harold D Jr Cottage & lot #2 7 10000 0000 255.00
2 3 Blackstone St LaChance Div
Blackstone, Mass
Goundry, Robert A & Mary N Jewett Farm land 2800 140 2800 71 .40
2 Monsen Rd
Concord, Mass
Graves, Wilfred J & Irene J Cottage on lot #24 13000
1 6 Claire Ave LaChance Div
Baldwinville, Mass 1 boat 200 3200 336.60
Gray, Francis A Cottage on lot #6 10500
68 N Wisconsin Dr Wellington Div
Binghamton, N Y 2 boats 100 0600 270.30
Gray, Ruby Bigelow McCarthy lot-Lake C 300 300 7.65
P O Box 397
Palm Springs, Calif
Green, Richard L & Betty 1 Lot #1 5 -Rindge 1000 1000 25.50
44 Wyckwood Heights Manor L S
Littleton, Mass
Greenville Mills Div Storage & Flowage Rights 15000 1500C 382.50
Warwick Mills Pool Pond & Lake C
BoxlOl 8
Manchester, N H
Gregory, Mrs Marion U Cottage #61 Lots 470-477 7000 700C 178.50
7 8 Spruce St inci 41 8-425 inci
Winchendon, Mass
41





Grivakis, Daniel C Camp-Pool Pond
& Jillson, John R lots2 3&24 & 1/2 lot 25 4800 480C 122.40
1 5 Ledge Court
Clinton/ Mass ,
Grugnale, William & Cottage & lots 2 &3 4000 400C 102.00
Florence M Emersonian Park
3 Hadley Court
Everett 49 , Mass
Grummon, Robert M Sherwin & Adams lots 320 16
Squantum Rd Mowing land 300 2 62C 15.81
Jaffrey, N H
Hachey, Jerry & Eugenie Cottage & Jewell lot 1200 120( 30.60
35 Laurel St
Leominster, Mass
Haines, Edward G Camp-Pine Eden 6000 600( 153.00
1 Sunset Ave
Chelmsford, Mass
Hale, Ernest A & Ruth T Sky High 36500 26
Longwood Towers Converse Place land 500 1 3700( 943.50
Brookline 46 , Mass




Hampton National Bank Bank Stock Tax 1 .00
Hampton, N H
Hanks, Alfred E & Rose M A J Robbins land 800 80( 20.40
183 Mill St
Winchendon, Mass
Han ley, Francis L & Nesta Log Cabin *2 3000 300( 1 76.50
24 Westland Ave
Chelmsford, Mass
Hansen, Arthur H Camp & lot *2 -Pine Eden 3500 350( 89.25
55 9 Upper Blvd
Ridgewood, N J
Hansen, Elmer S & Charlotte Cottage -Pool Pond 8000 8000 204.00
206 Vernon St
Manchester, Conn
Hansen, Margaret A & Cottage E Lake C 6500
Christian 1 boat 50 6550 167.03
37 Allston Place
Fitchburg, Mass
Hansen, Norris O & Cottage & lot #5 6 5500 5500 140.25
Priscilla M Pool Pond
10 Glen Gary Rd
Needham Heights, Mass
Hansen, Otto E & Phyllis G Lot *31 1500 1500 38.25
Bowman St Emerson Pond
Westboro, Mass











Harris, A Emerson & Bernice Cottage & lot #1 6 7200
1 232 Main Sf Beauvais Point
Leominster, Mass 1 boat 50 725(1 184.88
Haskell , Andrew R Cottage & land 8500 7
24 William St Schoolhouse land 500 2
Rockland, Mass Hastings land
Allen, Austin, Bean &
900 3/4
Symonds land 400 19 030C 262.65
Haskell, Frederick A & Unf house & lot on 7500 7500 191 .25
Foye, John L Todd Hill
78 4 Belmont St
Brockton, Mass
Hastings, Mrs Florence A Hastings cottage & lot 8800
4 1 Park Ave LakeM
Natick, Mass "Blue Top" on lot #1 1 4250
3 boats 200 3250 337.88
Hastings, Margaret M & Cottage on lot ^25 7500 7500 191 .25
Fred E Kimball Div
2 Dawes Road
Lexington, Mass
Howes, Miss Marjorie Cottage & McDermott land 9000 6.5 9000 229.50
109 Medwoy St
Providence, R 1
Hayes, Daniel J & Rita G Cottage & Dandlein land 9000 16
389 Main St Wellington Piano Box land 800 80
W Concord, Mass Lot on #1 1 9 500 0300 262.65
Haynes, Robert M Cottage & camp Lake M 12500
Rt 2 , Box 1 1 5 "Winona Birches"
Winter Haven, Flo 1 boat 100 2600 321 .30
Healey, Edward C J & Camp on lot *1 1 and 8000 8000 204.00
Elizabeth A rear lot -LaChance Div
3 McKinley St Whalom
Fitchburg, Mass
Heden, Axel M & Ingrid V Hodgham land 500 25
7 1 6 Furnace Brook Pkway Johnson pasture 300 18 800 20.40
Quincy 69 , Mass
Hedstrom, Arthur F Camp-Pine Eden 1800 1800 45.90
43 7 Lake Ave
Worcester, Mass
Heininger, Richard T & Lots #20-2 1 1800 1800 45.90
Josephine R Beauvais Point
147 W Broadway
Gardner, Mass
Henley, Izara V & Charles E Camp & out buildings
1 8 Bemis Rd 2 lots foot Drag Hill 2400 2400 61 .20
Newtonville 60, Mass
Hill, Ano J Thomas land 1980 132
39 Charlonne Raymond land 300 20 2280 58.14
Jaffrey, N H
Hill, Ano J & Edward C Mead lot 400 20
39 Charlonne Cyrus Smith Farm 1500 50
Jaffrey, N H Popple land 1230 82 3130 79.82
Hill, Edward O Est Lots#l -6 inci BIk R W L C 500 500 12.75
%Mrs Rose Hill Adm
2 8 Morris St
Fitrhhiirp, Mn'i'i
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Hill, Melvin Lots on New Ipswich Rd 500 50C 12.75
83 Highland Ave
Fitchburg, Mass
Hoarty, Charles L & Mary M Cottage Lot *6 7800
1 55 Summer St W Lake C
Somerville/ Mass 1 boot 75 787^ 200.81
Hodgen, Hugh C & Cottage on Lot *1 4000
Mildred A Kimball Div
RFD#1 -66 Liberty St Lot #33 Kimball Div 500 450C 1 14.75
S Acton, Mass
Hodges, Harold H & Marie P Cottage & lots 40-42 inci 7000 700C 178.50
1 321 E Washington St Pool Pond
Hanson, Mass
Hoffman, Martin L & Cottage W L M 8500 8500 216.75
Sylvia S Wellington Sub Div
6 3 Beatrice Circle & two lots
Belmont, Mass
Holdsworth, Mrs Esther Hale Henry Hale Place 25000 12 2500C 637.50
43 Lawson Rd
Winchester, Mass
Hollingsworth, Schuyler J F Morlock land 750 75
Wayland, Mass Part of Hall land 300 23
Howe Pasture 500 50
Stratton Lot (Symonds) 600 23 2150 54.83
Hoi lis, Lester C & Gladys W Lot on #11 9 2000 2000 51 .00
30 DeFrancesco Circle
Needham, Mass
Holohan, Paul W & Simone A Trailer on lot #2 7 A and 1500 1500 38.25
108 Main St lot 2 6 A- Kimball Div
Townsend, Mass
Home, Mrs Elizabeth M Flagg Place land 1500 1500 38.25
Box 246 Perley Lake
Dover, Mass
Hoyt, Frederick F & Edith B Ida Todd Place 7500 7500 191 .25
1 5 Barton St
W Somerville, Mass
Hudson, Herman A Cottage & Dickinson land 5400 5400 137.70
Hinsdale, N H Perley Lake
Hudson, Robert C & Cellar on lot *3 3000
Adrienne L Lake M-Wellington Sub Div
57 Dillon 3 boats 200 3200 81 .60
Leominster, Mass
Hunt, Harold H Prescott Homestead 6000 6000 153.00
40 North St
Winchendon, Mass
Hunt, James A Est Hunt lot 450 30 450 1 1 .48
Winchendon, Mass
Hunter, Donald V Merchant Land 250 250 6.38
25 41 East 2 1st St
Brooklyn, N Y
Hunter, Malcolm N Cottage & lots 43-46 incI 7000 7000 178.50






Hunter, Malcolm N &
Barbara V
2 3 Cynthia Circle
Hoi listen, Mass
Hutton, Mrs Alice C
5 4 Old Marlboro Rd
W Concord, Mass
Hyde, Edward B & Florence E
P O Box 9 1
Brookfield, Mass





Jarest, Clifford K &
Dorothy A
5 Maple Ave RFD#2
Peterborough, N H
Jeffers, Emmett T &
Margaret C
2 6 Chestnut St
Winchendon, Mass
Jenney Mfg Co
P O Box 1 00
Chestnut Hill, Mass






5 1 Wickman Drive
Gardner, Mass
Johnson, Byron, et al
RFD Taylor Rd
Fitchburg, Mass




5 1 Wickman Drive
Gardner, Mass
Cottage & lots 5 3-55 inci 7500
Pool Pond
2 boats 5
Camp & lots #1 7&1 8 8500
Emerson Pond
Cottage #86 on lot #1 1 5 000
Michigan
Cottage #14 & lots 268- 8 000!
271 incI Woodmere "Calumet"
Land & Bullet Pond 15 000
Chlorination Plant 5 000
(Exempt 5000)
Cottage & I ot#7 W L C 7500
Kaipainen land 9000
16-18 and back lots- 2000
Monomonoc Terrace






Morlock Cottage & camp 1 6 000
Land & Service station 1 6 000
3 Pumps & 3 tanks 2 700
Camp on Hughgill Div 4000
1 boat 200
Converse Land-Divol Pond 3000
Cottage on lot #2 6 4800
Lots 13R-26R IncI 2000
29R,30R&30A
Lot #27 & trailer 2500
Beauvals Point
Unf Camp on lot #30 8500
LaChance Div
Hautenan Farm 8000



































Johnston/ Mrs Agnes S Cottage on lot G & lot H 16000
45 Hopkins St E Lake M
Reading, Moss Laphom land 1000 I700C 433.50
Johnston, Anna C Est Cottage & land 9200 920C 234.60
%Eric R Lorentzen E Lake C
5 Beacon Rd
Hull, Mass
Jones, George P Est Cottage & land
200 Lindell Ave E Lake M 12000
Leominster, Mass 1 boat 50 1205C 307.28
Joyce, Jessie F Est Cottage #1 34 E Lake M 8600 860C 219.30
%Mrs Kenneth Berry
3563 79th St
Jackson Heights, L 1, N \
Kauppinen, Paul Camp-Pine Eden 800 80C 20.40
36 S Main St
Baldwinville, Mass
Keach, Rev Stanley J & Lola Lot2 9A-Kimball Div 1000 100( 25.50
26 Dodd St
Montclair, N J
Keene, Louis M Trailer-Perley Lake 4000 400( 102.00
1 1 Lakeview Ave
Beverly, Mass
Keene, Ray D & Genevieve f Cottage & Garage & 5500 6 550( 140.25
1 1 5 Grant St Dickinson lot
Lexington, Mass
Keinanen, Mrs Elizabeth Unf camp on Goddard Rd 200 200 5.10
Warren, Maine
Keller, John P & Elizabeth Lot #1 2 LaChance Div 2000 2000 51 .00
Juniper Rd
Fitchburg, Mass
Kelley, Helen Land Cottage on lots 1 O&l 1 7000 7000 178.50
Keenan, Joseph B Monomonoc Terrace
49 Montvale St
RosI indole 3 1 , Mass




Kelly, ThirzaG Lot #24-Rindge 1000 1000 25.50
5 8 Lynde St Manor L S
Gardner, Mass
Kempton, Robert S & Cottage *3 3 , Ports of 7500
Elizabeth J lots 2 16-2 19 inci
1 451 9 Manor Park Dr Woodme re
Manor Country Club 1 boat 25 7525 191 .89
Rockville, Md
Kimball, Joseph P Cottage on lot *2 7500 7500 191 .25
4 1 Duxbury Rd Kimball Div
Worcester 5 , Mass
King, Mrs Myrtle H & Jones land 200 10 200 5.10
Modal yn M
1 1 8 Vernon St
Gardner, Mass
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Kingham, Laurence B & Cottage *2 8 & Garage 12000 1200C 306.00
Lucile R Lots 2 32-39 inci Tract
5 3 Wayland Dr *2 unnumbered lot-
Verona, N J Woodme re
Kirmil , William R & Cottage Lot"'2 - Sandy Shores 6500 650( 165.75
Lorraine
1 9 Dewey St
Leominster, Mass
Kirslis, Peter G & Stephanie . Phelps Pasture 600 26 60( 15.30
49 Bristol St Goddard Rd
Cambridge, Mass
Knight, Arthur L Jr Buzzell lot 480 48 48( 12.24
RFD Sargent Rd
Westminster, Mass
Knight, Ralph C 1 /4 Knight Homestead 1 100 1 IOC 28.05
61 Taylor St
Maiden, Mass
Koski, Alvar J & Gertrude M Lot-Sandy Shores 900 90C 22.95
89 8 Pearl St
Gardner, Mass
Kowalchuk, John E & Lot #2 1 Unf cottage 4000 400( 102.00
Geraldine Monomonoc Terrace
5 4 Overland St
Manchester, Conn




Kramer, Howard C & Jessie L Cottage #26 lots 1 65- 9500 9500 242.25
26 Myrtle St 1 72 incI Woodmere
Belmont, Mass
Krompegal, Fred E Unf cottage Lot 4 Part of 3500 3500 89.25
25 Forest Lane 5-6-7 BIkO
Canton, Conn
Kruse, Mrs Taimi Homestead, Garage & 5 14500 10
43 Col tin Rd camps Unf cottage 6500 2100( ' 535.50
New Rochelle, N Y
Kwansny, John T & Mary A Lot P-1 Paradise Island 3000 3000 76.50
8 Claire Ave
Baldwinville, Mass
LaBrie, Wilfred J & Lot #7 & Unf cottage 4500 4500 1 14.75
Elizabeth D Kimball Div
Gil more Pond Rd
Jaffrey, N H
LaChance, Gerard J & Cottage & lot #8 9000
Dorilda LaChance Div
148 Vernon St 1 boat 50 9050 230.78
Gardner, Mass
LaChance, Leo P & Cottage & lots 6&7 and 18000
Theresa M 1/2 lot #5 LaChance Div
1 Parker St McGregor land 4500 2250C 573.75
Gardner, Moss
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LaChance, Luke A & Eva J Cottage & lot 4 and 1/2 15500 1550c| 395.25
1 1 1 Bickford Hill Rd lot *5 LaChance Div
Gardner, Mass
Ladeau/ Frank E & Mildred F Lot #1 6 5000 500( 127.50
22 Memorial LaChance Div
Baldwinville, Mass
LaFleur, Albian J & Doris G Cottage #77 W Lake C 6500
Off Old Dublin Rd 1 boat 200 670( 170.85
Peterborough, N H
Lahtinen, Martin O Log Cabin #4 & lot 7000
60 Simond St W Lake M
Fitchburg, Mass 2 boats 100 710C 181 .05
Lambert, Edward J & Camp on lot "'4 2500 250C 63.75
Gabriel le Emersonian Park
85 Walnut St
Nashua, N H
Lambirth, Gene W Lots 21 ,22&2 3 400 40C 10.20
5 6 Lincoln St BIkM
Revere, Mass
Lamontagne, Robert G & Cottage & Lots 14-15 8000 800C 204.00
Marjorie L Beauvais Point
W Main St
Westminster, Mass
Lamothe, Mrs Margaret A Cottage #1 31 & Garage 14000
84 Hurd St Burns cottage^l 30
&
14000
Fitchburg, Mass Garage E Lake M
1 boat 1000 2900( 1 739.50
Lanham, Rev Charles W & Unf cottage Lot P-3 6500 650( ) 165.75
Mary N Paradise Island
86 Columbia Blvd
Waterbury, Conn
Lapham, Mrs Maud C Lots #15,16,17,&18 2000 2000 51 .00
%Mrs Agnes Johnston Pond lots -Lake M
45 Hopkins St
Reading, Mass
Largey, Paul V & Adelle C Cottage #1 40 & lot 10500
826 Main St E Lake M
Leominster, Mass 1 boat 100 1060( 270.30








LeBlanc, Camille J & Kenny Place 6000 6000 153.00
Germaine A
1 08 Harvard St
Waltham, Mass
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LeBlanc, Desmas E & Camp on lot "'l 4 5500 550C 140.25
Bertha M Kimball Div
75 High St
Erving, Mass
LeBlanc, Mrs Regina Camp on lot *1 4 4800
5 4 Granite St Emerson Pond
FItchburg, Moss 1 boat 50 485C 123.68
Legg, Gordon F Cottage '^96 & lots 5800 580C 147.90
96 2 Broadway 135-8 inci Woodmere
Everett, Mass
Lehtinen, George V & Camp & lot 7 BIk R 3500 350C 89.25
Eva J Parcel 5 W Lake C
Box 330
Fitchburg, Mass
Lemons, Harry P & Lucy Lot *1 open camp Paradise 2800 280( 71 .40
and Whitney, Arthur L & Island
Elaine R
New Ipswich, N H
Leonard, Stuart G Cottage *5 2 & Barn 8200 820C 209.10
PO Box 605 E Lake C
601 W Dixson Ave
Orange City, Fla
Lepkowski, Joseph Cottage on lots 2 2 &2 3 8000 800( 204.00
60 Walnut St Beauvais Point
Gardner, Mass
Letoumeau, Oliver D & Letourneau land 1000 2 lOOC 25.50
SodeS
Box 11 1 -R D#l
Forge Village, Mass




Lewis, Ralph H Cottage on lots #1 8 -1 9 8000
67 Parker St Beauvais Point
Fitchburg, Mass 1 boat 100 8100 206.55
Liddell, Earl R Camp-Pine Eden 1600 1600 40.80
201 Pearl St
Winehendon, Mass
Lightizer, Doris L, Lois L & Cottage#74 W Lake C 6000 6000 153.00
Joan T
3 1 Eden St
Charlestown, Mass
Lightizer, Emily A Cottage #42 W Lake C 2200 2200 56.10
42 Peterborough St and Lots 12-13
Jaffrey, N H
Lightizer, James A & Mary Cottage & Lots 19-20 1200 1200 30.60
529 Pleasant WLC
Winthrop, Mass
Lindsay, Thomas B & Althea Davis Orchard & 3000 3000 76.50
Groton Road Cottage Lots 652-657
N Shirley. Mass ;n^l
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Livermore, Roland C & Camp & Lots 2 3-24-25 7500
Frances T Emerson Pond
505 Main St 1 boat 25 7525 191 .89
Acton Center, Mass




Loring, Edward A Cottage & Garage 1 1500
1 5 Shelburne Rd Shore land Lake M
Wellesley Hills, Mass 1 boat 500 I200C 306.00
Lovejoy, Albert R Cottage #82 6800 680C 173.40
60A So Branch Rd W Lake C
Neshanic Station, N J
Lovejoy, Victor & D W Lovejoy Farm 3500 350C 89.25
52 Seminary Rd
Simsbury, Conn
Lowe, Russell B Jr and Lowe Holdings as per plan 1 1400 760
Fish, James A and Doll House 1000
Robert M Jr Ethel Hutchinson Lot 450 30
2 3 Hickory Lane R R Robinson lot & 4000 125
W Hartford, Conn Cottage
Whitney Pasture 375 25
Ducrow Place 100 1
Jewell lot 200 2
Brown lot 1200 1872f 477.49
Lundberg, Craig E 1 /3 Metcalf Dam site 135 1
249 Central St 1 /3 Page Meadow & lots 410 122
Acton, Mass 1 /3 Bowers (Adams) land 70 20
1 /3 Bowers (Stearns) land 115 34
1/3 Bear land 335 100
1 /3 Taggart Lot 1 10 33
1 /3 2 Tracts Meadow land 15 8 1 19C 30.35
Mace, Merrill A & Cottage-E Lake M 1 1500 1 150C 293.25
Virginia P
1 08 W Fayette St
Syracuse 2 , N Y
MacLean, Mrs Audrey H Homestead & Stearns land 7500 750C 191 .25
78 Greenwich St
New York 1 4 , N Y
MacNeil, James J & Homestead 13000 13
Louise M Jones land 600 3 I360C 346 .80
4 1 Chester Ave
Waltham 54 , Mass
Magee, Hazel E H D Thomas Mowing 500 1 .5 50C 12.75
55 2 N Main St
Leominster, Mass
Magee, Dr Lincoln J & Cottage & Lot *1 14500
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Mague, Sophia C & Emily E Emory Place 1600C I600c| 408.00
17 37 Commonweal fh Av€
W Newton, Mass
Mailman, Eugene W & Log Cabin on lot #22 850C
Carolyn S Kimball Div
39 Knox St Lot #21 Kimball Div 120C
Palmer, Moss 1 boat 50 975C 248.63
Majewski, Juri Back lot-LaChance Div 800 80C 20.40
P O Box#l
Cheshire, Conn
Manseau, Joseph E Lot #12 BIk H W LakeC 125 125 3.19
2 2 7 W 1 6 th St
New York 1 1 , N Y
Marceau, Mrs Bernodette T Unf camp -Lots #4&1 6
1 85 River St Monomonoc Terrace 3000 3000 76.50
Fitchburg, Mass
Marifiote, Mrs Alice Camp & Garage on Rt#l 1 9 1800 1800 45.90
1 74 Auburn St
Cambridge, Mass
Marks, El den E & Helen M Burt cottage - Lake M 10000
1 1 George St 1 boat 300 10300 262.65
Newton, Mass
Martel, Dr Roland O Cottage #24& Lots 220- 12500
20 Parker St 224 inci 228-31 inci
Gardner, Mass Woodme re
1 boat 100 2600 321 .30
Martin, Leo M Michaud Land 300 5 300 7.65
Benjamin St
Winchendon, Mass
Mason, E L Cottage on lots 2 8-31 inci 4500 4500 1 14.75
476 Prospect St &lot 15 BIk 1, lots 7-8-9
Revere, Mass BIkP, lots 1-2-3 BIkG, WLC
Mason, Willard Lots 5 -6 BIk J, lot 27 400 400 10.20
1 7 Parker St BIkP, Lots 21 -22 BIkG WLC
Everett, Mass
Masters, Gordon E & Unf cottage on Lot#l 2 12000 2000 306.00
Victoria 1 Paradise Island
10 302 Rossmore Ct
Bethesda, Maryland
Matthews, Carl Ray Bordmerkle Place 5000 26 5000 127.50
Box 202
So Lancaster, Mass
Mattson, Urho E & Edward L Lot-Divol Pons 400 3 40C 10.20
Greenville Rd
W Townsend, Mass
Maurice, John & Mary A 2 camps- 4 cabins 10000
171 Almira Rd Seppala land 500 050C 267.75
Springfield 9 , Moss
McAllaster, Norman F Est Cottage & Lot#4 1 1000 lOOC 280.50
& Mabel A Wellington Div
P O Box 456
West Acton, Mass
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McCarthy, Edward O & Cottage #5 9 & Clay land 16000 1600C 408.00
Madeline E Lake M
260 B Maine St
Medford, Mass
McCusker, Hugh J & Mary E Cottage#6 3 E Lake C 9200 920C 234.60
195 William
Stoneham, Mass




McGary, Mrs Mary C Ashley Place 8500 85 850( 216.75
3129 W 109th St
Inglewood, Calif
McGrath, Emile Est Cottage #6 1 Lots 2 3-25 3500 350( 89.25
82 Ohio Ave inci BIk 1 W Lake C
Fitchburg, Mass
McGuire, Edward M & Cottage & land 4000 4 400( 102.00
Karen T Pecker Pond
Box 2 2 -Orchard St
Lodi, New York
McLellan, Mrs Margaret A Cottage (Allen) 6000 600( 153.00
Old Gun Rd Rt#l
Midlothian, Va
McMullan, James F 2 boats 150 15( 3.83
6 1 6 W Upal St
Philadelphia, Pa
McSkimmon, W B Est John Mann Farm 4000 90 4000 102.00
% Donald McSkimmon, Adm
Jaffrey, N H
Medrykowski, Waclaw LotV Monomonoc Terrace 1200 1200 30.60
32 Greenwood Place
Gardner, Mass
Mehegan, Mrs Catherine House- Todd Hill Rd 9000 9000 229.50
26 Fairview St
RosI indole. Mass
Michaud, William H & Cottage #2 1 & Garage 9500 9500 242.25
Robert P Lots 205-215 incI &
Ashburnham, Mass part of lots 21 6-7-8-9
Woodme re




Mikelsons, Janis & Lucija Camp-Divol Pond 2000 2000 51 .00
7 1 Centre St 2 Tracts land
Roxbury, Mass
Miller, Boris Lot '^28-LaChance Div 2000
Rindge, N H Back lot -LaChance Div 1200 3200 81 .60
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Miller, Frances A & Cottage ^^47 & 2 lots 14000 1400C 357.00
Madeline M ( Harnett) Lake C
44 9 Central St
Leominster, Mass
Mills, James L & Helen B Cottage#79 W Lake C 8000
Rte#2 Kennedy Hill Rd 1 boat 100 810C 206.55
Goffstown, N H
Mineau, Ralph J & Isabel M Smith land on Rt *1 1 9 1500
2 4 Fairlawn St & trailer
So Had ley. Mass Jewell land 400 190C 48.45
Miraglia, Mrs Thelma Lots 38-39-40 BIk J 375 37f 9.56
7 Adrian St W Lake C
Somerville, Mass
Mitchell, Mrs Ruth W Unf camp Lot*4 6500 650C 165.75
173 Waltham St Lapham Div E Lake M
Lexington, Mass
Monadnock National Bank National Bank Stock 59.00
Jaffrey, N H
Monadnock Savings Bank 2 Houses- Surrey Park 10000 0000 255.00
Jaffrey, N H
Monomonoc Lake Shores, Inc Flowage & Storage rights 35000 J5000 892.50
Box 226 L M & Wellington
Lunenburg, Mass
Monomonock Sporting Club Clubhouse#160&Bldgs 22000 , !4000 612.00
% George C Mossman, Treas McGregor land 2000
25 High St
Gardner, Mass
Morgan, Robert 1 Sr & Lot 1 9 Monomonoc Terrace 1200 1200 30.60
Barbara E
Tewksbury, Mass
Morris, Anthony & Gray Lot 2 6 Monomonoc Terrace 800 800 20.40
Brooks Road
Athol, Mass
Morris, Robert & Mary 1 Lot ^^27 Part of Mon Terr 800 800 20.40
1 5 Rector St
Pittsfield, Moss
Morrison, Floyd E & Rita 1 Camp on 1 /2 ^8 4500 4500 1 14.75
5 3 Elm St Emerson Pond
W Townsend, Mass
Morrisseau, David E Lots 3R&4R 400 400 10.20
7 1 Belmont Ave Beauvais Point
Winchendon, Mass
Motuzas, Joseph F & Rita L Cottage & Lot 2 8 - 6500 6500 165.75
1 3 Seven Oaks Rd Rindge Manor L S
N Bill erica. Mass
Mulcahy, James J & Hale & Rourke land 4800
Frances M W/camp
39 Leavitt St McCormock Land 200 2 5000 127.50
Hingham, Mass
Mulcahy, Frances E Lot Hastings cleanas Land 300 300 7.65
1 5 7 Lexington St
E Boston, Mass
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Murdock, E, Inc Haskell Wood lot 1400 70
87 West St Ware land 1000 40
Winchendon, Mass A S Kimball land 675 45
Lyons lot 390 26
Wilder lot 1050 70
H H Rice lots 1200 101
Part of Norcross land 1 350 90
Robbins lot 70 7
B F Danforth land 750 50
Liberty Rand farm 1000 107
C H Danforth land 225 15
Shurtliff 270 18
Barrett land 1500 50
Coffin land 100 7
Huse land 2 lots 800 40
J A Knight land 1800 60
A J Robbins land 1080 90
Ramsdell lot 210 14
Rugg Sprout land 100 6.5
Shore Lot-Lake M 2500
Platts lot 50 5
Alexander lot 780 78
Abbott Lot 600 20
Danforth land 600 20
Nash lot 600 41
Ballow land 450 45
E H Converse land 600 40 21 15( 539.33
Murray, John C & Ruth A Cottage* 16 Lots 25 2- 8500 850( 216.75
39 Bancroft Rd 295 inci Woodmere
Melrose, Mass
Narkum, Z Wadsworth Pecker Pond Lot 300 1/2
2 Western Ave Iver Brooks Farm 300
Lowell / Mass Buffin Land 700 35 130( 33.15
Neault, George H & Cottage#19& Lots 32 2-3 8000 800C 204.00
Robert J & 32 7-33 incI Woodmere
297 North St
Walpole, Mass
Neff, Albert L & Minnie E Cottage#31 & lots 1 41 - 8200 8200 209.10
2 35 Gulf Drive 1 48 incI Woodmere
Venice, Fla
Newell, Edward H Lots#10-1 4 incI 500 500 12.75
1 1 Milk St BIkP-W Lake C
Fitchburg, Mass
New England Power Company Power Line 269500
441 Stuart St A L Brown land 700 35
Boston 1 6 , Mass Peter Geddes land 80 4
E Murdock land 240 12
Harris Rice land 240 12 2 7076C 6904.38





NAME Description and Value
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New Hampshire Electric Co Transmission System 251607 2 51607 6415.98
1 6 Central Square
Keene, N H
New Hampshire Timbers, Inc Geo A Willard land 575 23 57f 14.66
Box 2 2 9
Milford, N H
Neylan, Genevieve H Lot#24 BIk B-WLokeC 125 125 3.19
5 1 Elm Ave
Wollaston, Mass
Nichols, Charles R Jr & Acorn Lodge 10000
Barbara W Wellington Div
8 8 Lawrence St 1 boat 100 lOlOC 257.55
Gardner, Mass
Nilssen, RHelge & Ruth H Camp-B F Danforth Farm 2000 75 200C 51 .00
75 Simonds Rd
Lexington, Mass
Norcross, Frederick P & Bent Pasture 1 160 58
Julia R Packard land 160 8
RFD#1 D A Robbins land 100 5
Fitzwilliam, N H John White farm land 125 5 ]54t 39.40
Norcross, Leon A & 1 /2 Moore lot 100 8 IOC 2.55
Heidel, Ola M
5 3 Grove St
Winchendon, Mass
Nottingham, Wayne B Walter Hale Place 13500 1350( 344.25
5 Massachusetts Ave^30 5
Cambridge, Mass
Novak, Edward Cottage#41 & lots 7,8,9 2800 280( 71 .40
%Mrs Sophie Novak BIkF WLakeC
1 5 Gore St
Cambridge, Mass




O'Donnell, Joseph C Homestead 35000 7 3500( 892.50
Todd Hill
Rindge, N H
Okarmus, Frank C & Addie Shore lot & land- 2500 250C 63.75
15 62 S Brank Pkway Pool Pond
Springfield, Mass
Olson, Hilbert A & Marion J Cottage & Lots 18-22 inci 5000 500C 127.50
5 68 North Rd RR2 Pool Pond
Sudbury, Mass
Olson, Stanley H & Ada S Cottage"^95 Woodmere 8800 880C 224.40
445 Shrewsbury St Lots 1 89-1 96 incI also
Ho! den. Mass triangular lot adjoining
O'Neil, Thomas P Jr Cottage^38 Woodmere 4500 450C 114.75
36 Russell St
Cambridge, Mass
O'Neill, John E & Camp & Deschenes land












Ostergard, Ronald C & Cottage ^A 8 Lots 4 -9 3500 350q 89.25
Ruth A inci BIk G W Lake C
143 Bellingham St
Chelsea, Mass
O'Toole, Austin J Est Cottage & Lot#9 8700
%Mrs Alice G O'Tool, Exec E Lake C
7 Carlisle St 1 boat 500 920C 234.60
Andover, Mass
Paine, Wallace B Cottage & Lots J&K 18000
35 S Main St E Lake M
Baldwinville, Mass Trailer ^f' 4000
1 boat 100 2210C 563.55
Pajari, Wilbur H Cottage & Lots 14-17 4500 450C 1 14.75
1 Oak St incI Pool Pond
Baldwinville, Mass
Palazzolo, Pasquale A & Cottage#9 7 & lots 1 -4 3000 300C 76.50
Barbara L incI BIk J
72 Wordsworth St
E Boston, Mass
Palazolo, Paul J & Ann M Cottage & Lotl 5 -1 6 -1 7 -1 8 3500 350( 89.25
70 Wordsworth St Black G
East Boston, Mass
Palermo, Mrs Grace Cottage & lots 25-29 incI 4800 480( 122.40
5 2 Watts St BIkZ Lots 11-16 incI
Chelsea, Mass BIk L W Lake C
Lots 25 -34 BIkM
Palm, Ture A & Signe R Lot-Perl ey Lake 1500 1500 38.25
445 E Foster St
Melrose, Mass
Parhiala, J Alfred & Towne Farm land 300 30
Cecilia M John F Hale land 540 54 840 21 .42
New Ipswich, N H
Parker, Louis E Camp & Lots ] 7 5 -6 3000 3000 76.50
Lawrence St Woodme re
Pepperell, Mass
Parks, Reginald Tarbell Land & BIdg 4000 63
195 Main St Metcalf Land 1000 75 5000 127.50
Winchendon, Mass
Patari, Anton Walter Hale land 2000 100 2000 51 .00
Rindge State Rd, Box 1 47 r-
Ashburnham, Mass
Patch, Charles Cottage *1 -Perley Lake 3000 3000 76.50
4 3 Beech St
Winchendon, Mass
Patenaude, Verne L & Cottage & Lot#2 15500 1550C 395 .25
Kathryn Wellington Div
Rindge, N H
Pattison, Mrs Natalie B Cottage *47 & Lots 11-14 3000 300C 76.50
31 Carolina N E and 31 -34 incI BIk J
Alburquerque, N M
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Peabody, Bayard W Camp & lot B 3OO0 3OO0 76.50
1 05 So Main St Lapham Div
Baldwinville, Mass
Perry, Donald 1 & Annette Cottage & lot E 1200C
4 3 Peterborough Rd Lapham Div
Jeffrey, N H Part of lot J 50C
1 boat 5C I255C 320.03
Perry, Mrs Lenna W Schoolhouse lot & 1 125 75
P O Box 3 2 1 Dan Fish lend
Jeffrey, N H Cottege & Islend
Emerson Pond
1500
Rindge lot & Keyes lend 850 85
Wheeler lend 100 1/4 357f 91 .16
Perry, Mrs Lenna W and Goodnow-Remsdell Lend 1275 85
Hanna, George R Trs Wetherbee Lend 1275 85
w/w James B Perry Winchester Lend 450 30
Jeffrey, N H El son Converse Lend 780 65
Pond Lend 6390 71 10170 259.34
Petersen, Adolph & Edith M 1 /3 French property 3100
2 8 Brown St 1 /3ofl /4 Tenny cottege 334 3434 87.57
Bloomfleld, Conn & lend
Phillips, Charles E & Joyce C 7 Pert of lot ^7 in 4th renge 450
2 6 Washington Place Unf cottege ^5 3 7500 8150 207.83
Glen Ridge, N J 2 boots 200
Pigeon, Mrs Florence H Cemp & Lots 2 9-60 inci 17000 17000 433.50
20 Hammond Rd 65-72 incI &81 -87 incI
Belmont, Mass Woodme re
Pine Eden Association Lend- Pool Pond 10000 15 10000 255.00
%Mebel C Hedstrom & Community House
43 7 Leke Ave
Worcester, Mess
Piserczyk, Stenley F & Cottege & Lot #9 8200 8200 209.10
Gertrude A Monomonoc Terrece
Monchonis Rd
N Wilbrehem, Mess
Pliske, Chester J & Helen C Cemp on lot"*! 9000
129 WhelomRd LeChence Div
Fitchburg, Mess Reer lot lOR 500 9500 242.25
Pope, George B Jr & Cottege "^30 Woodmere 8000 8000 204.00
Vivien G Lots 133-34 &1 39-40
231 Mershell St
Fitchburg, Mess
Popple, Reymond E Long Place (lend) 800 800 20.40
West Leke Rood
Fitzwilliem, N H
Porter, Eugene Cemp Devol Pond 2000 2000 51 .00
46 Centrel Ave
Fitchburg, Mess
Porter, Howerd W & Cottege & Lots 3 5 -3 6A 9500
Frences D Beeuveis Point
24 Crescent Heights 1 boat 200 9700 247.35
Fitchburg, Moss
bl
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Priest, Lloyd W Lot #30 A- Kimball Div 1000 lOOC 25.50
31 Central St
So Acton, Mass
Priest, Earle Camp- Pine Eden 3200 320C 81 .60
Pine Eden
Rindge, N H
Puhakka, Tauno O & Homestead 15500 1555C ' 396.53
Wieno T 1 boat 50
88-16, 196 St
Mollis 23, NYC
Puopolo, John P & Jane B Lots #27&2 8 Unf cottage 8500 850( 216.75
273 Washington St Kimball Div
Arlington, Mass
Puopolo, Louis R & Lot #32- Kimball Div 800 80( 20.40
Charlotte A
1 6 Homer Rd
Arlington, Mass
Putnam, Earl U Cottage#2 1 W Lake C 6000 600( 153.00
Sturbridge, Mass
Putnam, Fred M Est Bryant Place- W Rindge 1 1500 1 1500 293.25
Rindge, N H
Quatrale, Philip Lot #1 5 - LaChance Div 2000 2000 51 .00
Foster Rd
Ashby, Mass
Randell, William N & Cottage- W Lake C 7800
Margaret M 1 boat 25 7825 199.54
75 Wilshire Park
Needham, Mass
Randolph, Richard F Cottage #2 4 Lots 2 3-28 6500
1 2 Livoli Drive inci W Lake C
Holliston, Mass Nault Land 300
1 boat 100 6900 175.95
Rathburn, John K Cudworth land 50 1 .5
Surrey Rd Flagg Lot 50 1/2 100 2.55
Gilsum, N H
Ray, Mrs Eleanor G Lot #2 2 - Emerson Pond 1200 1200 30.60
Providence Rd
Northbridge, Mass
Ray, R Miles & Helen D Cottage & Lots 7 3-78 7800 7800 198.90
1 64 Grove St incI Woodmere
W Medford, Mass
Raymond, Amy B & Madeline 2 cottages #1 44&145 12000
and Gay, Mrs Ruth R E Lake M
54 Cole Ave 1 /3 Smith land 500 2500 318.75
Providence 6 , R 1
Renauld, Theodore Jr Cottage- Michigan 800 800 20.40
243 Mill bury Ave
Millbury, Mass
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Ricard, Arthur A Rear lots #8A&9A 800 800 20.40
5 4 Granite St Emerson Pond
Fitchburg, Mass
Rindge Manor Lake Shores Crow croft Development & 40000 toooo 1020.00
Inc Storage & Flowage rights
PO Box 2 26
Lunenburg, Mass
Ring, Alvah O Cottage & Lot- 8000 8000 204.00
2 075 Beacon St Wellington Div
Waban 68 , Mass
Rix, Clayton E & Charlotte Camp on Lot "^30 - 5000
8 Pequot Rd Emerson Pond
Wayland. Mass 1 boat 5C 5050 128.78
Robb, William A & Camp on Lot^l 3 4000 4000 102.00
Evelyn K Kimball Div
40 Manchester St
Keene, N H
Robideau, Peter Est 2 lots 157&160 600 600 15.30
%Mrs Edna 1 Burke Woodmere
1 1 5 Shawnee Lone
Dover, N H
Robillard, Armand A & Lots29&29A- 2200 2200 56.10
Gloria J LoChonce Div
South Rd
Tempi eton. Mass
Rolland, Martin G Cottagers & lots 502- 7500 7500 191 .25
54 Woodchester Dr 5 09 inc! Woodmere
Weston, Mass
Rose, Fred J & Ruth B Hammond cottage 5000 500C 127.50
446 E20th St Perley Lake
New York 9 , N Y
Ross, William F Est Cottage#17& 10 lots 9000 900C 229.50
% Robert E Ross, Tr Woodmere
7 Harris Circle-Apt 1
Arlington 74 , Mass
Rostedt, Paavo E Cottage on lots 1 5&1 6 7800 7800 198.90
1 2 Whittemore St Emerson Pond
Fitchburg, Mass
Rouisse, Robert E Sr & Cottage on lot ^8 8000 8000 204.00
Eva M Kimball Div
1 4 1 Rod i man Ave
Fitchburg, Mass
Rugg, Cleron S Cottage *5 1 3500 3500 89.25
State Line, N H W Lake C
Rugg, Frank H Camp-Pine Eden 2800 2800 71 .40
3 3 Fairhaven Rd
Worcester, Mass
Rupner, Irina Cottage on Lot*9 9000
Avery St LaChance Div





Rutherford/ Mrs Eleanor D
1 1 7 Prospect St
Reading, Mass
Rutherford, Peter G Est






Salvato, Joseph & Mary
86 Division St
Chelsea 5 , Mass
Sampson, Mrs Elizabeth W
96 Appleton St
Arlington 74, Mass
Sandback, Mrs Helen K Est








Sawyer, Alfred P & Fay S
Turnpike Rd
Jaffrey, N H
Sawyer, Arthur F &














Edward A Schatz Exec
2404 Valencia Dr
50 Gate, Sarasota, Fla
Schneider, Otto & Ingeborg
2 37 West St
Needham, Mass
Schnippel , Charles L &
Lembia
RD'3 Seventy Acres Rd
W Reading, Conn
Cottage #15 8 85 00
W Lake M
Colbum land 45 00
Cottage #156 9 000
W Lake M




2 boats 2 00
Cottage #4 6 A Lots 8,9,1 2 800
BIk I, WLakeC
Cottages #127 &1 28 15000
E Lake M
Bush Hill land 600
Cottage #147 8900
E Lake M
1/3 Smith land 5 00
Cottage #4& 1 8 lots 8800
W Woodmere
Duncan Land (Tanpin) 1 00
Demers, Hal lock. Popple
Jones & Bradford Lot 900
Cottage & Lots 10-11 2500
Michigan
Grassy Pond Island & 1200
Camp
Cottage #5 6 & Garage 1 3000
& Bunkhouse E L C
2 boats 1 00
Camp-Pine Eden 2 800
Cottage #40 & Lots 89- 8 2 00
96 inci Woodmere
Lot #2 9 A Camp 2 000
Kimball Div
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Scholl , Warren A Jr Converse & Wellington 3500 50 3500 89.25
4 6 Fisher St Land & Camp
Nafick, Mass
Schwab, Charles A Camp on Damon land 500 500 12.75
Box 14 32
Fitchburg, Mass
Schwer, Edith M Cottage *1 36 & Garage 10000
3 Lathrop Ave 1 boat 100 0100 257.55
Westfield, Mass
Seppa, Oscar Cottage & Wellington land 5000
26 Addison St New Camp 18000 . >3000 586.50
Arlington, Mass
Setzco, Walter Camp on Lot *1 and 8000
Pleasant St RFD Lots 2 &3 -Monomonoc Terr
Leominster, Mass Unf Camp on Lot*35
LaChance Div
2500 10500 267.75
Shelton, Paul S Camp on Lot *6 3200 3200 81 .60
Oldham Rd RFD Box 2 72 Pine Eden
Westboro, Mass
Sherwin, John P Cottage #1 57 9000 9000 229.50
1 81 N Lincoln St W Lake M
Orchard Park, N Y
Sibley, John W & Delina A Bush Hill 2500 223
1 1 8 Brown St White land- Converseville 800 3300 84.15
Winchendon, Mass
Singer, Irving & Josephine F Cottage- Pool Pond 9000 9000 229.50
35 2 Marlborough St
Boston 1 5 , Mass
Sivula, Anna M & Kelley land & Cottage 1800 1800 45.90
Tyyne Sivula Est
1 5 2 Mechanic St
Fitchburg, Mass
Slavin, Robert L & Sylvia E Cottage on lot *1 7 9000
1 1 Locust LaChance Div
Winchendon, Mass 1 boat 200 9200 234.60
Smith, Mrs Ellen R Cottage #62 E Lake C 6500 6500 165.75
Jaffrey, N H
Smith, Esther Cottage & Lot#3 14500 14500 369.75
32 37 Harrison St Wellington Div
Hollywood, Fla
Smith, Marshall W & Persis Lot *1 - LaChance Div 2500 2500 63.75
Old Center
Winchendon, Mass
Smith, Richard Cottage W Lake C 6000 6000 153.00
1 06 Osgood St
Gardner, Mass
Smith, Stanley M & Joanne Cottage- Lots #24-25 8500
32 Greenwood Place Beauvais Point
Gardner, Moss 1 boat 300 8800 224.40
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Somero, Walter B Road Building & 10000 0000 255.00
Temple Rd Construction Machinery
New Ipswich, N H
Spear, LeRoy F Camp on lot *1 3 1600 1600 40.80
24 Riverside Place Pine Eden
Walpole, Mass
Starrett, Edwin B & Evelyn Wellington land & cottage 8800 9
] 8 Pitman Rd 1 boat 100 8900 226.95
Athol/ Mass
Stather, Donald G Camp- Pool Pond 7500 7500 191 .25
1 3 Goldsmith Ave
Beverly, Mass
Stearns, Herman E Lord Land 200 1 .5 200 5.10
48 Central St
Winchendon, Mass
Steinberg, Diana Lots #1-2-3 BIk D 375 375 9.56
1 8 Devon Terrace W Lake C
Newton Center, Mass
Stevens, Bern ice 1 1 /2 Tucker lot 140 18 140 3.57
1 1 8 High St
Winchendon, Mass
Stevens, Burton M Exec Cottage on Lot 7 12000 2000 306.00
w/w Holland K Brooks Wellington Div
5 Alpine Rd
Fitchburg, Mass
Stevens, Roger T & Camp on lot 3 1 8000
M Lorraine LaChance Div
P O Box 1 05 Lot 3 1 R- LaChance Div 750 8750 223.13
Amherst, Mass
Stone, Lester & Ruth Flagg Place (Jewell) 2200 2200 56.10
32 Paine St
Worcester 5 , Mass
Stratton, Frederick M Stock in Trade 1350 1350 34.43
Jaffrey, N H




Sullivan, Anthony C Cottage #7 & Lots 4 -7 5200 5200 132.60
1 Crescent St inci BIk A W Lake C
Keene, N H
Sund, Bernhard W Camp- Hughgill Div 3500 3500 89 .25
P O Box 5 3 1 Lake M
Leominster, Mass
Swanbeck, Florence L Cottage *45 Lots 21-24 4500 4500 1 14.75
1 9 Lincoln St incI BIk J W Lake C
Franklin, Mass
Taylor, Mrs Mabel E 1 /3 Etta Todd Place 2500 2500 63.75
7 High St
Milford, N H
Teixeira, Mrs Pearl L Lot *8 Emersonian Park 1000 1000 25.50
W Peterborough, N H
Tenney, David R & Linda L Reservoir Lot 100 1 100 2 .55
Winchendon, Mass
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Thomas, Albert D 1/2 Allen Land 450 30 450 11 .48
1 5 Cotfage Place
Leominster, Mass
Thomas, Carl B & Betty L Camp & Lots 2 8-31 7500 7500 191 .25
Base Hill Road inci Pool Pond
Keene, N H
Thomas, Ezra H 1/2 Allen Land 450 30 450 1 1 .48
7 3 Maple Ave
Leominster, Mass
Thompson, George R & Lot in E Rindge Village 600
Helen E Rindge Chapel 1000 1600 40.80
41 Nightingale Ave
Quincy 69 , Mass
Thrasher, Lee W Cottage in E Rindge 1500 1500 38.25
845 HooseckRd
Box 1 1 4 RD3
Troy, New York
Tibbetts, Donald C & Back lot & #12 A 800 800 20.40
Lorraine C Beauvais Point
3 1 2 South St
Northborough, Mass
Tice, Charles F & Clara Cottage #8 Lots 399, 7000 7000 178.50
5 3 Mechanic St 402-404incl 407-409
Fitchburg, Mass incI W Woodmere




Tikkanen, Paul & Jeanne Lots27R-2 8R 1200 1200 30.60
45 Clover Court Beauvais Point
New Milford, N J
Tisdell, Rev Wilfred A Land & Buildings 22500 22500 573.75
Winchendon, Mass Beauvais Point




Tonn, Arnold A & Jean P Cottage & Lot 5 7 5000 5000 127.50
92 3 Matthew St Pool Pond
Bristol , Conn
Tosdal, Harry R & Thora H Adams Place 20000 75
7 Bow Road Mague, Pasture, Hunt
Belmont 78 , Mass Gardner land 1000 70
Emory land 1200 80 :!2200 566.10
Towne, Archie Smith Land 450 30 450 11 .48
1 1 5 Park St
Winchendon, Mass
Turco, Joseph J & Doris M Callahan Lot W Lake C 800 800 20.40
8 1 Marvin Ave
Franklin, Mass
Turner, Mathewson A & Cottage & Lot F 12000
Wilma F E Lake M
1550 Main St 1 boat 50 2050 307.28
Newinqton. Conn
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Vaillette, Edgar & Louise Cottage & Lots 12-13 800C
1 80 Central St Beauvais Point
Leominster, Mass 2 boats 30C 830C 21 1 .65
Vaine, Arthur W & Annabel 1 5 Hughgill Land 150C
Elmwood Road McColley Land 5( 15 155C 39.53
Winchendon Springs, Mas
Valade, Albert E Sr & Unf Camp & lots 32-35 700C 700C 178.50
Eunice C inci Pool Pond
44 Glenallen St
Winchendon, Mass
Valonen, Carl O Lots 65-66 Pool Pond 150C 150C 38.25
RFD#1 Box 31
Troy, N H




Veautour, J Edmond Jr Camp on 1 /2 lot*^8 300C 300C 76.50
1 26 Hollywood St Emerson Pond
Fitchburg, Mass




Vincent, Paul G & Theresa L Cottage & lots 36-37 700C 700C 178.50
1 7 1 Leamy St Pool Pond
Gardner, Mass
Vorce, James N & Shirley R Farrar Land 50C 8 50C 12.75
RFD#2
Peterborough, N H
Vose, William C & Alice E Cottage & Lot D 800C
Box 176 Lapham Div E Lake M
Amherst, N H 1 boat 75 807f 205.91
Walaschek, Mrs Ellen G Lots #1 1 &1 2 250C 250C 63.75
76 W Seventh St Apt37C Emerson Pond
So Boston, Mass
Walaschek, Mrs Gertrude M Camp on Lot *1 3 120C 120C 30.60
442 East 5 th St Emerson Pond
So Boston 2 7 , Mass
Walker, Richard 1 & Camp & Colby lot 86C 43
Lillian F Phelps & Sargent Meadow 48C 24
8 Camp Drive Jones Meadow 1 30C 65
Selden, L 1, N Y Ingalls Mill Privilege 20C 284C 72 .42
Walker, Vernon E Lots 21 -2 2 BIkF
Doublin, N H W Lake C 25C 25C 6.38
Walsh, John T & Mary E Cottage '''46 & lot 1050C 1050C 267 .75
7 3 Chelmsford St E Lake C
Dorchester, Mass
Walsh, Lawrence H & Ada R Cottage & Lot 1 1500 I 150C 293.25
76 Hollywood Place Wellington Div
Huntington, N Y
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Walz, Gertrude C Est Cottage ^^92 & Davis land 7800
%Hans G Walz E Lake C
1 4 Sunset Rd 4 boats 100 7900 201 .45
Wellesley 81 , Mass
Webber, M B Est Antill Place 4000 50 4000 102.00
Bedford, Mass
Webster, Mrs Wilbur E 20 lots Woodmere 1600 1600 40.80
75 Houghton St
Hudson, Mass
Welch, Alphonse J Est Cottage #75 W Lake C 12000 2000 306.00
1 8 Pacific Court
Fitchburg, Mass
Wellington, Elliot G Cottage #8 9 & Davis land 7500 7500 191 .25
78 Simmons St W Lake C
Fitchburg, Mass
Wellington, Paul N T Wellington Place 5000
Yale St Kimball lot 740 37
Ashland/ Mass Wellington, Hale &
Converse lot 2500 8240 210.12
Wellington, Ralph A J Est Wetherbee Land 280 14 280 7.14
2867 Hampton Rd
Cleveland 20, Ohio
Wellington, Ray N & Cottage #8 8 7800
Elizabeth C W Lake C
27 1 Grove Ave 1 boat 200 8000 204.00
Leominster, Mass




West, Hope H Cottage #54 Woodmere 14000 4000 357.00
39 Hickory Drive
Maplewood, N J
West Woodmere Assoc Parks & Avenues at 1000 1000 25.50
%Mrs Marion J Bag ley West Woodmere
3 3 Pine St
Peterborough, N H
Wetmore, Roy D & Love joy Lot 1000 100
Marjorie M Hubbard Lot 850 85
49 Glenn St Brooks land 450 45
Athol, Mass Thomas Mason land 680 68
Raymond Sherwin land 1280 128
Watson lot 1000 100
C H Thomas Land 720 72
Crowe Lot 250 25
Sherwin Land 90 9
Emory (Gregory) lot 1000 100 7320 186.66
Wharff, Conroy H & Helen J Cottage #1 24 2 lots 6000 6000 153.00
74 Fairview Rd ELM
Lunenburg, Mass
Wheeler, Raymond E Est Land at Woodmere 2000 2000 51 .00












White, Andrew J Est Cudworth Place 180 18
547 Central St Toombs lot 80 8
Winchendon, Mass Howe land 400 40
Smith Lot 300 30
Howe lot 400 40 1360 34.68
White Bros., Inc E 1 Wellington Land 600 600 15.30
Winchendon Springs, Mass
White, Mrs Margaret H Cottage #161 16000
High St W Lake M
Winchendon, Mass LaChance land 2000 8000 459.00




Whitney, Carleton E Cottage & land 8500 10
8 Vale St 1 /3 Undivided land 100 8600 219.30
Peterborough, N H




Whitney, John W 1 boat 100 100 2.55
Pleasant St
Ashburnham, Mass
Whitney, Lyman S Cottage & Land 8500
4 Lafayette Rd 1 /3 Undivided land 100 8600 219.30
Barrington, R 1
Whitney, Marcus M Est Cottage *1 54 Lake M 10800 0800 275.40
%John W Whitney, Exec
5 1 1 Central St
Winchendon, Mass
Wiggin, Stephen P & Edna Camp on lot "'64 3200 3200 81 .60
EMain P O Box 334 Pool Pond
Greenville, N H
Wiktelin, Otto & Onni 1 Camp & lot- Divol Pond 1800 1800 45.90
6 Nichols St
Fitchburg, Mass
Wilder, Richard H Don Woodard lot 500 26 500 12.75
2 7 Myrtle Ave
Fitchburg, Mass
Wilkinson, Arthur W & Cottage- Highgill Div 14000
Katherine E 2 shore lots 2000 6000 408.00
1 9 Crescent Heights
Fitchburg, Mass
Willey, Kenneth E Camp & lots 5&6 8000 8000 204.00
5 5 Rest Way Emerson Pond
Springfield, Mass
Williams, Abraham S & Cottage & Lot (Knight) 9000
Joan A Pool Pond
1 2 Oak St Terrace Cottage (Phillips) 7000
Shrewsbury, Mass 1 boat 25 6025 408.64
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Winchell, George H 1 boat 200 20C 5.10
39 Simmons Ave
Belmont/ Mass
Winchester, Leon H Cottage #1 & Lots 518- 7000 700C 178.50
2 1 Park Ave 5 25 inci Woodmere
Worcester, Mass




Woodmere Assoc Inc Parks & unnumbered lots 2500 250C 63.75
% Richard E Gaffney Treas
1 8 Addison St
Chelsea, Mass
Woollacott, Elizabeth N Cottage ^7 1 & Garage 16000
Turkey Hill Rd Marceau Sub-division 2500
Lunenburg, Mass Shore lot #2 600 1910( 487.05
Wozmak, Virginia Cottage #8 - W Lake C 16000 1600( 408.00
Main St
Jeffrey, N H
Wright, Florence E Cottage *2 Pearly Lake 2500 250C 63.75
Gilsum, N H
Wright, Walter F Cottage #26 W Lake C 3000 300( 76.50
Woods ide Ave
Wellesley, Mass
Young, James E Est Lots #1&1A- Kimball Div 2000
85 Lincoln Ave 1 /3 Tucker lot 140 30 214( 54.57
Winchendon, Mass




Zenker, Karol R & Louise P Cottage & Wellington land 5000 500( 127.50
597 High Rock St
Needham, Mass
Zerinsky, Robert Parker & Rand lot 600
266 Front St Sargent lot 500 1 10( 28.05
Winchendon, Mass
Zitzow, Ada & Leighton Place 10000 8 1000( 255.00




Zographos, Aristide G & Bollov*^ Land 900 4 90( 22.95
Grace
242 Massachusetts Ave
Boston, Mass
/


